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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Stormwater (SW) Asset Management Plan (AMP) is the third version that Hurunui District Council
(Council/HDC) has produced.
This document has been prepared as a Core AMP in accordance with the Council’s assessment of
appropriate asset management practice and asset management policy. This is a ‘living’ document which
needs to be kept current.

Strategic Direction for the Stormwater Services
HDC’s Council Strategy July 2017 describes the Council’s aspirations for the District and its
infrastructure. This Asset Management Plan supports the aspirations by:
 Focussing on delivery of efficient, effective and appropriate stormwater infrastructure
 Planning for future stormwater infrastructure needs to support growth and community
aspirations
 Considering affordability of stormwater solutions, and encouraging innovative
approaches
 Delivering equitable levels of service across the district
Council’s vision statement states that: The activity is managed and operated in an integrated
manner across the district (Roading, Parks, Drainage, and Stormwater reticulation) and at a
regional level in a sustainable (economic and environmental) manner.
The Council’s Strategic Direction for its stormwater assets will be shifting to align with the Council
Strategy and contemporary guidance for sustainable surface water practices and best asset
management practice as outlined in Current Guiding Documents referenced herein.
By managing its assets strategically, Council will be able to focus its Capital and Operational Programme
towards its stated desired outcomes.
Key Issues/Challenges
Key issues/challenges faced by the Stormwater Services in the district are:
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Policy: Ongoing evolution of stormwater network management policy and stormwater
management documents, including catchment plans, management plans, operating and
maintenance standards, and maintenance & monitoring programmes for all urban areas;
Planning: Future district-wide catchment management planning to understand and manage the
impacts of future stormwater discharges on receiving and delivery environments;
Technical Resources: Enhancement of Council’s in-house dedicated technical expertise is
needed for this core service;
Capacity: Hydraulic modelling is required for Council to understand the capacity and capability
needs as they relate to the district’s future growth demands and the impacts of land use
changes;
Water Quality: Adoption of contemporary best practices to treat stormwater runoff
Compliance:
i)
On-going and increasing requirements for compliance with regional and national
standards. Integrating climate changes into asset management practices and to
maintain agreed levels of service;
ii)
Compliance with global discharge consents and by-laws, particularly with respect to
water quality;
Asset condition: Aging infrastructure; gaps of information exist regarding the condition of
existing assets
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•
•

•

Level of service: Continuing to set a well-defined level of service for sustainable service
delivery in a socially, culturally, economically and environmentally responsible manner;
Expectations:
i)
Managing community expectations regarding flooding risks to habitable floors,
properties and roadsides;
ii)
Improving understanding and ownership and responsibility of public, common and
private drainage throughout the district;
Funding:
i)
Working within Council’s financial structure to meet the short, medium and long term
needs of our communities within the current targeted rate areas and others should they
occur;
ii)
Maintaining a financial strategy for maintenance and improvement of stormwater assets
outside target stormwater rates areas.

Short-Term Direction
The Short Term Strategic Direction outlines immediate areas of focus. The short term goal (0 to 3 years)
of the Stormwater Service is to:
•

Ensure that the stormwater network is 100% compliant with current legislative and
consent requirements.

Reduce flood risk for all high risk properties in targeted rated urban areas through
programmed capital and maintenance works
The short-term direction is supported by a short-term Action Plan, outlined in Section 2.
•

The requirement under the Canterbury Land Water Regional Plan (CLWRP) will require HDC to develop
a stormwater management plan for each township/reticulated network and lodge a resource consent for
each township/catchment to effectively manage quality and quantity of discharges into natural
waterways by 30 June 2018.
Medium to Long-Term Strategic Direction
The medium/long-Term Strategic Direction signals Council’s future vision for Hurunui District’s
stormwater asset portfolio. The medium/long-term goals (4 to 10 years plus) of the Stormwater Services
are to:
•

Achieve sustainable service delivery and make continuous improvements for
stormwater management

•

Meet legislative and consent condition requirements, specifically including quality of
stormwater discharge

•

Develop a strategic approach to stormwater treatment on an effects-based costefficient basis.

Long-Term Action Plan
Long-term areas of focus/actions to support this direction align with integrated, sustainable stormwater
management, and are outlined in Section 2. These include an integration of rural and urban stormwater
management, significant developments to Council’s stormwater management tools, and a shift towards
low impact designs for stormwater systems.
Current Guiding Policies for Stormwater Management
This SW AMP seeks to align HDC’s approach to stormwater management with the following relevant
local and/or national key documents:
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Policies and Legislation
Document

MfE National Policy
Statement for Freshwater
Management 2014

Particular Issues
Identified
Quality of fresh water is to
be maintained or
improved – significant
focus

Changes Required from 2014 SW AMP

Increased focus on water quality treatment
and discharge - treatment is required to
ensure no increased degradation.
The implications for HDC are a higher level of
monitoring, testing and treatment on
stormwater discharges. An opportunity exists
for HDC to develop a more sophisticated
approach to stormwater treatment that
assesses actual effects on actual receiving
water (i.e. focussing investment on treatment
systems in areas of most impact and costeffectiveness)

MfE Clean Water

90% rivers and lakes
swimmable by 2040

The implications for HDC are a higher focus
on compliance with targeted discharge quality,
and possibly higher levels of treatment
required. Increased focus on discharges from
industry, commercial operators, farming areas
and road corridor run-off is very likely, which
presents challenges for HDC to influence
these desired improvements significantly.
This presents the opportunity and need for
HDC to work with Environment Canterbury
(ECan) to develop water quality improvement
strategies for ‘intermittent’ and ‘poor’ rated
watercourses, focussing investment on areas
of most impact. It also influences the benefitcost ratio of dedicated treatment systems.

Canterbury Land and
Water Regional Plan
(CLWRP)

National Infrastructure
Unit’s 30 Year
Infrastructure Strategy
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A thriving natural
environment.
Healthy waterways that
provide abundant
mahinga kai and
community recreational
opportunities

Similar to the two documents above, this
reinforces the global trend towards significant
focus on water quality discharge and improved
health of natural waterways

Improved Asset
Management

The implications for HDC are to take a longterm view of investment requirements, and to
put in place robust investment-case
processes.
Reliable and accurate data on condition and
performance of network
Establish shared meta-data standards
Automate data upkeep

HDC needs to work with ECan to develop
water quality improvement strategies for
‘intermittent’ and ‘poor’ rated watercourses
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Canterbury Water
Management Strategy

Shift from effects-based
management of individual
consents to integrated
management based on
water management zones

This will require HDC to actively keep moving
towards a district-wide approach to stormwater
management. Key opportunities include the
development of Catchment Management
Plans for the whole district; the review of
current stormwater practices within HDC
including an internal resource model and
structure, and HDC’s current tools, such as its
asset information database and register.
A key activity for HDC to achieve this is to
review its internal team capacity and structure,
and ensure alignment with the intention of a
holistic, integrated approach.

HDC 30 Year
Infrastructure Strategy

Zero flooding events
100% consent compliance
Zero customer complaints

This affirms HDC’s increased focus on flood
protection infrastructure, and flood risk
management. The implication of this for HDC
is to robustly assess its capital and operational
projects against the objective of ‘Zero Flood
events’, as a key target outcome.
Opportunities exist for HDC to consider flood
management measures against the predicted
benefit of a lowered risk. This also presents
opportunities for HDC to consider the funding
models for infrastructure upgrades to manage
risk to the community.
Greater monitoring of SW discharge quality
and potential contamination sources

HDC Long Term Plan

Prevent or minimise the
adverse effects of surface
flooding and stormwater
discharge

HDC’s Long Term Plan notes an increased
focus on flood protection infrastructure.
Similar to the 30 Year Infrastructure strategy
above.
Greater monitoring of SW discharge quality
and quantity, as well as the sources

Stormwater System Overview
The Council manages 14 separate Stormwater Networks with an overall replacement value (2017) of
$7.6M (refer Section 3.1)
The Council collects targeted stormwater rates in Amberley Ward area and the urban areas of Hanmer
Springs, Hawarden, Waikari, Cheviot and Motunau Beach. There are no stormwater targeted rate
systems set up for other community stormwater networks in the District. The main current focus areas
of stormwater management are urban areas with targeted rates currently in place. The stormwater
assets in other community areas are managed by the local communities under general targeted amenity
rates.
Levels of Service
The existing Stormwater Management directive is to prevent flooding of properties, roads and focus on
erosion control. Council strives to ensure that the systems operate to the designed levels of service and
the application of best available practices (regionally, nationally and internationally). Council adopted
the new mandatory Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) performance measures in 2015, and further
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retained existing performance levels where these did not replicate the DIA measures. Refer Section 4.0
for details of Levels of Service for stormwater.
Future Demand & Drivers
Long-term projections indicate population growth of around 2,000 residents over the next 25 years,
reaching around 15,500 by 2043. Council will monitor population trends and changes closely over the
coming years for pro-active adjustment of its actual outcomes against predictions, and align improved
planning as appropriate.
The future demand for reticulated stormwater networks in the Hurunui District is currently expected to
be driven (but not limited) by the major factors as presented in the Table below.
Stormwater Demand Drivers
Demand Drivers
Comment

Outcome

Population
increases/urban
development

Amberley and Hanmer Township populations are
projected to increase; tourist visitors are also
projected to increase significantly in the Hanmer
area.
New development areas.

Council will need to ensure
that this increase can be
serviced to the required
levels of service and
legislated performance
outcomes.

Stormwater
Management Plan
(SMP) requirements

SMPs will document the management objectives
and procedures used, along with monitoring of
water quality.

Integrated stormwater
management practice and
monitoring and reviewing as
and when required.

Legislative Changes

Legislative changes can significantly affect the
Council’s ability to meet minimum Levels of
Service, and may require improvements to
infrastructure assets or asset management
processes.

Changes in environmental
standards in the future may
affect stormwater discharge
options.

Changes in
Customer
Expectations (refer
Section 4.0)

Customer expectations are increasingly tending
towards higher Levels of Service (LoS) regarding
extent and frequency of stormwater flooding and
ponding on property and roads during and after
storms, as well as environmental impact (the
desired reduced effects of stormwater discharge
(quantity and quality))

The proposed stormwater
vision and associated
strategies will give clear
direction to the communities
about appropriate and
affordable levels of service,
as well as the prioritisation of
the spend

Climate Changes
(Weather changes)

In recent years, there has been an observed
increase in the incidence of extreme weather
events around the world. Although future
projections have not yet been made specifically
for the Hurunui District, it is likely that there will be
even more frequent and intense rainfall over the
district into the future. This is further discussed in
Section 5.5.3.

Ensure design standards
respond to reasonably
foreseeable effects of climate
changes and weather
changes.

Risk Management
Council currently manages their risks in the following areas:
•

Network specific asset criticality

•

Emergency Management

•

Insurance Risk

• Resultant negative effects of the stormwater activities
A high-level criticality assessment has been carried out in the Amberley, Hanmer Springs, Hawarden,
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Waikari, Cheviot and Motunau Beach townships. The lists of these assets are included in the operations
and maintenance plans specifically written for these targeted rate areas.
A risk summary was established in 2014, setting out risk management strategies associated with the
provision of the water, wastewater and stormwater. Future development of this risk summary will
incorporate component-level risk assessments.
A key risk is flooding, managed under Council’s approach to Emergency Management which focuses
on assessment of natural hazards. This ties in with the Hurunui Lifelines Project and the Civil Defence
Emergency Operations Centre (EOC).
Maintenance and Operation
The day to day management of the Council’s rated Stormwater networks is carried out by the
Infrastructure Services – Delivery’s Amenity Team. The performance of this unit and the target-rated
Stormwater Schemes is monitored by the Manager Infrastructure Services – Delivery, reported to
Council and audited by Audit NZ. Operations and maintenance are carried out by the Infrastructure
Services – Delivery’s Amenity Team.
Maintenance of stormwater assets is carried out by several different departments within Council, and
an improvement opportunity exists to increase coordination of these maintenance activities. This
coordination is recommended as part of a long-term overall integration of urban and rural stormwater
management. Section 10.0 ‘Improvement and Monitoring’ contains details of recommendations.
Proposed Maintenance Schedule
The Council has undertaken a range of consultation processes over the past few years. As a result of
consultation and expected future demand, the provision of an operation and maintenance plan is
included in Section 7.
Renewals
The stormwater assets in the Hurunui District are relatively young and this is reflected in the renewal
profile as presented below, which proposes low renewal volumes of existing assets until 2045.
District Wide Stormwater Asset Renewal Forecast

Asset Creation/Capital Works
Assets are acquired as a result of:
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•

Meeting new standards required by policies and legislation. Additional treatment
facilities constructed.

•

Taking over new reticulation constructed as part of sub-division development
(constructed at the developer’s expense).

•

Extensions constructed by Council to service new areas.

•

To overcome inadequacies or provide for growth and future demands construction
of pipes, pumps, and treatment capacity (providing additional system capacity)
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The Stormwater Strategy is the main driver for Asset Creation/Capital Works or Capital Works
programme – summarised below.
Capital Works Programme 2018/19 to 2027/28 ($,000)
18/
19/
20/
21/
22/
Year
19
20
21
22
23
$90
$100
$185
$84
$75
Amberley
Hanmer Springs

$83

$145

$235

$120

Hawarden

$50

Waikari

$75

Cheviot

$70

Motunau

$100

$135

23/
24
$75

24/
25
$90

25/
26
$140

26/
27
$150

27/
28
$100

$250

$165

$146

$147

$135

$50

$50

$50

$52

Total $225
$245
$490
$429
$260
$325
$305
$336
$297
$235
Asset Management Practices
The Infrastructure Services Department manages the stormwater services using accepted engineering
standards and asset management practices. Council has deployed systems – Napier Computer
Systems (NCS) for accounting, AssetFinda and ArcGIS for asset information and Water Outlook to
manage resource consent compliance and assist in the management of the stormwater schemes.
The systems, processes, data recording, practices and standards applied by the Infrastructure Services
Department are suitable for core asset management practice. Minor improvements have been noted
around data collection and recording processes.
AMP Improvement and Monitoring
This AMP is to be a ‘living’ document and will require frequent review and update. The Improvement
Programme presented in in this AMP focuses on issues that Council considers as being essential to
maintain or improve the stormwater assets and includes:
•

Items identified in the detailed assessment Asset Management (AM) practice for
each asset group

•

Items identified during the development of this AMP.

Execution of this AMP requires Council to make condition and performance assessments on asset
components, collect relevant data and extrapolate with a better measure of certainty, to ascertain when
renewals (and upgrades) are likely to be required over the next 30 years and to structure funding for
these. All the timelines in the use of AssetFinda are dependent on getting a Full Time Employee (FTE)
staff member to input the field data.
This AMP also requires on-going audit and review.
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Asset Management Policy & Strategy

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Section 1.0 sets out background information, the purpose of this Asset Management Plan, key
stakeholders and relationship with other bodies/organisations and framework of this plan.

1.1

Background to the AMP

This AMP is the third version of the Stormwater AMP that Council has produced. The AMP is part of an
integrated suite of management documents comprising Council’s Long Term Plan (LTP) and this AMP,
which are used for the management of the stormwater assets. The interrelationships between these
management documents are shown in Figure 1-1:
Figure 1-1: Relationship between Management Documents

Council Stormwater Service Ownership
Council inherited ‘ownership’ and the responsibility for managing and operating the stormwater networks
in the district (and collecting rates) from its 1989 predecessors (see Figure 1-2). Council has
acknowledged its role in this respect though a history of deliberations and policies in favour of continuing
this function and by creating a funding policy to allow for on-going operation.
Figure 1-2: Predeceasing Authorities to Hurunui District Council

1989

1977

1969

Drainage Areas
Ex North Canterbury
Catchment Board

Hurunui District
Council

Hurunui CC

Waipa CC

Cheviot CC

Ashley CC

Amuri CC

1.2

Ashley CC

Kowai CC

Purpose of this Plan

This AMP outlines Council’s management practices for stormwater infrastructure.
It outlines the current operating environment for the Council’s management of stormwater:
•
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o
o

The historic and current statutory framework relevant to the Council
The Council’s Planning and Management policies

o
o

• Stormwater Activity (Section 3)
An overview of the current stormwater asset portfolio
Historic and current condition and performance

It demonstrates how Council will manage:
•

Level of Service: (Section 4)
o The extent and quality of services demanded (or required) by the
community and legislation now and in the future
o Linkages to community agreed outcomes and Levels of Service
o Prudent management of stormwater asset portfolio in ways that optimise
the value of services delivered to the community

•

Demand Management (Section 5)
o Population and demographic projections
o Sustainability and other influences on demand

•

Risk Management (Section 6)
o Proactively improve knowledge of its assets
o Assess the risks of failing to deliver levels of service for its activities and
provide appropriate means of mitigating those risks
o Manage the risk of asset failure

•

Lifecycle Management (Section 7)
o Projected lifecycle management and strategies for the stormwater asset
portfolio
o Programme of maintenance, renewals, capital works, and disposal

•

Funding (Section 8)
o Short, medium and long term funding requirements
o Projected funding to manage the assets according to assessed priorities

•

Asset Management Practices & Processes (Section 9)
o Key processes and accountabilities
o Asset management tools & software
o Asset information data

This AMP has been prepared as a Core AMP in accordance with Council’s assessment of appropriate
asset management practice and asset management policy. It is intended to be read in conjunction with
the Hurunui Long Term Plan 2018 – 2028 (LTP) and fulfils requirements of the Local Government Act
2002 (and amendments), Schedule 10.

1.3

Key Stakeholders

Key stakeholders are those who have significant and specific involvement with the assets and/or
services facilitated by the assets. Key stakeholders and the outcomes they require for stormwater
activities are detailed in Table 1-1 - this describes their particular interests (limited to the main issues for
each key stakeholder group). Different issues will require different levels of consultation; from a broad
approach to a specific and limited approach to those directly affected. This level of involvement is
indicated under the Consultation Range column where *** = Broad, ** = Moderate, and * = Limited.
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Table 1-1: Hurunui District Council Stakeholders
Key Stakeholder

External

Council customers and
resident population

Consultation
Range

***

Desired Stakeholder Outcome(s)
Reliable service that meets strategic, sustainable and
agreed Level of Service and Key Performance
Indicators drivers
Resource use is sustainable as directed in the
Resource Management Act 1991

Environment Canterbury

**

Local Government New
Zealand or Central
Government

*

Ensure that Local Government Act is complied with
(via Auditor-General)

Department of Conservation

*

Enhance conservation value of natural waterways (i.e.
rivers/streams)

Local Iwi/Ngai Tahu

*

Enhance waterways for Mahinga kai, cultural/spiritual
values

Local Businesses/Industries
Wider Community

**
*

Stormwater services to suit commercial needs and
expansion, at affordable cost
Enhance landscape and aesthetic values of farmland
and plains.

Hurunui District Council

***

Maximise the four aspects of well-being through
provision of the stormwater services activity

Elected Officials

***

Owner of assets, responsible for sustainable service
levels under the Local Government Act 2002

Council committees
Executive

*

As per delegated authority from Council

***

Compliance with regulations, service reliability, quality,
agreed Level of Service and economy

*

As above plus policy, planning and implementation of
infrastructure and service management activities (e.g.
operations, demand management, maintenance,
construction) and safety. Effective corporate support
for decision-making, service management,
procurement, finance, communications, I.T., staff and
other resources

Planners

*

AMP support for Long Term Plans. Infrastructure
support for current/future district activities

Finance

**

Internal

Asset Managers

Proper accounting for assets and for services
consumed by asset management activities

Customer Services

*

Systems which minimise and resolve
complaints/enquiries about service

Information Services

*

Clarity of technical and budget requirements for
systems and support

1.4

Relationship with other Bodies and Organisations

Tangata Whenua - Kaitaikitanga, tikanga
For Maori, linking the past, present and the future is an important concept. There is much value in
learning from the past in planning for the future. Kaitiakitanga – safe guarding our future (guardianship)
and Tikanga (protocols) are two powerful concepts embodied in Maori culture.
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Council will seek to understand and exercise the principles of Kaitiakitanga so those who follow can
enjoy what we enjoy today, and seek to establish the right approach that will enable us to deliver
stormwater services in an integrated and sustainable way.
Environment Canterbury (ECan) – Canterbury Regional Council
Environment Canterbury holds delegated responsibility for management of the water resources within
the Canterbury district and achieves this through its regional plans. These plans provide a framework
for the sustainable environmental management of Canterbury’s physical and natural resources. The
change of use of land, taking of water, diverting of water, disposal of water, and discharge to air, require
resource consents. Council must liaise with Environment Canterbury in obtaining and complying with
consents in relation to the stormwater services activities.
Water New Zealand (Water NZ)
Water NZ provides a forum for the exchange of ideas between those involved in the ‘three waters
(drinking water, waste and storm waters) industry’. Water NZ also manages projects such as the
development of national codes of practice. In recent times Water NZ has taken on the role of lobbyist
to government on three water issues, and is a national forum for current and emerging best practice
regarding stormwater management.
IPENZ, IPWEA NZ, LGNZ
Each of these organisations provides peer support and exchange of information to foster appropriate
practice and share/manage issues that arise.

1.5

The Plan Format

A top down approach has been taken to develop this third generation Stormwater AMP, using existing
data followed by data improvement. The structure of this plan mirrors the logical process followed for
asset management planning as shown in Figure 1-3 below:
Figure 1-3: Asset Management Process
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Section 1:
Introduction
Section 2:

Section 10:
Improvement and
Monitoring

Asset Management
Policy and Strategy

Section 9:

Section 3:

Asset Management
Practices and Processes

Description of the
Stormwater Activity

Section 8:

Section 4:

Financial Management

Levels of Service

Section 7:

Section 5:

Lifecycle Management

Demand Management
Section 6:
Risk Management
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1.6

Key Elements of the Plan

The key elements of the plan are presented in Table 1-2.
Table 1-2: Key Elements of Plan
Section
Section 1:
Introduction

Content
Sets out background information, the purpose of this Asset Management Plan, key
stakeholders and relationship with other bodies/organisations and framework of this
plan

Section 2:
Asset Management
Policy and Strategy

This section includes brief description of key legislation and regulation, national
standards, code of practice and guidelines, council’s planning documents, vision,
objectives and strategic direction for stormwater management

Section 3:
Description of the
Stormwater activity

Covers the description of stormwater and land drainage systems owned and
maintained by Council along with the performance and condition

Section 4:
Levels of Service
Section 5:
Demand Management
Section 6:
Risk Management

The levels of service for the stormwater service are defined in this section and the
performance measures by which the service levels will be assessed. The service
levels are aimed at supporting the community outcomes and meeting the strategic
goals. It also contains information on the customer research undertaken and the
legislative requirements adhered to in arriving at the service levels
Provides details of growth forecasts, which affect the management, and utilisation of
the stormwater services asset
Details the risk management processes utilised by Council for assessing and
managing risk within the stormwater services

Section 7:
Lifecycle Management

Outlines what is planned to manage and operate the assets at the agreed levels of
service while optimising lifecycle costs

Section 8:
Financial Management

Identifies the financial requirements resulting from all of the information presented in
the previous sections

Section 9:
Asset Management
Practices and
Processes
Section 10:
Improvement and
Monitoring
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Outlines the information available on the assets, information systems used and
practices and process used to make decisions on how the asset are and will be
managed
This section details the improvements to AM within Council that will lead to an
increase in confidence in the management of the assets
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2.0

ASSET MANAGEMENT POLICY AND STRATEGY

Section 2.0 includes brief description of key legislation and regulation, national standards, code of
practice and guidelines, council’s planning documents, vision, objectives and strategic direction for
stormwater management.

2.1

Key Legislation and Regulation

Legislation is established by central government and must be complied with at local government level.
Significant legislation and regulations affecting stormwater service activities are listed in Table 2-1
below.
Table 2-1: Legislation and Regulation Affecting Stormwater Services
Legislation & Regulation

Stormwater
Services Range

Building Act 2004 (and amendments)

*

Hurunui/Kaikoura Earthquakes Recovery Act 2016

*

Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002

***

Climate Change (Emissions Trading and Renewable Preference) Act
2008

*

Climate Change Response Act 2002 (and amendments)

**

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act 2000

*

Environmental Protection Authority Act 2011

*

Epidemic Preparedness Amendment Act 2010

*

Fire and Emergency New Zealand Act 2017

**

Health Act 1956

***

Health and Safety at Work Act 2015

***

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014

*

Infrastructure (Amendments Relating to Utilities Access) Act 2010

**

Land Drainage Act 1908 (and amendments)

***

Local Government Act 2002 (and amendments)

***

Local Government Act 1974 (and amendments)

**

Local Government Rating Act 2002 (and amendments)

**

Local Government Rating Act 1979

*

Local Government (Financial Reporting) Regulations 2011

**

Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998

*

Public Works Act 1981 (and amendments)

*

Reserves Act 1977 (and amendments)

*

Resource Management Act 1991 (and amendments)

***

Utilities Access Act 2010

***
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Legislation & Regulation

Stormwater
Services Range

Ministry for Environment National Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management 2014

***

Ministry for Environment Clean Water 2017

***

Canterbury Water Management Strategy 2009

***

Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan 2017

***

Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 2013

**

In addition, the following key documents are referenced for stormwater management and used to guide
and shape HDC’s stormwater strategy:
Document

Stormwater
Services
Range

National Infrastructure Unit’s 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy

***

HDC 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy

**

HDC Long Term Plan

**

Different legislation has differing levels of impact on the stormwater service as indicated under the
column Stormwater Services Range (*** = Broad, ** = Moderate, * = Limited).
2.1.1
Major Legislation Details
The legislation that has or will have the most effect on the stormwater services is discussed in the
following section.
Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002
The expectations under the Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM) Act 2002 are that Council’s
services will function at the fullest possible extent during and after an emergency. In addition, Council
has established planning and operational relationships with regional CDEM groups to deliver emergency
management within our boundaries.
Health and Safety at Work Act 2015
The Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 requires that every employer shall take all practicable steps to
ensure the safety of employees while at work by providing a safe working environment; safe work
facilities; ensuring all plant used by employees is safe to use; ensuring that employees are not exposed
to hazards at work; and develop procedures for dealing with emergencies that may arise at work. All
design work must have a Safety in Design report completed.
Council must ensure the safety of the public and all workers (including contractors) when undertaking
the activity.
Land Drainage Act 1908
The Land Drainage Act 1908 provides Council in general with:
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•

The structure to form legal drainage districts

•

S64 gives the Council power to order the land owner to clean drains where
impedence of the free flow of water in a watercourse or drain occurs
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Local Government Act 2002
In addition to the general requirements of the Local Government Act (LGA) there are some specific
clauses that apply to water services:
•

S125 places a requirement to assess water and other sanitary services from time to
time

•

S130 imposes an obligation to maintain water services and places limitations on the
transfer or selling of assets

•

S136 empowers Councils to enter into Contracts relating to provision of water
services for periods not exceeding 35 years whilst maintaining control over the
pricing of the service, retain legal responsibility for the service and being responsible
for the development of policy related to water services

S137 empowers Councils to enter joint local government arrangements and joint
arrangements with other entities for the provision of water services, with the same
constraints as S136
Note: In the LGA “Water service” means water supply and wastewater services.
•

In 2010, this Act was amended to require the Secretary for Local Government to make rules specifying
non-financial performance measures for local authorities to use when reporting to their communities.
The aim was to help the public to contribute to discussions on future levels of service for their
communities and to participate more easily in their local authority’s decision making processes.
Performance measure rules come into force on 30 July 2014. Local authorities are required to
incorporate the performance measures in the development of the Long Term Plan.
Resource Management Act 1991
The RMA 1991 provides an environmentally conscious framework for Local and Regional Authorities to
administer powers with regard to development and the management of natural resources. The RMA
1991 focuses on the effects of activities rather than on the activities themselves. Council’s District Plan
provides the rules that apply to subdivision, land use consent and development in conjunction (where
necessary) with ECan’s regional plans that also provide for the abstraction of water and discharges to
the environment.
Utilities Access Act 2010
The Utilities Access Act 2010 provides for a coordinated approach to management of the road corridor.
The Act requires the Corridor Managers to undertake a planning and access management role, and
Utility operators to comply with an approved code of practice. It is an expected that the requirements
detailed in the act will be carried out as described in the National Code of Practice for Utility Operators’
Access to Transport Corridors developed by the New Zealand Utilities Advisory Group.
Ministry for Environment National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014
The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM) requires all local authorities to
maintain or improve the quality of freshwater bodies. As a result of this policy statement, Council will be
responsible for ensuring any new development does not result in any decrease in quality of freshwater.
In certain circumstances, new development may be required to improve the quality of existing
stormwater runoff
Ministry for Environment Clean Water 2017
The implications for HDC are a higher focus on compliance with discharge quality, and possibly higher
levels of treatment required. Increased focus on discharges from farming areas and road corridors is
likely, which present challenges for HDC to influence significantly.
This presents the opportunity for HDC to work with ECan to develop water quality improvement
strategies for ‘intermittent’ and ‘poor’ rated watercourses, focussing investment on areas of most impact.
It also influences the benefit:cost ratio of dedicated treatment systems.
Canterbury Water Management Strategy 2009
This will require HDC to actively keep moving towards a district-wide approach to stormwater
management. Key opportunities include the development of Catchment Management Plans and global
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discharge consents for the whole district; the review of current stormwater practices within HDC
including internal resource models and structures, and HDC’s current tools such as its asset information
database and register.
A key activity for HDC to achieve this is to review its internal team capacity and structure, and ensure
alignment with the intention of a holistic, integrated approach.
Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan 2017 (LWRP)
The purpose of this Plan is to identify the resource management outcomes or goals for managing land
and water resources in Canterbury region to achieve the objectives of the Resource Management Act
1991 (“RMA”). It identifies the policies and rules needed to achieve the objectives, and provides direction
in terms of the processing of resource consent applications. The CLWRP relates to discharges that
existed prior to 11 August 2012. The relevant stormwater referencess from the CLWRP are:
• Stormwater discharges from reticulated networks require resource consent (supported by a
SMP) and applications for consent are required to be lodged by June 2018. Note that the
Assessment of Environmental Effects is likely to require consideration of waterway health,
contaminant loads, contaminated land, effects on groundwater, industrial sites, hydraulic
modelling and identification of overland flow paths.
• Schedule 8 puts a focus on water quality protection. Stormwater discharges are not allowed to
cause a limit in Schedule 8 to be exceeded.
• Local Authorities will need to demonstrate progressive improvements to the quality of
discharges towards meeting Water Quality standards (refer CLWRP Table 1A, 1B and Schedule
5 and 8) in receiving waters by 2025.
Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 2013
The Canterbury Regional Policy Statement provides an overview of the resource management issues
in the Canterbury region, and the objectives, policies and methods to achieve integrated management
of natural and physical resources. These methods include directions for provisions in district and
regional plans.
The policy statement became operative on 15 January 2013. It sets the framework for resource
management in Canterbury for the next 10 to 15 years.

2.2

National Standards, Codes of Practice and Guidelines

National environmental standards, design standards (AS/NZS ISO), Codes of Practice and Guidelines
provide technical direction. National Standards must be complied with under the direction of relevant
legislation.
2.2.1
National Environmental Standards
National environmental standards are regulations issued under the Resource Management Act 1991
(RMA). They prescribe technical standards, methods and other requirements for environmental matters.
Local and regional councils [or local government] must enforce these standards (or they can enforce
stricter standards when the standard provides for this). In this way, national environmental standards
ensure consistent minimum standards are maintained throughout all New Zealand’s regions and
districts.
2.2.2
AS/NZS Standards
The New Zealand Standard NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure is the
principal document defining design requirements. Wherever possible, relevant AS/NZS or NZS
standards are used as the basis for determining standards of design and construction. Standards and
guidelines relevant to the Stormwater activity asset management are provided in Table 2-2 below.
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Table 2-2: National Environmental Standards and Guidelines
Year Released

Technical Discipline: Asset Management

2015

NAMS International Infrastructure Management Manual Fifth Edition

2008

PAS55-1:2008 Asset Management

2007 v2.0

NAMS Developing Levels of Service and Performance Measures Guidelines

2004 v1.0

NAMS Optimised Decision Making Guidelines

2006 v2.0

NAMS Infrastructure Asset Valuation and Depreciation Guidelines

2006

NZW New Zealand Pipe Inspection Manual Third Edition

1999

NZW The New Zealand Infrastructural Asset Grading Guidelines

2008

NZW Visual assessment of utility assets

2.3

Council’s Planning Documents

2.3.1
Overview
An overview of the proposed stormwater planning documents and how they connect with other Council
strategies and documents is shown in Figure 2-1Error! Reference source not found..
Figure 2-1: Overview of Stormwater Planning Documents’ Relationship With Other Council Plans

2.3.2
Planning Documents
The following Council planning documents impact on,and are considered as part of, the stormwater
services activity:
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•

Hurunui District Plan

•

Council Strategy 2017

•

Hurunui District Council 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy

•

Hurunui District Council Long Term Plan

•

Council’s Asset Management Policy and Plans
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Hurunui District Plan
Hurunui District Plan is a legal document which affects the day-to-day lives of everybody in the Hurunui
District. The Plan's framework provides objectives, policies and methods to manage the use and
development of natural and physical resources to meet the purpose of the RMA.
The current Hurunui District Plan was made operative on 7th August 2003 but it has not been frozen in
time. The Council has processed nearly 30 changes to parts of the Plan since it became operative. THe
most recent change was 17 January 2014.
The Hurunui District Plan is divided into three main parts:
•

Management Strategy

•

Management Code

•

Planning Maps

Council Strategy 2017
HDC’s Council Strategy July 2017 describes the Council’s aspirations for the District and its
infrastructure. This Asset Management Plan supports the aspirations by:





Focussing on delivery of efficient, effective and appropriate stormwater infrastructure
Planning for future stormwater infrastructure needs to support growth and communities
Considering affordability of stormwater solutions, and potential for innovative
approaches
Aiming for equitable delivery of service across the district

Hurunui District Council 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy
This affirms HDC’s increased focus on flood protection infrastructure, and flood risk management. The
implication of this for HDC is to robustly assess its capital and operational projects against the objective
of ‘Zero Flood events’, as a key target outcome.
Opportunities exist for HDC to consider flood management measures against the predicted benefit of
lower risk. This also presents opportunities for HDC to consider the funding models for infrastructure
upgrades to manage risk to the community.
Hurunui District Council Long Term Plan
HDC’s Long Term Plan notes an increased focus on flood protection infrastructure, similar to the 30
Year Infrastructure strategy.
The LTP has an objective of 100% compliance with discharge consents. This requires greater monitoring
of SW discharge quality and sources.
The LTP and 30 year infrastructure strategy states the aim for the stormwater and drainage service as:
“To prevent or minimise adverse effects of surface flooding and stormwater discharge.”
This is to meet the current and future needs of committees for good quality local infrastructure, local
public services and performance of regulatory functions in a way that is most cost-effective for
households and businesses.
Asset Management Policy and Plans
The objective of the Council’s Asset Management (AM) Policy for the utilities activity is to ensure that:
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•

Council’s service delivery is optimised to deliver agreed community outcomes and
levels of service, manage related risks, and optimise expenditure over the entire
lifecycle of the service delivery, using appropriate assets as required.

•

Asset management is an essential part of good business planning.

•

The management of assets is in a systematic process to guide planning, acquisition,
operation and maintenance, renewal and disposal of the required assets.

•

Delivery of service is required to be sustainable in the long term and deliver on
Council’s economic, environmental, social, and cultural objectives.

•

Effective asset management requires an organisational-wide approach.

•

Levels of services need to match rate-payers expectations and ability to pay.

•

Managing risk is an integral part of asset management.

•

Asset management planning will information the financial strategy.

•

Life cycle optimisation principles.

The Asset Management Policy sets the appropriate level of asset management practice for Council’s
Utilities Activity.
Council has undertaken a structured assessment of the appropriate level of AM practice for the Three
Waters and Road Services. This structured assessment follows the guidance provided in Section 2.2.4
of the International Infrastructure Management Manual Australia / New Zealand Edition 2011 (IIMM).
Analysis of factors indicates that asset management practice for Council’s Three Waters Services
should be Core.

2.4

Stormwater Management Policy

2.4.1
Stormwater Management Framework
The figure below illustrates the stormwater management framework and its links to the key drivers and
management documents.

Expectations
Regulatory
Requirements
Climate Changes

Vision
Objectives
Strategic Plans
Policies
Performance
criteria

Management Documents

Issues/Challenges

Well-defined Framework

Key Drives

Figure 2-2:

Asset Management
Plan
Stormwater
Management Plan
Maintenance &
Monitoring Plan
Integrated
Catchment
Management Plan
Stormwater Bylaw

2.4.2
Key Issues/Challenges/Recommendations
The key issues/challenges faced by the Stormwater Services in the district are:
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•

Policy: Lack of policy for the management of stormwater networks. Council to
develop stormwater vision and strategies, and complete stormwater bylaw and
design guidelines.
Recommendation: Update inter-relating stormwater management documents in
tandem to ensure consistency of goals, strategies and management practices.

•

Planning: District wide catchment management planning is needed to fully
understand the impacts of stormwater discharges on receiving environments and to
manage stormwater infrastructure by developing operating standards and
maintenance and monitoring programmes
Recommendation: Invest in the development of stormwater catchment and
management plans for all urban areas within the district, with separate operating
standards and maintenance and monitoring programmes for each urban catchment.
Managed in an integrated manner across all planning portfolios for this asset group.

•

Technical Resources: There is currently no stormwater engineer or other staff with
sufficient technical expertise in stormwater management and asset planning. An
outside stormwater consultant has been engaged in the past a few years.
Recommendation: It is recommended to employ a full-time stormwater engineer in
the long term.

•

Capacity: Understanding and resolution of network capacity inadequacies. Lack of
network capacity in some areas need to be addressed. Further hydraulic modelling
is required for Council to fully understand the stormwater needs of the district’s
settlements due to future growth demands and land use changes. Low availability
or capability of hydraulic modellers.
Recommendation: Develop hydraulic models for each catchment to ensure each
systems has enough know capacity to accommodate future demand needs as they
relate to growth and land use change.

•

Water Quality: Managing the adverse effects of stormwater discharge, maintaining
and enhancing natural water systems. Groundwater aquifers can be adversely
affected by land development and soakage. Stormwater contaminants can be
accumulated in stream and estuaries.

•

Recommendation: put in place processes, protocols and procedures to better
understand and manage the quality and quantity of water in the natural waterways
through urban areas (reticulated system areas) at both receiving and delivery, with
improved understanding and management of every discharge from private and
public properties. Prototype a strategic approach to stormwater treatment on an
effects-based basis.

•

Compliance:
o Ensure on-going compliance with regional and national standards.
Integrating climate changes to maintain level of services.
Recommendation: Better integrate climate change best-practice into flood
predictions and asset replacement programmes
o Ensure compliance with stormwater discharge consents and by-laws,
particularly with respect to water quality.
Recommendation: Develop improved tracking of resource consent condition
requirements for improved compliance adherence, with early notification processes
before non-compliance, e.g. WaterOutlook.
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2.4.3

•

Asset condition: Aging infrastructure; Lack of information on the condition of
existing assets.
Recommendation: Undertake more asset condition ratings to better understand
the current state of the prevailing assets for stormwater conveyance, thus improving
estimates of prevailing asset life for increased accuracy of valuations, depreciation
and replacement date

•

Level of service: A well-defined level of service to achieve sustainable service
delivery in a socially, economically and environmentally responsible manner.
Recommendation: Undertake district-wide engagement of desired levels of service
to be provided, key performance indicators to be measured and reported back upon
and reported incidences of non-adherence with rationalised cause and rectification.

•

Expectations:
o Managing community expectations with regard to flooding of habitable
floors versus property flooding. The flooding risk in some low lying areas
such as Leithfield Beach is costly and difficult to mitigate.
Recommendation: Officers to ensure that they have flood modelling of all at risk
areas to date, with improved knowledge of where habitable floors have occurred
and logged on the LIM report for that property.
o Improving understanding of public, common and private drainage in the
district.
Recommendation: Officers to undertake a full assessment of all district-wide
stormwater drains, pipes, channels, watertables, etc. and workshop to gain clear
understanding which are public assets and which are private assets for future
ownership and operations/maintenance/renewal requirements

•

Funding:
o Reducing existing debt levels and managing financial structures and
investment required to meet short and long term needs of our communities.
Recommendation: Improve management of budgets (operations, maintenance,
renewals and new capitals works) under single management entity; focus on a
financial strategy to reduce current debt levels whilst continuing to meet level of
service demand.
o Financial strategy for maintenance of stormwater assets outside target
stormwater target rates areas
Recommendation: Renew the funding strategy and explore the potential benefits
and risks of moving to a district-wide rating model

Vision Statement

Council’s overarching Vision and Strategic plan for stormwater service seeks that:
The activity is managed and operated in an integrated manner across the district (Roading,
Parks, Drainage, and Stormwater reticulation) and at a regional level in a sustainable (economic
and environmental) manner.
This vision and associated strategic plans aspires to ensure the stormwater activity will in the future
meet the focus of better local government – the provision of good quality local infrastructure at the least
possible cost1 to households and business.

1

“Least possible cost” means costs now and the future: NZ Government Paper – Better Local Government: March 2012
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The requirements for consenting stormwater discharges from reticulated stormwater networks in other
townships (as required by the CLWRP), and their associated SMP(s) needs to be considered as part of
any overarching stormwater vision and strategic plans.
2.4.4
Stormwater Management Objectives
In promoting a sustainable approach to stormwater management, the Council specifically seeks to:
•

Reduce the amount of site run-off to drains and waterways thereby reducing the risk
of damage to them and other property;

•

Provide effective water capture volume and flood control detention to protect
downstream areas from flooding;

•

Create stable, healthy streams by preventing pollutants from entering the
stormwater system;

•

Improve biodiversity by preserving and enhancing the integrity of ecological and
biological systems of the environment; and

•

Enhance groundwater recharge for sustainable groundwater management by
storing sufficient quality water underground and subsequently harvesting it for
beneficial use.

2.4.5
Stormwater Strategies, Plans and Bylaws
Stormwater Strategy and Management Plans
At present the Council has a limited number of Strategy and Management Plans that are at a Strategic
and/or Tactical level:
•

Amberley Infrastructure Strategy

•

Amberley Stormwater Operations and Maintenance Plan

•

Amberley Maintenance and Monitoring Programme

•

Hanmer Springs Stormwater Operations and Maintenance Plan

•

Hanmer Springs Maintenance and Monitoring Programme

•

Hurunui Wide Operations and Maintenance Plan

Global Stormwater Discharge Consents
Hurunui District Council have two global discharge consents.
•

The Amberley Global Discharge Consent is approved and is active from November
2014.

•

The Hanmer Springs Global Discharge Consent application is lodged with
Environment Canterbury (ECan) and yet to be approved.

Council Bylaws
Section 146 of the Local Government Act 2002 provides for a Territorial Authority to make Bylaws in its
district for the purposes of managing, regulating against, or protecting from damage, misuse, or loss, or
for preventing the use of; the land, structures, or infrastructure associated with the stormwater services.
The draft stormwater bylaw has been incorporated into a bylaw for the three waters which will go before
Council in November 2017. This addresses issues relating to public safety, general nuisance, deposition
of rubbish and pollution prevention.
2.4.6

Strategic Direction for Stormwater Services

Short-Term Direction
The short term direction (0 to 3 years) of the Stormwater Service is to:
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•

Ensure that the stormwater network is 100% compliant with current legislative and
consent requirements

•

Reduce flood risk for all high risk properties in urban areas

Short-Term Action Plan
Short-term areas of focus/actions to support this direction address practice and knowledge gaps:
•

Develop stormwater management plans for each township/reticulated network and
lodge resource consent for each township/catchment by 30 June 2018 (refer
Section 7.2 for more detail)

•

Carry out Level of Service surveys to monitor current performance and expectations
of the stormwater asset portfolio

•

Confirm the vision for the stormwater services and develop an integrated stormwater
strategy

•

Continue developing an asset information policy for efficient management and
recording of three waters asset data, including asset condition surveys and asset
ownership surveys

•

Develop an investment-case process for significant spend which considers new
works against regional strategic goals. Prepare a business case for the adoption of
Asset Information Management (or AIM) software into Council’s current IT
infrastructure

•

Complete further hydraulic modelling to identify and implement solutions to resolve
stormwater network capacity issues to accommodate growth and land use change

•

Develop a risk assessment and subsequent risk management strategy for the Three
Waters Services

•

Complete stormwater capital projects identified in the LTP

•

Finalise global consents for discharge of stormwater in Hanmer Springs.

•

Confirm ownership of roadside drains to responsibility and funding requirements for
ongoing maintenance

•

Develop a policy of management of community owned/operated stormwater
networks.

•

Develop programme for renewals and new capital projects which focus on improving
hydraulic capacity of the stormwater network and reducing effects of the stormwater
discharge.

•

Finalise Development Engineering Standards for Hurunui District, including
integration of water quality and climate change requirements

•

Review, confirm/refresh the current stormwater management staff & resource model
to align capacity with resource demand (including employing a fullltime stormwater
engineer)

•

Ensure compliance with regional and national requirements, through increased
systems for monitoring compliance, and integration of climate change into design
standards

Long-Term Strategic Direction
The Long-term Strategic Direction (4 to 10 years plus) of the Stormwater Services is to:
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•

Achieve sustainable service delivery and make continuous improvement in
stormwater management

•

Meet legislative and consent requirements

•

Prototype a strategic approach to stormwater treatment on an effects-based basis.
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Long-Term Action Plan
Long-term areas of focus/actions to support this direction align with integrated, sustainable stormwater
management that supports the Hurunui District’s long-term future:
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•

Integrate responsibilities for stormwater management (urban and rural) in a more
holistic, integrated whole of life manner

•

Use Asset Investment Management (AIM) software to provide risk-based decision
support systems and cost models for optimised asset investment

•

Improve quantity and quality of stormwater discharge from new developments on
both greenfield and brownfield sites

•

Ensure that expansion and development of the Stormwater Networks are
progressed in a practical and coherent manner

•

Develop Integrated Catchment Management Plans (ICMP) that take a holistic
approach to stormwater management within the whole catchment of the receiving
environment. This will enable on-going compliance and reduction of adverse effects
from stormwater discharge to be achieved.

•

Promote Low Impact Design stormwater infrastructure for all new and upgraded
developments.

•

Promote source control and contaminant reduction.

•

Update inter-relating stormwater management documents concurrently to ensure
consistency of goals, strategies and management practices.

•

Develop and pursue a funding strategy for stormwater with focus on reduced debt
and increased efficiency through consolidation of operations; explore feasibility of a
district-wide rating model as a financial strategy for assets outside target rates areas
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3.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE STORMWATER ACTIVITY

Section 3.0 covers the description of stormwater and land drainage systems owned and maintained
by the Council, flooding mitigation and performance and condition.

3.1

Stormwater System Overview
Drainage map and location of
townships in Hurunui District

The Stormwater networks within the urban and community areas in Hurunui District are made up of a
number of different types of assets and drainage systems that convey water that has drained from the
upstream area or catchment(s). These can be owned & controlled via different departments within the
Council – Roading, Amenity and Utilities (Stormwater). Each of these Council departments has certain
responsibilities for the conveyance, treatment and disposal and the Integration of stormwater over all
departments will be an essential area of improvement in the future.
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3.2

Stormwater Services and Management

3.2.1
Communities with Stormwater Assets or Drainage Provision
There are ten communities within Hurunui District that have stormwater or land drainage assets. There
are four additional communities that do not have any stormwater assets but have provision for
stormwater drainage (refer Table 3-1).
Table 3-1: Communities with Stormwater Assets or Drainage
Communities
With Stormwater or Land
Drainage Assets

No Known Assets but with Provision
for Stormwater Drainage

Amberley

Amberley Beach

Amberley (Ward)

Hawarden

Cheviot

Leithfield

Greta Valley

Waiau

Hanmer Springs
Leithfield Beach
Motunau Beach
Culverden
Waikari
Waipara
The extent of the assets within these communities varies from $25k to $3.2m (2017 valuation replacement cost) and is summarised in Table 3-2 and described in greater detail Appendix A.
Table 3-2: Stormwater Asset Valuation (2017)
Total
Replacement

Depreciation
Replacement Value

Annual
Depreciation

$2,267,107

$1,752,201

$26,272

Amberley (Ward)

$114,342

$109,053

$1,454

Cheviot

$789,829

$556,056

$9,948

Culverden

$343,474

$220,854

4,302

Greta Valley

$163,148

$68,148

$2,039

Hanmer Springs

$3,232,043

$2,529,875

$44,839

Leithfield Beach

$338,443

$287,130

$2,829

Motunau Beach

$253,661

$201,089

$3,171

Waikari

$24,714

$19,565

$309

Waipara

$105,958

$45,746

$1,325

7,632,719

5,789,717

96,488

Community
Amberley

Total

There are some additional assets that have not yet been shown on the asset register.
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3.2.2
Management Activities
The Council collects targeted stormwater rates in Amberley Ward area and the urban areas of Hanmer
Springs, Hawarden, Waikari, Cheviot and Motunau Beach. There is no stormwater rates system setting
up for other community areas in the District.
The main focus areas of stormwater management is Hanmer Springs urban area and general Amberley
ward area, including urban areas of Amberley, Amberley Beach, Leithfield and Leithfield Beach, and a
few drainage systems such as Newcombes Drain, Ashworths Drains and Leithfield Outfall Drain. The
stormwater assets in other community areas are managed by local communities currently.
The existing Stormwater Management focusseson prevention measures to reduce risk of flooding of
habitable floors, roads and erosion control. Council’s objective is to ensure that stormwater systems
operate and meet required levels of service.
An integrated combination of measures is used to manage the effects of stormwater runoff. These
include:
•

A Primary Stormwater System – the Primary System is designed to minimise
nuisance flooding by collecting and discharging stormwater, resulting from moderate
rainfall into streams and other watercourses. The Primary Stormwater System
comprises pipes, culverts, open drains and channels

•

A Secondary Stormwater System - the Secondary Stormwater System generally
comprises overland flow paths through public and/or private property and along
roadways designed to convey excess floodwater with a minimum of damage when
the Primary Stormwater System is overloaded. The provision of secondary flow
paths recognises that it is impractical to provide a Primary system which can cope
with extreme rainfall events. The Secondary System is normally designed to carry
a 1 in 50-year storm. The provision of designed Secondary Stormwater Systems is
a comparatively recent practice in New Zealand and there are areas within serviced
areas where secondary flow paths were not provided when the areas were
developed, and which should have secondary systems added.

•

Planning and building controls such as restrictions on building in high flood risk
areas and minimum floor heights for residential buildings. Planning and building
controls play an essential part of stormwater management by ensuring an adequate
level of stormwater protection is able to be practically, reliably and affordably
provided to new developments

•

Public education programmes intended to minimise the entry of pollutants to the
stormwater system and a variety of traps and treatment systems in the stormwater
system designed to reduce the quantities of contaminants that are discharged to
water bodies

3.2.3
Stormwater Asset Types
Table 3-3 indicates the different asset types within the stormwater system for the conveyance, treatment
and disposal of stormwater.
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Table 3-3: Asset Types within the Stormwater System
The Treatment of
Stormwater Via:

The Disposal of Stormwater Via:

Water courses

Grass areas
(swales)

Waterways (drains, natural streams,
rivers)

Drains

Detention ponds

Lagoons

Conveyance of Stormwater

Channels

Soak pits

Formed concrete kerbs and
associated sumps and soak holes

Beaches (the gravels)

Sump drain lines

Sea

Stormwater pipes (including
manholes)

Irrigation storage dams

Overland Flow Paths
3.2.4
Roading Drainage Channels and Drainage Facilities
The purpose of these assets is to adequately drain storm runoff from the carriageway, convey
stormwater from high lying properties to low lying properties, protect the substructure from stormwater
intrusion, provide a protective barrier for pedestrians from passing traffic, and delineate the edge of the
carriageway.
Key issues relating to channels and drainage facilities are:

3.3

•

Rules in the Natural Resources Regional Plan (water) requiring pre-treatment of
road run-off before discharge into soak-pits;

•

Proposed Land and Water Regional Plan policies for Local Authorities to
demonstrate progressive improvements to the quality of discharges towards
meeting water quality standards, and rules requiring consent for stormwater
discharges from reticulated networks.

•

The need for additional stormwater disposal systems to supplement kerb and
channel as earth surface water channels and drainage channels are replaced with
kerb and channel, reducing the ability of the system to discharge via soakage

Community Stormwater Networks

There are 22 urban and community areas in Hurunui District:
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•

Amberley

•

Amberley Beach

•

Ashley Forest Village

•

Cheviot

•

Claverley

•

Culverden

•

Domett

•

Gore Bay

•

Greta Valley

•

Hanmer Springs

•

Hawarden

•

Hurunui Mouth

•

Leithfield

•

Leithfield Beach
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•

Motunau Beach

•

Mt Lyford

•

Parnassus

•

Rotherham

•

Scargill

•

Waiau

•

Waikari

•

Waipara

•

Domett

The following is an overview of most of the communities within Hurunui District that have to some extent
a stormwater or land drainage system. Additional details and stormwater maps of these schemes are
shown in APPENDIX A.
3.3.1
Amberley
Servicing
Approximately 85% of the urban built up area of Amberley is serviced by kerb and channel drains. The
remainder of water collection/disposal devices are open drains, swales and soak-pits.
The water collected from the
urban
area
mainly
discharges into two drains
which are Dock Creek and
Eastern Drain. Dock Creek
flows in a southerly direction
through
the
Amberley
Township east of State
Highway 1 and eventually
discharges into the Kowai
River. It collects considerable
runoff from catchments north
of Amberley as well as from
the township itself.
Eastern
Drain
collects
considerable runoff from
catchments
north
of
Amberley and runs in a
south-easterly direction crossing both Osborne and Courage roads before continuing to Amberley
Beach and ultimately discharging into the Mimimoto Lagoon.
Stormwater collected from the newly developed areas (Oakfields and Teviot) and farm areas at southern
side of Amberley Beach Rd discharge into natural gullies which are Dry Gully and Goldminer’s Gully.
Both of the gullies generally run to the south east toward the coast.
No treatment devices are presently used but treatment is proposed at Chamberlain Park in 2021/22.
There are a few detention ponds that have been installed in recent subdivisions.
Performance
The Amberley Global Discharge Consent is approved and is active from November 2014. The
associated Amberley Stormwater Management Plan and Maintenance & Monitoring Programme has
been prepared to provide guide for management, maintenance, monitoring of stormwater assets in the
designated Stormwater Management Area (SMA). Amberley Area Operations and Maintenance Plan
has also been prepared to guide the maintenance activities in Amberley wide area.
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Growth in Amberley will lead to increased hard surface areas (roofs, roads and sealed areas) with
associated run-off. In order to maintain the quality of stormwater run-off and manage the quantity of runoff, stormwater treatment and detention is required for new development within the SMA.
Other historical issues surrounding performance are:
1) Occasional flooding from Dock Creek (overflow breaks most often behind the fire station) occurs
during heavy wet weather events. An overflow diversion structure has been constructed near
the intersection of Douglas Road/ Lawcocks Road, running down Lawcocks Road into Kowai
River.
2) The sections of the Eastern Drain and Dock Creek in the Amberley urban area cross through
the back yards of private properties. The drain sections have limited size and the sites often
have no easy access for maintenance machinery. The drain is thus reliant upon the private
property owners to maintain most of these drain sections. Annual budgets are allocated for
these two drains and regular inspections are carried out by the Council’s 3-Water Service
Delivery team.
3) Drain capacity and ponding/overflow issues prevail in Teviots Drains. The Teviot Drain has been
re-levelled at the rear of the properties to Teviot-view Place. There is a future plan to enlarge
the prevailing drain sections from the planned residential area (to the south east of township) to
Dry Gully. The section located in the planned residential area is to be re-constructed by
developers when future development happens. Part of the section (located at the Ali property)
has been re-constructed (widened and bunded). There are some outstanding issues associated
with the drain section within the Cameron property (before eventually discharging into Dry
Gully). It is a section of the public drain under management of the Councilwhich remains a
bottleneck in this drainage route.
4) Repeated complaints (customer service requests) are received by Council from the properties
abutting Osborne Road in Amberley Township. One of these issues is stormwater run-off
collected from the elevated hill area to the north of Amberley, which has no proper drain routes
to follow. A cut-off drain has been constructed in the property of 10 Glasnevin Road. The culvert
at the end of Osborne Road has been upgraded to increase the capacity of this drain’s flow. A
further investigation and subsequent drainage improvement work (including the construction of
kerb & channel) is to be carried out by Roading’s Service Delivery Team.
5) Stormwater ponding has been observed in the corner of Morris Road and Courage Road,
through intense rainfall events. There is a bottleneck problem further downstream in Courage
Road (opposite to the corner of Wineberry Place/Courage Road). The outlet pipe of the roadside
sump is undersized for current rainfall events. The soak pit connected to it is may not be
functioning as required, inhibiting discharge. A capital project has been proposed to improve
the situation (refer to Section 7.6).
Other drainage works are ongoing in Amberley area, such as diversion works in Amberley Swamp and
the flow diversion from Dry Gully to the Mimimoto Lagoon diversion (refer Section 7.6). This programme
of drainage works aims to provide better stormwater management outcomes and to mitigate flooding
issues to the low lying areas.
Details of the flooding that occurred in August 2008 and the subsequent resolution are detailed in
Section 3.5
Contamination Risk
Currently drains service rural land around Amberley. This introduces external contaminants and high
volumes of stormwater through the urban area at times of heavy and prolonged rainfall.
There are no known discharges or contaminant loads that are of consequence to public health and no
downstream impacts for the urban contributions to the water-courses have been recorded.
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The only activities within the Amberley urban community that may generate hard surface contaminant
loads that are a typical of domestic/road run-off are service stations and fuel outlets, a concrete
manufacturing yard, stock truck depot, engineering workshop, transfer station/recycling yard, fertilizer
depot and agricultural machinery businesses. However most of these do not have direct run-off to
stormwater drains.
3.3.2
Amberley Beach
Servicing
Amberley Beach is a small beach settlement located between a series of dunes along the beach and
the floodplain of Eastern Drain. There is no formalised stormwater system within the settlement area. It
is served by roadside swales and shallow drains that flow to the Lagoon to the north.
Performance
Stormwater
has
historically
caused surface flooding in low
lying areas adjacent to the coast,
such
as
Amberley
Beach
Settlement. Details of the flooding
that occurred in August 2008 and
the subsequent resolution is
detailed
in
Section
Error!
Reference source not found..
Flood water overflows occur
occasionally from the section of
the Eastern Drain in the Ready
Mix Site to the Amberley Beach
community
settlement.
The
planned flood water diversion from the Ready Mix site to the Amberley Beach Lagoon will help to reduce
the future risk of flood overflows in this area.
Amberley Area Operations and Maintenance Plan has been prepared to guide maintenance activities in
Amberley wide area including Amberley Beach.
3.3.3
Cheviot
Servicing
The Cheviot urban area is located at the toe (eastern end) of the Mina Flats, above the Jed River gorge.
This locality is prone to stormwater build-up from the farmland to the west of the urban boundary, which
drains into Crystal Brook, Spring Stream and Bruce Stream; small tributaries of the Jed River. Another
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natural water course called Woolshed Stream flows through the eastern part of township, joining the
Jed River at the farmland below the State Highway No.1 bridge crossing.

Stormwater runoff generated
from the hills area to the north of
the township runs south by two
major drainage routes. Both of
them discharge into the Jed
River just before the bridge
crossing of State Highway No.1.
One of the major drainage
routes is the main service drain
in Montgomery Street, which is
a covered drain from Cadman
Street onwards, with the
concrete capping forming the
footpath. An open drain collects
the stormwater runoff from the
hills area to the north-east of
town and connects into this covered drain. Another one is the large open drain running along western
side of Levin Street. It collects most of stormwater runoff from Levin Road and other urban streets,
namely Cadman Street and Seddon Street.
Most of the town area of Cheviot is serviced by swales or kerb &
channel. Stormwater runoff in the urban area follows the land
contours which generally fall from north-east to south-west. The
small section of urban area located at eastern side of the
Woolshed Stream drains into the roadside drains located on
McQueens Road. A roadside drain located in the eastern side of
Hall Street picks up stormwater runoff coming into Hall Street
and discharges it into the Jed River (downstream side of the
State Highway No.1 bridge crossing).
Performance
The main concerns are maintaining the requested flow capacity in the Montgomery Street drain and
keeping the lower reaches of Crystal Brook (upper Jed River) clear of debris/blockage. The covered
drain in Montgomery Street services the urban area, as well as the rural land to the north-east of the
township. It is expected to carry a large volume of stormwater flow. The open drain sections located
upstream of the covered drain crosses through the backyards of private properties. There is no
machinery access for the purpose of maintenance, which therefore needs to be done manually.
The southern section of the town is influenced by the Upper Jed River, which takes stormwater from
farmland to the west, the urban area and other rural land surrounding Cheviot. Flooding issues have
been reported nearby the State Highway No.1 bridge crossing occasionally, particularly if there is debris
accumulation or excess willow growth in and along the Lower Jed River.
There are occasional reportedd concerns of stormwater ponding on roads and at intersections, where
debris accumulates at the culverts and sumps. Several service requests have been lodged for the
intersection of Hall Street and Seddon Street.
Some flooding/overflow issues have been reported regarding the roadside drains in McQueens Road
and Hall Street. Maintenance of roadside drains has been carried out by the Road Service Team in
2014.
Most of the issues described above are related to maintenance of the drainage network. The Hurunui
Wide Operations and Maintenance Plan has been prepared which includes maintenance schedule for
stormwater assets in the urban area of Cheviot.
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The open drain running in Levin Street takes stormwater run-off from the rural land to the north-west of
the township. A few culverts in the drain section nearby Cheviot Motel are believed to be too small for
current drainage requirement. Flooding/overflow issues have been reported in this area. A capital project
has been proposed in these area (refer to Section 7.6).

3.3.4
Culverden
Servicing
Culverden sits in a low area in the Amuri Basin, within the School Creek catchment (minor waterway).
The water table can be very high in late summer (irrigation recharge) but this does not impact on
drainage to any undesirable extent.
The two main drains are School
School Creek
Creek (largely its natural course)
and a smaller waterway/drain to
the south on the town. A small
stormwater pipe was laid along
Balmoral Street and led to the
southern open drain.
Almost 70% of the urban area is
serviced by kerb and channel or
swales/drains.
The section
between Lyndon Street and School
Creek is lighter land and either
drains naturally or into the School
Creek. Almost all dwellings
discharge to open drains or
kerb/channel
whether
these
facilities exist.
The majority of the properties serviced are dwellings, with some
commercial operations along SH1. The trucking depot and sale yards
have their own stormwater facilities.
Performance
There are few problems with removing rainfall run-off, so the existing
facilities function well. Buffer ponds exist on the southern drain, a
result of gravel extraction, not drainage controls.
Surface flooding is not a recurring problem in Culverden. Most of the
entranceways to dwellings are lowered kerb sections, not culverts.
3.3.5
Gore Bay
Servicing
Gore Bay is a small beach settlement. This settlement is built in the area between a steep terrace and
beach front coastline. It is adjacent to the mouth of Jed River. Buxton Creek passes through northern
part of town and enters the sea.
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Kerb and channels were only built in Buxton
Place, Farmer Street and part of Moody Street.
The rest of the dwellings and roads run to either
shallow grassed swales or drains, which lead to
the beach-front.
A few natural depressions/water courses collect
runoff from the terrace above the township area
and discharge to the sea.
Performance
All dwellings in Gore Bay are private residences
or holiday homes. There are no commercial
operations or larger institutions.
The stormwater facilities are funded and
managed by the local community. There are a
few concerns from the affected residence due to
lack of capacity in the drains.
The drain in southern part of Moody Street takes
water from a stormwater pipe buried under the
reserve and passes through some undersized
driveway culvert crossing, before discharging to
the beach via a concrete channel located in
private property. Overflows happened on
occasion due to the blockage and lack of
capacity.
Large amount of fast generated water flush down the steep terrace and discharge into culverts in the
intersection of Farmer Street and Moody Street. The drain in Farmer Street is too small and shallow to
take the stormwater runoff away without overflows to private properties.
A proper outlet and road swale need to be considered to drain the runoff coming from Buxton Place.
3.3.6
Greta Valley
Servicing
Greta valley is a small rural
settlement. Only one road
services the urban area, with
kerb
and
channelling
connecting road and dwelling
run-off to the adjacent Tipapa
Stream. A few sumps and
gravity pipes service the
subdivision in southwest part
of the area and discharge into
a small drain located in private
property.
Performance
There are no problems or
limitations with these facilities.
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3.3.7
Hanmer Springs
Background
Hanmer Springs is nestled at the base of the Hanmer Range. It is a well-recognized tourist location
and has experienced rapid growth since the late 1990’s. Stormwater management has been a concern
for some time, due to its high impact location and to ensure than development did not generate on-going
problems with generation and disposal of stormwater.

Hydraulic Modelling Services Limited was commissioned in 2002 to develop an integrated approach for
the whole of Hanmer, so that environmental impacts of future growth are avoided or mitigated. Public
health issues were not a part of the brief, but were included in the concept. Catchment areas, rainfall
patterns and peak flows were determined and a number of management ideas and treatment devices
were also developed.
The Hanmer Springs Stormwater Management Plan (SMP) will be completed as part of the Global
Discharge Consent process. The application for the Global Discharge Consent is expected to be
finalised by end of 2017.
Servicing
Hanmer Springs urban area is bounded by the Dog Stream on the east and the Chatterton River on the
west. Flax Stream is a natural stream running through the urban area. All three streams/waterways are
tributaries of the Percival River which bounds the southeast part of the Hanmer Springs urban area.
The Flax Stream with its tributaries Argelins Stream and Hospital Creek collects around 80% of the
stormwater run-off. The individual tributary areas that discharge to the Dog Stream, the Chatterton River
and Percival River each form a much smaller part of the urban area.
Natural soakage in the soils is variable. The steeper parts of the urban area (north) tend to have limited
natural soakage and run-off is rapid, due to gradients. The lower soils have variable soakage, with
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some parts overlying very tight strata with poor drainage. The higher rainfall intensities exacerbate
these limitations.
All the post 1970 developments have provided kerb and channel drains. These have latterly been linked
by buried pipe to natural water courses or larger drains, to minimize accumulated flows in the road
channels and the impacts of overflows from blocked crossing culverts.
The older parts of Hanmer, being east of Amuri Avenue and
along SH7A/Woodbank Road relied on natural soak-pits
(for dwellings) and shallow swales. These lead to open
drains or creeks directly. This approach has few drawbacks
and future growth is limited by these smaller catchments so
are not likely to generate problems in the future.
Two separate detention ponds have been constructed
within the urban are a as part of managing discharges.
These are behind the lodge complex off Rutherford
Crescent and between Chisholm Crescent and St James
Avenue.

Chisholm Cres detention
Pond

The rural residential type of developments (along Argelins
Road) relies on individual soak-pits or minor surface stormwater volumes, which lead into the Flax
Stream and its tributaries.
Contamination risk
There are no industrial areas within Hanmer Springs. All run-off is generated from domestic dwellings,
commercial hospitality sites and road surfaces. Potential for contamination is quite low.
The thermal pool complex discharges thermal bore water to Hospital Stream (consented), as and when
required. Pool water is also discharged into the same stream, but only where dilution occurs and the
chemical balance is correct. Filter back-wash water is discharged into the sewer system.
Performance
Hanmer Springs Operations and Maintenance Plan has been adopted by the Council in 2016. It includes
some of the operational issues and possible solutions in the Hanmer Springs Ward area.
1) Growth in Hanmer Springs will lead to development with increased hard surface areas
(roofs, driveways, roads and other sealed impermeable areas) which increases the
volume of the resultant stormwater run-off. A stormwater management plan was under
development as part of the Global Discharge Consent process, in order to mitigate any
current or future adverse effects to the downstream receiving environment.
2) Groundwater aquifers can be adversely affected by stormwater infiltration and soakage.
Contaminants in stormwater run-off can be accumulated in streams and estuaries. A
stormwater monitoring and maintenance programme was under development for
Hanmer Springs to monitor the effects of the stormwater discharges and to keep the
current stormwater system in a good performing condition.
3) The Hydraulic Modelling Services Limited report of 2002 and the stormwater modelling
in the Hanmer Springs SMP included modelling of flows through the existing system
(culverts and overland flow paths). The outcome of this study showed that:
• Some culverts/stormwater pipes were undersized
• Surface ponding issues in Jacks Pass Road (a capital project has been
proposed to address the issues)
• Overland flows through properties on Chalet Crescent
• Flooding issues on Fraser Crescent
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4) Limited access to the streams/open drains. The works of channelization and riparian
enhancement of Flax Stream and its tributaries were identified in the draft Stormwater
Management Plan (SMP). These streams/drains are mostly located in private
properties or within open farmlands. It is difficult to get digger access to these sections
within the private properties for the future enhancement works or other maintenance
work that may be required. Policy needs to be developed for the future planning works
and care needs be taken for any new subdivisions so as to protect the streams/ drains
by providing digger access and setback distance from the streams/drains.
5) The northern part of the urban area tends to have limited natural soakage and run-off
is rapid due to the steep prevailing gradients. All the post-1970 developments have
provided kerb and channel drains to manage stormwater run-off. These have
subsequently been linked by buried pipes to natural water courses or larger drains. It
has now become a difficult issue for the inspection, maintenance and replacement of
these stormwater pipes due to the following reasons:
• Most of these pipes were laid through private properties and were not protected
by an easement corridor
• Some of them have been covered over by a structure, such as patio deck, or
are too close to the outline of the newly built buildings
• Some of the pipes are severely undersized
• Possible overflows due to lack of secondary flow paths and fast generated
stormwater run-off from the steep terrain
• Springs and groundwater re-surfacing
• Stormwater pipes ended in a kerb and the water flowing on the road surface,
causing amenity and possible road safety issues
6) The flat areas to the east of Amuri Avenue and along Argelins Road/Woodbank Road
relied on natural soak-pits (for dwellings) and shallow swales. These soak-pits lead
directly to open drains or creeks. A few stormwater issues exist in these areas:
• The secondary flow path needs to be protected and maintained to reduce the
risk of ponding
• Road side swales are too small and/or require immediate maintenance and it
will be costly to increase the flow capacity of them due to the existing
undersized pipes under the driveway crossings
7) Water quality issues in wet ponds. There was an incident of algae bloom reported in
the Heritage Pond in the summer of 2014. The water quality in this pond is believed to
be poor and been a major contributing factor. Half the area of the Heritage Pond is
located within private land and the other half is in public reserve. The ownership and
the responsibility of the maintenance were not clearly defined. Improvement works to
Heritage Pond including dredging has been completed in 2015. A future project in the
capital works programme has been considered to address this issue further and allow
for improvement works in the near future.
8) The thermal pool complex discharges thermal bore water to Hospital Creek (one of the
Flax Stream tributaries). The discharges into the creek are consented. However, it was
expected that the thermal bore water is to be re-injected back into ground in the long
term. Pool water is also discharged into the same water-course, but only where dilution
occurs and the chemical balance is correct. Filter back-wash water is discharged into
the sewer reticulation.
9) The Hanmer Springs Stormwater Global Discharge Consent is under development and
will be in place in the near future. This document must be taken into account in all
decision making processes. It is important to maintain and report back on the on-going
compliance with the numerous resource consent conditions, and any other regional
and/or national standards that are in place or may come into place in the future.
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10) Health and Safety risk are posted on the large culverts and stormwater pipes. There
are some large culverts/pipes in Hanmer Springs area and the rest of the district. Some
of them are not secured by grates/grills to stop the access into it by public, especially
small children. Council shall take this into account in its long term financial planning.
More frequent inspection and maintenance of the assets is expected after the
installation of grates/grills due to the increased blockage issues caused by gates.
11) Streams/open drains present some safety issues during high flows and amenity issues
in low flows. Some sections of the streams/open drains are too small compared to the
predicated peak flows in the prevailing different storm events. Some stream sections
are eroded severely in the open farmland and need to be addressed.
3.3.8
Hawarden
Servicing
Hawarden lies at the base of a series of clay downs leading to the Washpen Stream flats. A small creek
passes through the northern boundary of the urban area, before merging into Washpen Stream.
The terrain of the urban area of
Hawarden is generally falling from
west towards east. An open drain
system services most of the urban
area. It starts from the south end of
Tenterden Street (near the school
and farm), crosses through Moore
Street and Jervois Street, and then
connects into the main open drain
along High Street.
Most of the drain sections at High
Street are over 1m deep and are
crossed by numbers of footbridges
and driveways. The main drain and
adjacent service drains lead into
Railway Drain at the north east
(lowest) part of town. This drain then
links into Washpen Stream to the
north.
Stormwater runoff coming into Allandale Road runs along Kerb&
Channel, and then discharges back into the open drain at the end of
Moore Street. Kerbs and channels (with sumps and underground
stormwater pipes) were built along Tenterden Street to collect
stormwater runoff coming into this street and discharge into the
same open drain at Moore Street.

Open Drain – High St

The two newer areas of Hawarden to the north (Gladstone &
Quinlivan Streets) are serviced by Kerb & Channel. Stormwater
runoff collected in these areas discharge into open paddocks at the
end of each street respectively.
There is a large culvert crossing O’Carrolls Road which collects stormwater runoff from the southern
part of the hills area and discharges this into the open drains in the farm land to the south of Seymour
Street. This discharge volume eventually ends up in the Railway Drain.
Performance
The terrain of the urban area of Hawarden is generally falling from west towards east. Most of the
stormwater runoff generated from the hills area at southern side of Allandale Road comes into the main
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open drain at Moore Street. This drainage area includes the large hills area to the southwest of the
township.
Surface ponding is quite frequent in parts of Hawarden, along the low lying areas and where drains
become congested with weeds or debris. Flooding issues were reported in the lower High Street mainly
due to the constraint of property entrance crossings and lack of maintenance. Hurunui Wide Operations
and Maintenance Plan has been prepared which includes maintenance schedule for stormwater assets
in the urban area of Hawarden.
Numerous service requests have been historically received in the localised areas of Tenterden Street
and Seymour Street relating to localised ponding issues. Investigation and drainage maintenance works
have been carried out to mitigate the issues in these areas in 2015.
The overflow/ponding issues at the corner of Allandale Road and O’Carrolls Road (near the property of
2 O’Carrolls Road) have been reported a few times by the property owner. There is a sump located at
the end of Allandale Road. It is connected to the open drain heading south by a short section of
stormwater pipe. The floor level of the property is quite low when compared to the top of kerb. It is
difficult to take the stormwater away from this corner without causing overflow issues.
Overflows happened frequently in Nelson Street and Jervois Street where existing drains are too shallow
and small to cope with the large amount of water running down from the southwest hill areas. Drainage
improvement has been completed in this area (Refer Section 7.6) to provide a drainage route to the
paper road of Waterloo Street, which will reduce flood risk in this area and ease overflow issues at High
Street.
3.3.9
Leithfield
Servicing
Leithfield is serviced mainly by road verge swales and open drains. There is one small section of kerb
& channel opposite the tavern. The tavern is the only commercial operation in the village. The school
is to the south and discharges separately.
On the northern side of
the
intersection
of
Terrace and Leithfield
Roads there is a drain
that takes runoff that has
collected
along
the
northern
edge
of
Leithfield Road, and
passes this via a flap
gated
structure
northwards to Boyces
Creek that runs parallel to
the Kowai River.
The runoff from the top of
the terrace contributed a
considerable amount of
stormwater to Leithfield
Village, in and around Old
Main North Road, from where it made its way towards Leithfield Beach via the crossings under State
Highway No.1.
Almost all stormwater leads to the Leithfield Outfall Drain, which is a cut to replace natural water courses.
Most properties within the urban area discharge directly to swales or open drains, but a good proportion
of the older dwellings continue to rely on soak-pits within property boundaries.
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Concrete or timber ties have been located at the drain invert at property boundaries to indicate the base
level of the drains. This ensures that the correct grade is maintained during cleaning.
New Development
New developments along Mt Grey Road discharge to soak-pits or onto the lower area toward the river.
Sub-divisions to the south-east typically discharge to natural hollows or soak-pits, which eventually link
to the main outfall drain.
Contamination Risk
There is no known contamination risk within this catchment. All water originates within or adjacent to
the village, with some high groundwater ingress to the drains when the Kowai River is in high flow
condition. The northern side of the urban zone is subject to flood risk from the Kowai River. This matter
has been a topic of on-going consultation between ECan and the community as to acceptable protection
measures and rating for these – Now zoned as flood risk area with the appropriate building restrictions.
Performance
It is understood that flooding across Terrace Road in Leithfield Village occurs occasionally, which
resulted in the flooding of private properties between Terrace Road and Bloomfield Street. This is
possibly caused by an undersized culvert crossing Terrace Road (near 15 Terrace Road) and other
issues of the drain from the corner of Terrace Road and Leithfield Road to Boyces Creek. Drainage
improvement work for Boyces Creek has been completed by a Council organised contractor in 2015.
This has improved the run-off flow conditions to Boyces Creek and will potentially reduce the volume of
flood water coming into Terrace Road.
The existing stormwater reticulation system at John Leith Place is suspected of being inadequate and
was unable to convey all the stormwater generated from within the development. Regular on-going
maintenance is required to keep the drain to its maximum capacity/capability so as to ease any future
flood/overflow issues.
Amberley Area Operations and Maintenance Plan has been prepared to guide the maintenance
activities in Amberley wide area including Leithfield.
The Kowai River appeared to be relatively well contained on the Leithfield (south) side in the reach
adjacent to Leithfield during flood events. There is a belief that gravel extraction works within the riverbed
in this area had lowered the bed sufficiently to avert potential overflow towards Leithfield.
Details of the flooding that occurred in August 2008 and the subsequent resolution is detailed in Section
3.5
3.3.10 Leithfield Beach
Servicing
Leithfield Beach urban area is a small beach settlement which sits on sand and sandy loam soils. The
water table is high to very high (often less than 500mm deep). Upper soil drainage is generally rapid
and effective in eliminating road water and roof discharges under normal circumstances.
The Outfall Drain passes through the northern end of Leithfield Beach and discharges into the sea via
twin 1050 diameter Concrete outfall pipes.
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This area is drained via several open
channels that connect to the Outfall
Drain downstream. There is a small
waterway that exists in a north-south
alignment along Lucas Drive and the
western edge of properties along
Kings Road. It connects to Outfall
Drain via a stormwater pipe laid
through the camp ground.
Performance
Leithfield Beach is a low-lying area
which is prone to flooding due to the
prevailing high ground water levels
and the quickly generated stormwater
run-off from the upstream catchment
area. The lack of capacity in the
downstream
waterway
network
contributes into the flood issues in this
area. The main constraint on this
small system is maintaining a clear
outlet to the Leithfield Beach Outfall
Drain.
The flood risk mitigation requirements to these areas are potentially
costly and difficult to undertake. Further investigations will be required
to find a suitable engineered solution for these areas. A capital project
is planned to find a suitable drainage solution for the area to the south
of Kings Road.
Sections of the Leithfield Outlet Drain in the Leithfield Beach
community settlement area are quite wide and steep sided, with
plentiful reed growth, which may be seen as a potential safety hazard
to younger children, who may choose to play in and around the drain.
No public concerns have been raised to date for fencing or barriers on
this waterway to date, but this does not negate consideration of this at
some future time.

Outfall drain

Amberley Area Operations and Maintenance Plan has been prepared to guide the maintenance
activities in Amberley wide area including Leithfield Beach.
Details of the flooding that occurred in August 2008 and the subsequent resolution is detailed in Section
3.5
3.3.11 Motunau Beach
Servicing
This settlement is built on a ridge, adjacent to the east coastline and the Motunau River. The topography
is quite steep and the loess soils are very dispersive and prone to erosion.
All dwellings in Motunau Beach are private residences or holiday homes. There are no commercial
operations or larger institutions. Dwellings and roads in this area run to either shallow grassed swales
or concrete dish to channels, which lead to either the river or beach-front. The fishing plants are on the
north side of the river and have private stormwater facilities to serve them.
There is only one natural water course in the urban area of Motunau Beach. It runs across the western
edge of the urban area. It takes stormwater runoff from the rural farmland and the newer subdivision
area in Hall Street. Stormwater runoff is collected by Kerb& Channel in Hall Street and is discharged
into the bubble-up sumps located at bottom of the water course. It then discharges through the culvert
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crossing on Lindsay Terrace and
ends up in a small pond, which is
located at the back of a private
property (21 Caverhill Crescent). It
then discharges into the Motunau
River by a large diameter
underground stormwater pipe.
The stormwater runoff from the
lower part of Hall Street is
collected by a road side sump and
is discharged off the cliff by a
culvert and into the back of a
private property (No.7 Caverhill
Crescent).
A culvert located at the corner of
Lindsay
Terrace/Caverhill
Crescent takes the stormwater
runoff coming from Lindsay
Terrace and Caverhill Crescent, and connects into the Motunau River by a short length of open drain.
The northern part of Lindsay Terrace (below the tennis court and reserve) is steep and the stormwater
flow runs fast in the dish channel along southern edge of the road. A culvert crossing the road diverts
part of the flow into the reserve area below the road. It delivers the stormwater flow to the lower area of
the reserve safely via a PVC sleeve, without causing any erosion at present.
Performance
The stormwater facilities in Motunau Beach are mostly funded and managed by the local community.
There are a few concerns from affected residences due to lack of stormwater flow paths in localised
areas.
One of the problem areas is in Caverhill Crescent. The stormwater collected at lower end of Hall Street
discharges via a road culvert to the back of the private property at No.7 Caverhill Crescent. There is no
formalised stormwater flow path in this property. The road swale along Caverhill Crescent is too small
and is obstructed by undersized private driveway culvert crossings. An alternative drainage route has
been built through the domain as one of the capital projects in 2016.
Another problem area is near the reserve to the western side of Beach Road. The stormwater runoff
from the properties above the reserve adjacent to Beach Road discharges over the steep bank, causing
erosion problems and increasing the risk of collapse of the bank. A capital project has been proposed
in this area (refer to Section 7.6).
Other concerns are blockages and erosion problems associated with the roadside drains and the steep
drain sections surrounding private properties. Hurunui Wide Operations and Maintenance Plan has been
prepared which includes maintenance schedule for stormwater assets in the urban area of Motunau
Beach.
Contamination risk
All dwellings in Motunau are private residences or holiday homes. There are no commercial operations
or larger institutions. The fishing plants are on the north side of the river and have private stormwater
facilities.
3.3.12 Mount Lyford
Servicing
Mount Lyford is a privately owned and operated mountain resort development, encompassing
approximately 1000ha of high country and sub-alpine land in the north of the District. The development,
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which has access off the Inland Kaikoura Road,
incorporates the Mount Lyford log chalet village and
associated ski areas, as well as other areas proposed to be
developed for tourist and recreational purposes.
A few natural water courses cross the existing and future
urban area. There is no other stormwater assets within this
area currently.

3.3.13 Waiau
Servicing
Waiau sits between the Highfield
Hills and Mason-Waiau River
confluence. Around 70% of the
urban area west of Parnassus
Street is serviced with kerb and
channel, with outer sections
relying on swales and soakage to
dispose of stormwater.
The area west of Leslie Street
(start of the Inland Road) drains
towards the Mason River and
collects at a large sump by the
Waiau Store, which connects by a
buried pipe to an open drain and
into the Waiau River.
East of Leslie St discharges to the
Parnassus Street drain. This drain
runs the full length of the town.
Streets below the cliff at the south
end all feed by shallow swale into
the Parnassus Street drain, which
continues on to the Waiau River, discharging alongside the foot of the river cliffs.
Performance
Flood risk from urban stormwater collection in Waiau is negligible, limited to minor nuisance impacts.
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Little run-off occurs from adjacent hills during high rainfall,
feeding into the Parnassus Street open drain. This section of
hill catchment is steep but quite small and does not cause the
drain to surcharge within the urban area.
Neither of the two outlet drains is affected by high river flows to
a point where back-water creates flooding or ponding in the
town. The drains are sufficiently large to provide buffering and
natural soakage continues to occur during high flows in the
rivers.

Parnassus St Drain

3.3.14 Waikari
Servicing
Waikari lies on the lower slopes of
limestone hills, facing north. The
urban area is long (east-west) and
quite narrow (north-south), limited
mostly to the one main street
(Princes Street). It lies across the
hill slope, so several depressions
and water courses cross the town
and they all end up in the Waikari

River.
Properties at the south west end rely on open drains (Kellaway Tce,
Allan Street & Oxford Streets) to intercept hill runoff and collect urban
stormwater. Part of the stormwater runs down Allan Street and then
discharges into the open drain along Singleton Street. The open
drains in Oxford Street find the ways to Princes Street through private
properties and lead to Waikari Lake in public reserve area.

Oxford St open drain

Most of the properties between the old railway track and State Highway No.7 are serviced with kerb and
channel. A few culverts cross Princes Street to pass the stormwater from southern hill area to the
farmland to the north of the township.
Stormwater at the east end area is collected by swale or drains and discharged to an unnamed creek
meandering through farmland.
Performance
Drainage is limited in the “tarry” sub-soils in Waikari and during wet and cold weather, soak away is
negligible. Because of the quick generated runoff from the hills area to the south of the urban boundary,
surface overflow happens where near the natural depressions and water courses.
Service requests have been received from residential localised areas relating to stormwater issues and
ponding. The property owner of 30 Princes Street was not pleased with the condition of the open drain
within her property. She also registered concerns that stormwater runoff from the road surface of Princes
Street discharges into the drain inside her property. The drain inside her property is an essential part of
the whole drainage route. It should not be blocked off without an alternative route being made available.
Kerb & Channels were constructed on both sides of Denham Terrace, except a short length of road
frontage near the school. Stormwater overflow/flooding issues have been reported in this localised area.
The Roading Delivery Team has constructed a new section of Kerbs & Channels to fill this flood
protection gap.
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A small part of Waikari is at risk from ponding or minor flooding, this being at the western end either side
of the SH7 road culvert. This is more related to creek flows, rather than urban stormwater runoff. There
are no wet or contaminating industries currently located within the urban area to present risk to runoff
quality.
Repeated flooding/overflow issues have been reported in Oxford Street, close to the property of 101a
Princes Street. It is understood that large volumes of stormwater runoff coming into this area overtops
the road surface and runs into the lower-lying properties below Oxford Street. The issues have been
investigated by council’s Stormwater Engineer in 2014. The culvert crossing Oxford Street is easily
blocked by debris and silt, partially due to the narrow entrance to the culvert. The drain section
downstream of the culvert has a sharp 90-degree bend before entering the private property below the
road. The Roading Delivery Team has constructed an inlet structure to capture debris and to regulate
the rapid stormwater flow, with a maintenance programme to keep this clean. A stormwater capital
project has been planned for drainage improvement in this area, in the financial year of 2017/2018 (refer
to Section 7.6).
Hurunui Wide Operations and Maintenance Plan has been prepared which includes maintenance
schedule for stormwater assets in the urban area of Waikari.
3.3.15 Waipara
Servicing
Waipara is built on the upper section of the
Waipara River and Weka Creek terrace. The
sub-soils are loess and gravels, providing
good to free drainage. Only two sections of
kerb and channel exist, across from the
school (Townsend Street) and along the
main street (Glenmark Drive). Some
properties discharge to the kerb and channel
but most rely on soak-pits and discharge
onto open ground.
One waterway passes through Waipara, but

Glenmark Drive Road verge
comprises only a small swale depression on the uphill (northwest)
side. It carries water only at times of prolonged and high rainfall. This water-course links into a farm
irrigation storage dam downstream and overflows discharge into Omihi Stream. Most of the road run-off
soaks into the verge, with little or no movement onto private title.
Performance
Stormwater contamination is not seen as an issue with which to contend. The viticulture processers in
and around Waipara have consented treatment facilities for grape processing. The Weka Pass Railway
have yards in Waipara, but the handling of coal for the steam trains is well managed and does not create
a nuisance off-site.
The Waipara urban area has no stormwater issues to contend with.
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3.4

Land Drainage Schemes

3.4.1
Background
A number of rateable drainage districts were set up in the 1980s and administered by the North
Canterbury Catchment Board (NCCB). When the NCCB was dissolved the following schemes came
under the administration of Council. Council collects rates and provides maintenance on the drains,
culverts and flap valves.
Additional details and drainage network maps of these schemes are shown in APPENDIX A.
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3.4.2
Ashworths Drains
There are 3 distinct drainage areas namely No.1, No.2 and No.3, which flow south from the Ashworths
area (just south of Leithfield) and discharge into Saltwater Creek. These drains have very shallow
gradients. The only features are road culverts and flap gates at Saltwater Creek.
Figure 3-1: Ashworth Drains

3.4.3
Leithfield Outfall Drain and Outfall Structure
Drains from the terrace above Leithfield and flows east before discharging through a piped outfall at
Leithfield Beach. Areas around Leithfield and Leithfield Beach are relatively flat which can cause
problems.
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Figure 3-2: Leithfield Outfall Drain

Leithfield Outfall Structure
The outfall structure consists of twin 1050mm concrete pipes 88m long from the outfall drain under a
sand dune and across open beach to discharge into the sea. An inlet structure with the flap valves
controls the inlet and some of the pipes are supports above the beach by piles with concrete caps.
The original design had the flap valves at the sea end of the pipes but in spite of earlier assurances
Humes could not guarantee that they could remain serviceable under sea action nor could they advise
of any locations in Australasia where similar valves had been successfully used in open sea conditions.
Consequently a decision was made jointly between Ian Gors, Barry Fairburn (design PM) and Council
that the flaps would be moved to the inlet ends away from open sea action.
Both pipes have been filled for varying periods of time with water-borne gravels since commissioning.
Several attempts using large water blasters have proved unsuccessful (although the southern pipe was
emptied once and filled again within 24 hours). The northern pipe has however flushed itself out with
water discharging from the drain. That pipe has concrete fish rests epoxied to the invert (bottom third)
of the pipe which obviously allows for sufficient air pockets to be created behind each rest for water to
keep the gravels fluid enough to flow naturally.
Improvement works have also been done to the Outfall Structure (blockage cleaning and installation of
fish-passage baffles in the second southern pipe) to help resolve this on-going blockage issue in 2014.
A solution to keep both pipe clear is still under investigation.
Another problem that became evident after only 12 months in operation is the damage to the concrete
pile caps from abrasion due to the water-borne gravels and to the pipe collars where steel mesh
reinforcement has been exposed. A capital project has been proposed for repairs using epoxy and/or
sprayed concrete in due course (refer to Section 7.6).
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Figure 3-3: Leithfield Outfall Structure
Sea Outfall

Damage by Sea Action

3.4.4
Newcombes Road Drains
It is a small scheme covering less than 20 properties between Newcombes Road and the Kowai River.
Flows can be influenced by flood flows coming from the terrace above. Work was done on the stop bank
adjacent to the outfall in 2011.
Figure 3-4: Newcombes Drains
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3.4.5
Jed River Drainage
The Jed River Improvement Scheme was originally set up under the auspices of the Cheviot County
Council in 1979 to maintain the river between the south of Cheviot and just upstream of Gore Bay.
Currently the rates (about $810) per year are collected and combined over a number of years to allow
removal of willows and other disruptions in the river as necessary.

3.5

2008 Flood Event and Mitigation

3.5.1
Amberley
Flooding Background
There were two significant rainfall events in 2008. The 31
July rainfall event had Average Recurrence Interval (ARI)
of the order of 50 years in and around Amberley and
Amberley Beach (i.e. it was a 50-year event), while the 25
August rainfall could be statistically classed as a 25-year
event over the same area.

Extent of flooding - August 2008

There is significant evidence that Dock Creek was unable
to cope with the flow demands placed in it during the July
and August rainfall events. Several reaches of Dock
Creek, most notably within the Amberley Township, were
observed to have exceeded the channel’s capacity and
as a result contributed to the Amberley flooding event.
The aerial photographs demonstrate that Eastern Drain did not have the necessary capacity to
effectively carry discharge generated by the July and August events. Several reaches of Eastern Drain
were completely overwhelmed by the storm and contributed to the flooding of Amberley and Amberley
Beach.
Flooding also occurred along Teviot’s Drain which runs towards Dry Gully but to a lesser extent than
that experienced along Eastern Drain and Dock Creek. Whilst Teviot’s Drain did exceed its capacity and
spilled out beyond its banks, the flooding generally occurred in areas of minimal (current) development.
Amberley Flood Mitigation
Following the flood management report (2008) done by PDP, some mitigation works have been done
and some are still under negotiation.
Dock Creek
•

Capacity investigation of Dock Creek undertaken (engineering inspection completed
by Service Delivery Team in 2017)

•

Re-instated flood gate and flow control structure at the corner of Douglas and
Stanton Roads (restoration work was proposed by Service Delivery Team and are
to be carried out in 2017/2018)

•

Flood diversion structure & pipeline constructed at Lawcocks Rd/Douglas Rd
intersection (completed).

Eastern Drain
Capacity investigation of Eastern Drain undertaken (engineering inspection completed
by Service Delivery Team in 2017)
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•

Eastern Drain catchment “beheading” to divert flow from Eastern Drain towards the
Kowai River (Not yet, budgeted in 2017/2018).

•

Hill runoff cut-off drain investigated but no further work done as landowner not willing
to have on his property (Not yet but remain as a capital project).
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3.5.2
Amberley Beach
Flooding Background
The 2008 storm events had an extensive impact on the Amberley Beach area. Water levels in this area
rose sufficiently so as to threaten houses at Amberley Beach. This was exacerbated by the constraints
at the outfall of Eastern Drain to the sea, this being via impeded waterways and lagoons closed to the
sea by sand bar formation at the mouths.
Amberley Beach Flood Mitigation
To ensure that this type of flooding event (August 2008) doesn’t occur again, Council has established a
process that when the trigger water levels are reached (in the Northern “Amberley Beach” Lagoon and
Mimimoto lagoon), an excavator, or similar machinery, will cut an outlet opening into the existing dune
or deposit. The excavated material will be side cast onto the coastal marine area adjacent to the site but
out of the flow path. Natural coastal processes will seal the opening, restoring the opening area to its
previous “normal” levels.
Council has installed a bridge/culvert (under Roading budget) at the end of Northern (Amberley Beach)
Lagoon for the purposes of ensuring access for its vehicles for maintenance during flood events. This
culvert will also act as an opening for Northern (Amberley Beach) Lagoon. This culvert only connects
Northern (Amberley Beach) Lagoon with the sea during extreme events and will fill in with sands and
gravels at the seaward side as a result of natural coastal processes.
Two additional diversions were considered and the associated resource consents were granted. These
diversions would relieve the capacity requirements of this existing outfall.
•

One of them is a high-level cut-off from Eastern Drain to the northern lagoon in
Ready Mix Site (not yet completed, refer to Section 7.6).

•

Another one is a cut-off to keep the runoff that comes from Dry Gully and other
gullies to the southern side of Amberley Beach Road and diverted water directly to
the Mimimoto Lagoon (completed in 2015).

3.5.3
Leithfield
During the 2008 flooding events, significant flooding occurred in Leithfield in response to rainfall events
of Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) of less than 50 years1. Most of the Leithfield flooding appears to
be due to lack of conveyance capacity either through the township or within outfall drains serving the
township2.
In several instances there are obvious capacity constraints in major waterways that may need to be
addressed in order to reduce the likelihood of flooding. Elsewhere it is evident that no formal overland
flow paths exist to convey flood runoff once the capacity of the primary stormwater system has been
exceeded.
Being located within a historic Kowai River flow path (inside an old river terrace), Leithfield does face
drainage challenges, especially if predictions on climate change are correct. Aggradation of the Kowai
riverbed also poses a potential threat to Leithfield in reducing flood carrying capacity of this waterway.
Several properties along Leithfield Road experienced significant flooding during the two recent events.
Many of the properties along the southern side of Leithfield Road have subtle gradient that falls away
from the road, back towards the toe of the terrace, and there is some evidence of this area (toe of
terrace) having behaved as a flow path during recent flood events. Between numbers 69 and 105
Leithfield Road there is a small amphitheatre formed between road and terrace, and at the downstream
end of this (around 67-69 Leithfield Road) this flow path converges at the road.

2

Flood Management for Amberley and Amberley Beach by PDP: December 2008
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Leithfield (PDP Report 2008) Recommendations
•

Leithfield Rd drain to Boyces creek re-graded and new entranceway culverts
installed as well as new flap valve at outlet (completed)

•

Drain to river cleared of overgrowth to improve hydraulic performance (improvement
work completed in 2015)

•

Town drains cleared of vegetation and re-graded as necessary (maintenance
activities scheduled in Amberley Area Operations and Maintenance Plan)

•

Kowai River South branch has a rating district to finance regular gravel removal from
flood fairway. (Gravel extraction has been done in the past a few years by third
parties under their own consent).

3.5.4
Leithfield Beach
Flooding Background
During the 2008 flooding events, there was impeded flow at the mouth of the Kowai River, and inundation
of the surrounding lands occurred that included Leithfield Beach.
Flooding in Leithfield Beach in 2008 was due to the following mechanisms3:
•

Lack of outlet capacity at both the Kowai Lagoon and Outfall Drain, caused by
aggradation of the beach dunes during times of low surface flow.

•

Lack of any suitable outlet for floodwater that collects south of Kings Road.

•

Being located at low elevation relative to sea level the threat of sea level rise poses
a future risk to drainage within Leithfield Beach

Leithfield Beach Flood Mitigation
To ensure that this type of flooding event does not occur again, Council has established a process that
when the trigger levels are reached (in the Kowai river mouth, Leithfield Beach lagoon and Outfall Drain),
an excavator, or similar machinery, will cut an outlet opening into the existing dune or deposit. The
excavated material will be side cast onto the coastal marine area adjacent to the site but out of the flow
path. Natural coastal processes will seal the opening, restoring the opening area to its previous “normal”
levels.
The twin 1050 millimetre diameter Concrete outfall pipes were installed in 2010 to form a permanent
outlet to the sea. Kings Rd to Ashworths Drain was surveyed and fall was confirmed as absolutely
minimal providing little prospect of draining urban area of Leithfield Beach to the south.

3.6

Asset Condition

Condition relates to the structural integrity of an asset. Performance relates to the capability of the
systems/asset to meet defined service criteria or design parameters. Condition assessments on the
stormwater assets are limited to date.
Condition assessments of the roading assets (culverts) associated with the stormwater networks have
been carried out. Condition assessments of critical assets will need to be carried out in the future once
resources are available.

3

Flood Management for Leithfield and Leithfield Beach by PDP September 2009
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4.0

LEVELS OF SERVICE

The levels of service for the stormwater services are defined in this section and the performance
measures by which the service levels will be assessed. The service levels are aimed at supporting
the community outcomes and meeting the strategic goals. It also contains information on the customer
research undertaken and the legislative requirements adhered to in arriving at the service levels

4.1

Determination of Levels of Service

Figure 4-1 below illustrates the relationships and process which contribute to determining the current
Levels of Service.
Figure 4-1: Relationship between key inputs for Levels of Service

Note: As standards, codes of practice and guidelines improve it is expected that Council goals will also
need to progressively improve, to remain aligned.

4.2

Goals (Levels of Service) Reporting

Reporting on the achievement of levels of service is carried out on a monthly basis in a structured
manner across all activities. While the process is not fully electronic (via spreadsheets) and requires
considerable input by individual council offices the output allows a good understanding of the
achievement of the service goals.
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4.3

Consultation

4.3.1
Consultation Processes
Significance and Engagement Policy
Under the LGA 2002, each Council is required to have a Policy of Significance and Engagement that
covers all significant infrastructure such as roading, water, wastewater and stormwater. The
requirements for the policy can be seen as being a means for ensuring that in making decisions that
Council is:
•

Clear about why it is addressing a matter

•

Has considered and evaluated the options and alternatives

•

Has information on the community view about the matter and the options for
addressing it, and particularly it has an understanding of the views and preferences
of those persons likely to be affected by, or have an interest in the matter.

A significant activity is one that has a high degree of significance in terms of its impact on either:
•

The well-being of the people and environment of Hurunui District and/or

•

Persons likely to be affected by or with an interest in that activity and/or

•

Capacity of the Council to provide for the well-being of the district.

The stormwater networks are considered by the Council as significant activities therefore require
consultation.
Community Consultation
The Council has undertaken a range of consultation processes over the past few years specifically
targeted at gathering information on preferred levels of service or the extent of infrastructure that Council
will be required to install, future vision or how we manage the service. The extent of the historical and
proposed consultation is detailed in Table 4-1 below
Table 4-1: Stormwater Service Consultation Processes (Historical and Proposed)
Key
Stakeholders
Involved

Date

Reasons for
Consultation

Extent of Consultation

All

2017

Good
communications
with the
community

Amberley Ward
Committee, Infrastructure
Committee

Stormwater Consent
applications for Amberley
and Amberley beach flood
relief

Communities

20092011

RMA and good
communications
with the
community

2015-2025 LTP process

All

2015

LGA 2002
Legislative
requirements

In accordance with the
LGA 2002

Hurunui Community
Forum

Communities

2014

Pre-engage
meeting for LTP

Planned for August /
September 2017 draft
LTP 2018 – 2028

Hanmer Springs
Community Forum

Communities

2014

Pre-engage
meeting for LTP

Planned for August /
September 2017 draft
LTP 2018 – 2028

Consultation Processes
Historical
Amberley infrastructure
strategy

Proposed
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Consultation Processes

Key
Stakeholders
Involved

Date

Reasons for
Consultation

Extent of Consultation

Hanmer Springs Global
Stormwater discharge
Consent application and
SMP

Community

2017

RMA

Submitted to ECan with
CIA completed.

Stormwater Vision and
Strategy

All
communities

2018

Community
input

To be decided

2018-2028 LTP process

All

2017

LGA 2002
Legislative
requirements

In accordance with the
LGA 2002

Service Delivery Options
While Council has a good understanding of the community’s needs through consultation processes, it
has not formally explored service level options with its community and the community’s willingness to
pay for improved levels of service (or vice versa, the community’s desire for reduced rates and a
willingness to accept reduced levels of service. The proposed Stormwater Strategy process will
incorporate a consultation process, to be captured through the consultation document for release early
2018.

4.4

Community Outcomes

In past years, Council have sought public views to identify what the communities consider important for
the future of the Hurunui District. In addition to this, Council have often sought community views on a
variety of issues and the Council is confident that they have a good understanding of what people in the
Hurunui consider to be important.
The LTP states high level Community Outcomes in terms of the well-being of the community. These
outcomes and linkage of the Stormwater Services Goals via the Rationale are shown in Table 4-2Error!
Reference source not found..
4.4.1
Stormwater Rationale
Both the Council and Environment Canterbury have joint responsibilities regarding the management of
stormwater drainage, flood control and stormwater quality in Hurunui District. Council provides drainage
services where a community has requested Council involvement or where it is efficient to be involved in
order to meet community outcomes. This includes managing drainage in localised areas to protect them
from the effects of surface flooding.

Community Outcomes

Table 4-2: Council Goals Community Outcomes 2018-28 Stormwater Services Rationale
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Well being

Community
Outcomes

Outcomes Definitions (Rationale)

We have attractive well designed townships
Social

A desirable and
safe place to
live

Communities have access to adequate health and
emergency services and systems and resources
are available to meet civil defence emergencies
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Risks to public health are identified and
appropriately managed

Cultural

A place where
our traditional
rural values and
heritage make
Hurunui unique

People have a range of opportunities to participate
in leisure and culture activities

Our historic and cultural heritage is protected for
future generations

A place with a
thriving local
economy

We are seen as a good place to do business, to
live and to visit

A place with
essential
infrastructure

We have a strong emphasis on service delivery
across all infrastructure including roading, water
(for drinking and development), waste water,
stormwater and solid waste

Economy

Environment
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A place that
demonstrates
environmental
responsibility

We protect our environment while preserving
people’s property rights
We minimise poor quality discharges to the fullest
extent, and manage the rest in a sustainable way
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4.4.2

Customer Research and Expectations

Levels of service provided for infrastructural assets are determined by the communities that each
network services. Changes to service levels arise either from user lobbying, stakeholder meetings, and
recommendation from staff or under other legislation (consents). Users, through meetings, discussions
with Council staff/consultants and elected council members or scheme/community committees will
continue to refine levels of service.
Council has determined customer expectations through formal and informal consultation with the
community over many years. The current levels of service are outlined in Section 4.5 below.
4.4.3
Hurunui District Council Community Plan Indicators Survey
The Council carry out a Community Plan Indicators Survey every three years. These Surveys have
provided a useful commentary on issues that concern residents. There are presently no questions
included in the survey in relation to stormwater management in the district. Due to the increased
criticality of stormwater within the district, the next survey should include questions relating to stormwater
– this recommendation has been adopted within the Short-Term Action Plan outlined in Section 2.4.6
‘Strategic Direction for Stormwater Services’.

4.5

Levels of Service

4.5.1
Background
The Levels of Service:
•

Define explicitly the standards required from the stormwater system

•

Are an expansion of Council’s corporate objectives, as previously stated

•

Will largely shape Council’s detailed planning

•

Are decided by statutory requirements, by-laws, engineering standards and
customer expectations.

In providing stormwater services to the community Council must balance the standard of service desired
with the cost of providing the service. The levels of service represent the best level of service possible
for a cost that the community can afford and is willing to pay while complying with legislative and
resource consent requirements.
The Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) provided all Local Authorities Mandatory Performance
Measures (MPM) with applicable key performance measures, so that residents could see how the
annual report tracks against the district’s previous historic results (for improvement of deterioration), as
well as against all other councils across New Zealand. Thus they are in a better position to assess
whether they are receiving a fair ‘bang for their buck’ in terms of rates paid for an agreed level of service
and protection. These DIA MPMs are as captured in Table 4-5 in section 4.5.2 below.
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4.5.2
Compliance 2016-2017
Compliance against 2015-2016 performance measures reported in the Council’s 2015 - 2016 annual
report is shown in Table 4-3:

Table 4-3: Compliance against 2016 – 2017 Performance Measures
Performance
Measure

Performance Measure Description

Performanc
e Target
Issue

Performa
nce
Target
Outcome
s

Performance
2016 - 2017

1.System and
Adequacy

Measure the number of flooding events
that occurs through a financial year, with a
flooding event being an overflow from a
service provider maintained stormwater
system that enters a habitable floor

Reported
flooding
events

Zero

Zero

Measure the number of habitable floors
that are affected through each flood
event, per 1000 properties paying
targeted rates for the maintenance of this
stormwater system

Habitable
floors
affected per
flooding
event

Zero

Zero

2.Discharge
compliance

Measurement of service provider's
compliance with the numerous resource
consent conditions for discharge from the
various stormwater systems:
a) the number of Abatement Notices
b) the number of Infringement
Notices
c) the number of Enforcement
Notices
d) the number of Convictions

Abatement,
Infringement,
Enforcement
Notices or
Convictions

Zero

Zero

3.Response
Time

Measured median response time period
taken by service provider official to attend
to a flood event complaint from a
customer

Median callout
attendance
time

<2 hours

Target met

4.Customer
Satisfaction

Measured as the total number of
complaints received for poor performance
of all service provider maintained
stormwater systems (over the financial
year), per 1000 properties paying targeted
rates for maintenance of all service
provider maintained stormwater systems
across the district

Complaints
received.

Zero

18 complaints were
received which
equates to 4 per
1,000 properties
paying targeted
rates.
This is less than the
29 complaints
received last
financial year.
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4.5.3

Proposed 2018-2028 Levels of Service

The 2010 Amendments to the LGA 2002 have signalled a nationally agreed set of Levels of Service to
be incorporated in the development of the 2018-2028 LTP. The aim was to help the public to contribute
to discussions on future Levels of Service for their communities and to participate more easily in their
local authority’s decision-making processes.
In 2014 the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) produced the mandatory performance measures for all
territorial authorities to report on, along with guidance for their measurement. These new performance
measures do not provide a defined level but rather show how the Council is performing.
As required in Section 261B of the LGA 2002, the following Non-Financial Performance Measures Rules
came into force on the 30 July 2014, which have be incorporated into the development of the 2018 –
2028 LTP:
• Performance measure 1 – System and Adequacy
• Performance measure 2 – Management of Environmental Impacts (Discharge
Compliance)
• Performance measure 3 – Response to SW Issues (Response Times)
• Performance measure 4 – Customer Satisfaction
The proposed mandatory performance measures are presented in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4: Stormwater Drainage Performance Measures
The table below summarises the LTP 2018 – 2028 DIA Mandatory Performance Measures for Stormwater:

System & adequacy
What we want to do

What we are going to measure

What we are aiming for

How we will measure this

Provide essential infrastructure

The number of flooding events where any
homes are flooded

No flooding events

Customer service request system

The number of homes flooded1 per 1,000
properties connected to the Council’s
stormwater system

No flooding events

Customer service request system

What we are going to measure

What we are aiming for

How we will measure this

The number of abatement notices

No abatement notices

Number of abatement notices issued

The number of infringement notices

No infringement notices

Number of infringement notices issued

The number of enforcement notices

No enforcement notices

Number of enforcement notices issued

The number of convictions

No convictions

Number of prosecutions against the
Council

What we want to do

What we are going to measure

What we are aiming for

How we will measure this

To respond quickly to flooded homes

The median response time for service

To respond in less than 2 hours

Customer service request system

What we are going to measure

What we are aiming for

How we will measure this

The total number of complaints

No complaints

Customer service request system

Discharge compliance
What we want to do
Provide stormwater drainage services in
an environmentally compliant manner

Response time

personnel to reach a site for a callout

Customer satisfaction
What we want to do
Have stormwater
which work well

drainage

systems

expressed per 1,000 properties
connected to the Council’s storwmater

1 For

system
any flooding events, the number of habitable floors affected is the measure
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4.6

Performance Gaps

Some investigation and catchment mapping has been done by the previous Stormwater Engineer through
the district-wide area, paving the way for a global stormwater management and catchment plan.
Some of the risk related to the new performance measures and the mitigation steps are included in Table
4-5:
Table 4-5: The risk and mitigation steps related to the new mandatory performance measures
Level of
Service

Target Outcome

Risk

Mitigation Steps

a). Zero No. of
reported flooding
events

Habitable floors affected will be
noted on the LIM record for that
property, negatively affecting the
ability of the current property
owner to sell it later. This may
result in flooded habitable floors
not being reported by property
owner to the service provider.

Increase focus on proactive
prevention by inspecting service
provider investigations and
observations

2.Discharge a). Zero No. of
compliance
Abatement Notices
b). Zero No. of
Infringement Notices
c). Zero No. of
Enforcement Notices
d). Zero No. of
Convictions
3.Response Median Call-out
Time
attendance time less
than 2 hours

This recorded dataset will be
based on physical written report,
not pro-active verbal warnings of
impending non-compliance.
Convictions are normally based
on wilful negligence or failure to
act and remedy notices issued.

Implement good monitoring
processes with programmed proactive attendance to consent
requirements

Incorrect logging of arrival time
on site

4.Customer Zero No. of
Satisfaction complaints received

Accurately determine the
number of rateable properties
financially contributing to
maintaining the stormwater
systems

Service officers shall manually log
the time of visits for capture on
the CSR if the call-out is afterhours. The reason for this is that
the CSR will only be developed in
NCS through the next working
day available. This time must be
accurately passed on to customer
services to be captured on the
CSR for accurate record
purposes. Improvement works
required to the CSR system in
NCS to accommodate data
capture for this year-end
performance measure report.
The CSR system will need to be
adjusted to capture this
specifically for a year-end tallied
report.

1.System
Adequacy

b). Zero No. of
habitable floors
affected per flooding
event
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4.7

Service Life of Facilities and Network

The service life of a network or facility can be influenced by factors outside the actual expected lives of the
individual assets within the stormwater services. The influence factors associated with the stormwater
services are:
•

Resource consents: Major consents are usually 20 to 35 years but the infrastructure that
are associated with these consents may have a lifespan greater than the current consent
term

• Receiving environment (social/culture)
This is shown in Table 4-6 where the infrastructure life is compared with the planning documents:
Table 4-6: The Service Life of Planning Documents
Planning Document

Planning Window

LTP – Committed
Budgets

3 years

Community Outcomes
LTP
AMP

6 Years
10 years
10years

SW Infrastructure
Strategy

30 years

Regional Water Strategy

20 years +

Typical Resource
Consents

35 Years
Facilities

60 years +
Networks

Typical Asset Life Spans
Assets have different expected design life spans, dependent upon use, application and durability of materials.
Indicative Design Life for different Council assets as set out in Hurunui District Council’s Development
Engineering Standard 2017 are listed below:
Asset Type

Typical Design Life

Road pavements
Stormwater

50 years
80 years (although some components may require earlier
maintenance or replacement)
80 years
80 years

Wastewater
Water supply
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5.0

DEMAND MANAGEMENT

Section 5.0 provides details of existing demand and growth forecasts, which affect the management,
and utilisation of assets and details Council’s demand management strategies.

5.1

Drivers for Future Demand

The future demand for stormwater networks in Hurunui District will be driven by:
•

Growth in the District

•

SMP requirements

•

Changes in legislation

•

Changes in customer expectations

•

Climate change

Table 5-1 indicates how these factors are expected to be reflected in changes in the delivery of the
Stormwater Services.
Table 5-1: Stormwater Demand Drivers
Demand Drivers
Comment

Outcome

Population
increases/urban
development

Amberley and Hanmer Township populations are
projected to increase;
New development areas.

Council will need to insure
that this increase can be
serviced to the required
levels.

Stormwater
Management Plan
requirements

SMPs will document the management objectives
and procedures used along with monitoring of
water quality.

Integrated stormwater
management practice and
monitoring & reviewing as
required.

Legislative Change

Legislative change can significantly affect the
Council’s ability to meet minimum Levels of
Service, and may require improvements to
infrastructure assets.

Changes in environmental
standards in the future may
affect stormwater disposal
options.

Changes in
Customer
Expectations

Customer expectations are increasingly tending
towards higher Levels of Service, both in the
extent and frequency of stormwater flooding and
ponding on property and roads during and after
storms, as well as reduced effects of stormwater
discharge.

Proposed stormwater Vision
and associated strategies will
give clear direction to the
communities.

Climatic Changes

In recent years, there has been an increase in the
incidence of extreme weather events around the
world. Although future projections have not yet
been made specifically for the Hurunui District, it
is likely that there will be even more frequent and
intense rainfall over the time. This is further
discussed in Section 5.5.3.

Ensure design standards
allow for consideration of
climate changes.

5.2

Overview of Hurunui District Population

Long-term population projections (to 2046) have been developed based on historic trends, Statistics NZ
projections (to 2031), drivers of growth and constraining factors.
Hurunui District has sustained modest growth comparable to the national average over the last 22 years,
amounting to a population increase of 2,500 (29%) from 1991 to 2013. Growth has occurred
predominantly in the south of the district, around Amberley/Leithfield, while there has been little or no
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growth elsewhere, with the exception of Hanmer Springs. This reflects the diversity of the district and
suggests a range of regionally-differing growth influences.
High growth in the Amberley/Leithfield area may relate to its close proximity to Waimakariri District and
Christchurch City. This is expected to continue, but could be tempered by commuting issues (SH1 traffic
congestion, fuel prices). Being on the fringe of the Greater Christchurch urban growth area, any
slowdown would potentially be felt first in Hurunui District. Displacement of ‘red-zoned’ Christchurch
residents will have contributed to some of the recent demand for reasonably priced property within
commuting distance of the city.
Irrigation and changing land use, particularly dairy conversion, has stimulated the Canterbury rural
economy, resulting in rapid population growth in some areas. This influence is particularly notable in
Ashburton District, but less pronounced in Hurunui District where there is greater diversity of land use
(viticulture, forestry) and less potentially irrigable land. The rate of growth in the Amuri area has been
slower than anticipated.
Tourism has and will continue to be the primary factor in the development of Hanmer Springs and the
local service industry. Another factor that must be considered is the prevalence of holiday homes, which
may not have an associated ‘usually resident population’ but will generate demand for Council services
in the area. Population alone may not be a good indicator of growth and service demand.
Statistics NZ publish high, medium and low population projections. The revised projections were
released in February 2015. These are markedly different from those released in October 2012. The new
projections reflect a higher than anticipated rate of growth over the last few years and an expectation
that this will continue for several more years before the growth rate tapers off to earlier levels. The low
and medium and high projections have been revised upwards since the previous release in 2012. By
2031 the projected population is expected to be in the range 13,100 to 15,100. By 2043 the projected
population is expected to be in the range 13,000 and 16,500 in 2043.
The lowest projection, which sees the population stabilising or even declining over the next 20 years
reflects an aging population and reducing fertility rates. This is typical throughout New Zealand as we
approach a crossover point where deaths will exceed births. Population gain will become dependent
on net migration which is strongly influenced by government immigration policy and economic conditions
in Australia (driving trans-Tasman migration). The high growth projection assumes a high level of net
migration which will be subject to competing labour demands nationally.
A revised projection through to 2043 has been prepared to support the 30-year Infrastructure Strategy
(2015-45). Based on 2013 census results, a general understanding of recent growth, and the drivers
and other potential influences a series of Area Unit population projections have been developed and
aggregated to District level. These are presented in Table 5-2 and Figure 5-1.
In the Amberley, Leithfield and Hanmer Springs areas a high growth rate has been adopted for shortterm planning, flattening to follow a more conservative medium growth pattern beyond about 2021.
Continued low growth is anticipated in the Amuri area and negligible growth elsewhere. There has
been some population decline in Cheviot and this trend could become evident in the Waiau, Hurunui
and Parnassus area units, but at this stage it is suggested that a static population projection be adopted.
The potential decline is small and unlikely to have significant impact on asset management planning in
these areas.
Note that the population figures presented here relate to Census Area Units which do not correlate
directly with the urban areas or with the actual areas serviced by Council. The scheme and Census Area
Unit boundaries are presented in Appendix A.
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Table 5-2: Long-Term Population Projections
Area Unit

2013

2018

2023

2028

2033

2038

2043

Amberley

1,620

2,120

2,237

2,385

2,447

2,509

2,556

Amuri

1,720

1,865

2,000

2,116

2,222

2,319

2,396

Cheviot

380

390

400

400

400

400

390

Culverden

440

440

450

450

450

440

430

Hanmer Springs

890

945

1,000

1,055

1,110

1,165

1,220

Hurunui

2,740

2,841

2,922

2,993

3,044

3,074

3,084

Leithfield

2,940

3,433

3,660

3,875

3,979

4,031

4,044

Parnassus

980

991

1,012

1,033

1,044

1,055

1,044

Waiau

270

296

307

307

295

283

283

11,980

13,303

13,988

14,614

14,991

15,276

15,447

District Total

Population

Figure 5-1: District Population Estimates and Long-term Projection

Year

The proposed long-term projection indicates District population growth of around 2,000 residents over
the next 25 years, reaching around 15,500 by 2043. To achieve this growth it will be necessary to
maintain a relatively high level of net migration into the District to sustain high growth in the
Amberley/Leithfield area, without which the population will stabilise or even decline. Council will monitor
population trends closely over the coming years to identify any departure from the adopted projection,
especially any rapid slowing of growth, ensuring that any planning decisions are revised in a timely
manner.
Population demographics are another factor to be considered with all of the projected growth (20112031) occurring in the 65+ age group, under the medium growth scenario. Only under high growth
scenarios will there be growth in other population segments (net migration).
The median age is increasing (currently 44 years, increasing to about 48 years by 2031). The Amuri
population has the lowest median age (39 years), while the median age in Cheviot is 53 years. In
Amberley the median age is currently about 49 years.
5.2.1
Effects of the Districts Population Changes
The effects of the estimated population changes will be nil for the communities that are experiencing
very low or reduced populations.
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5.3

District Plan and the Impact on Demand

The following details the changes of stormwater management adopted in accordance with the district
plan and stormwater management plans.
To protect properties downstream of the townships and prevent flooding within the stormwater
management areas (defined in SMPs) above 2007 levels, the Council will apply a design philosophy for
the management of stormwater volume to mitigate any increases in peak discharge in the receiving
waters for the proposed land use changes in the catchment for the 50 year ARI rainfall event.
To achieve this aim, Council will require that stormwater detention is installed that limits peak flows into
its receiving waterways to be no worse than pre-undeveloped levels. This requirement will apply for all
events up to a 50 year ARI storm. Developers/property owners may achieve this by a number of ways,
including by discharging the new development stormwater flows to ground through soakage. Where this
is proposed by the developer the Council will require specific investigation and design.
As the areas zoned for rural lifestyle and residential dwellings are developed, pipes, swales, detention
basins and treatment and discharge facilities will be put in place to manage and avoid effects from
increasing impermeable surface areas. Council will ensure that all new stormwater networks are
adequate to ensure that discharges do not degrade the receiving waters quality or increase erosion or
increase flooding effects.
The design of the private infrastructure will be the responsibility of the developer. Council will be
responsible for its community infrastructure.

5.4

Stormwater Demand Management

Demand Management strategies are used as alternatives to the creation of new assets. They are aimed
at modifying customer demands to achieve:
•

Social, environmental and legislative objectives for Hurunui District

•

The delivery of cost-effective services

Defer the need for new assets and optimise the performance/utilisation of the
existing assets
Council is working on a range of strategies to manage the effect of stormwater and therefore the
requirement for additional infrastructure. Refer to Table 5.3 below:
•

Table 5-3: Demand Management Strategies
Strategy

Objective/ Description

Planning

Reducing the amount of pavement and roof area that is directly connected to inlets and
storm drains, while maximizing the pervious area that receives runoff from pavements or
roofs not connected to storm drains. These consist of swales, porous pavement, soaking
devices, or some combination of these approaches.
Provision of flood detention to control the increase in runoff rates from developed areas
during frequent storm events that cause stream degradation and overflow which may
cause flooding to properties.
Control the potential for harmful discharges from the site which degrade water quality in
waterways and the marine environment.

Operations

Reducing direct stormwater entry into the wastewater reticulation system by detection and
control of infiltration and inflow as further described below (Section 5.4.1). This assist the
wastewater service reducing overflows in peak wet weather periods and reducing the
loadings (and on-going operations costs) at the wastewater treatment plants.
Build reliable calibrated hydraulic models to provide a robust decision-making support
framework, as outlined in Section 5.4.2 below, to guide the planning of land use and
stormwater infrastructure network.
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Strategy

Objective/ Description
Reviewing the development engineering standards on a regular basis.
The use of the District Plan to control the areas in which development can occur and the
associated density that is permitted.

Regulation

Provision of adequate secondary flow paths and detention storage.
Use of stormwater management plans and stormwater bylaws.

The Planning and Regulation objectives are currently being used to address stormwater management,
and this application should continue. Specific Operational objectives for reducing infiltration, and for
hydraulic modelling, are further described below.
5.4.1
Infiltration and Inflow of Stormwater
The 2008 extreme rain event highlighted some infiltration issues in Amberley, with wastewater flows
peaking at seven times the average dry weather flow. The stormwater drainage works in Amberley that
are presently being completed should prevent/mitigate similar issues in the future.
The extent of stormwater infiltration into Hanmer Springs, Cheviot and Hawarden/Waikari wastewater
systems is not well documented but not considered by council officers to be significant. Infiltration and
inflow is expected to be gradually addressed through the renewal programme over the next 30 years.
5.4.2
Network Modelling
Further hydraulic modelling is required to fully understand overland flow and the stormwater needs of
the district’s settlements due to future growth, land use changes and the impact of adjacent rural land
drainage.
Reliable calibrated hydraulic models provide a robust decision-making support framework in which
numerous future scenarios of demand, population growth, climate change and land use variables can
be evaluated. This assists the Council to determine the most optimal network improvements to meet
future needs. Modelling forms a sound basis for future land use planning and provides credible hydraulic
data that can be used in support of long-term resource consent applications. The Council may also use
modelling to increase its understanding of the effects of new subdivision, network capacity constraints,
and calculation and validation of capital contributions.
Strategic level flood models have been completed for Hanmer Springs & Amberley, as a part of the
Global Stormwater Discharge Consent Application and Stormwater Management Plan. Extra flood
modelling reports have been completed for Amberley Swamp, Eastern Drain, Leithfield Outfall Drain
and Flax Stream in 2016.

5.5

Sustainability

5.5.1
Background
The LGA 2002 requires Local Authorities to take a sustainable development approach while conducting
its business. In doing this the Council is required to take into account the following:
•

The social, economic, and cultural well-being of people and communities

•

The need to maintain and enhance the quality of the environment

•

The reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations

Sustainability is a core Council value. It is a process of ensuring the wise use and management of all
resources within a framework in which environmental, social, cultural and economic wellbeing are
integrated and balanced. It means meeting the needs of today without adversely impacting on the needs
of future generations.
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Hurunui District Council Role
The Council is committed to continuing its work on delivering sustainable services and has committed
Asset Management Improvement Plan resources over the next three years to formalizing existing
sustainability policies and extending policy analysis as necessary to encompass recent legislative,
national and regional sustainability initiatives.
5.5.2

Sustainability and Lifecycle
Council presently does not directly measure the sustainability of the activities assets and
networks. However the Community Outcomes which have sustainable measures are
supported by the Stormwater Services activity.

Community infrastructure is maintained on the understanding that the assets are provided
in perpetuity. The current asset management planning approach to the management of each asset
activity is considered a sustainable approach; the activities are regularly monitored on performance and
expectations through Resource Consents, external audits, Level of Service reviews, customer
satisfaction surveys, legislative compliance and Council adoption of Asset Management Plans.
Minimising environmental impacts, and whole of life costs is a core principle of the stormwater activity.
5.5.3

Climate Change
There has been considerable work undertaken at a national level on the possible effects
of climate change and sea level rise. The New Zealand Government has published
projections of climate change to 2080. The general projected trend in the published
projections for Canterbury region is of winters being drier and the other seasons being
slightly wetter (2%) but with slightly less annual rainfall. More frequent heavy rainfall
events have been predicted. By the 2090s the published projections show that in the Canterbury region
the typical temperature4 rise is expected to be up to +2.1 degrees Celsius. In coastal Canterbury, rainfall
is projected to decrease, but large alpine-fed rivers could have increased flows because of greater
rainfall in the headwaters.
Council will consider the use of NIWA’s online Toolbox2 over the next three years to ascertain the long
term effects and plan for it in capital and renewal works.
The Toolbox5 follows a science-based risk assessment process and demonstrates methods of
identifying adaptation options and evaluating their benefits. The Tools build on and frequently reference
existing climate change guidance material.
5.5.4
Environmental Effects
Resource Consents
The Council holds 30 resource consents associated with the Stormwater Service activity.
There are no consents that will require renewal in the next 10 years. However, as
discussed in Section 2.1, stormwater discharges from reticulated networks need consent
(supported by a SMP). These consents are required to be lodged by June 2018 under the
CLWRP. Consents (and associated SMP) for Amberley and Hanmer Springs are
underway (discussed as below). The consenting requirements for other areas in the district need to be
established, which could take to form of a district-wide stormwater discharge consent.

4

Climate Change Effects and Impacts Assessment: A Guidance Manual for Local Government in New Zealand May 2008

5 2

http://www.niwa.co.nz/climate/urban-impacts-toolbox/toolbox-overview
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Stormwater Management Plans
SMPs are required for the purposes of:
•

Documenting the management objectives and procedures used by Council

•

Ensuring that stormwater is managed in accordance with Council requirements

•

Proposing stormwater management controls to address impacts from existing
development

•

Presenting design philosophies for new stormwater infrastructure which can be
implemented through the use of the Council Code of Practice

The SMP also enables stormwater management by:
•

Assisting Council Officers with compliance assessments under the Resource
Management Act and the Building Act, and in reviewing approvals for future
developments

•

Providing background information for public records, project memoranda and
planning, design and construction

•

Providing recommendations on Council Policy where stormwater issues may affect
it

•

Outlining a maintenance and monitoring programme to ensure long-term
effectiveness of stormwater management facilities

Hurunui District Council Development Engineering Standards and Guidelines
Council have adopted a development engineering standard for the Hurunui District. This document is
based on NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure. It sets out criteria for
sustainable, low impact design of stormwater networks. This includes both quantity and quality
requirements which will ensure compliance with the district’s global discharge consents. The current
version is 2017.

5.6

Assessment of Water and Sanitary Services

Background
The LGA 2002 requires Local Authorities to have Water and Sanitary Services Assessments with a
principle aim of improving public health outcomes for the country. Council completed this initial
Assessment in May 2005. This assessment was completed by Council Staff and documented in a
separate report (refer to the Council’s Water and Sanitary Services Assessment, May 2005). It included
serviced and un-serviced communities, as well as private community schemes. The assessment was
reviewed again in 2010 and 2014. This document is under review at present (2017), with no significant
changes identified to date through the part-completed assessment review process.
Risk to Stormwater Facilities
Most of the District’s public funded (rated) stormwater facilities are minor structures and are considered
robust. The impact of earthquake induced damage is considered minor overall, with the greatest cost
of damage being broken kerb/channel structures and dislocated sumps. The potential impact on open
drains and swales and water courses is not significant, unless contours alter and the ground opens up
across them.
Few of the stormwater facilities are at risk from flood damage, as flood velocities through the urban
areas is likely to be very low and scouring/erosion will be minimal. Silting and debris accumulation does
occur, but is straightforward to correct (maintenance).
Kaikoura District Council have noted greater incidences of silt and suspended solids in their stormwater
systems post-North Canterbury earthquake (Nov ’16). This has been attributed to the dislodgement and
destabilisation of the soils in the high country that are migrating through rainfall and snow events into
the natural waterways and some stormwater reticulation systems. This has not been observed in the
Hurunui to date, but waterways will be continue to be monitored for silt.
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Public Health Risks & Nuisance Effects
Risk to public health from contamination of open drain water within urban boundaries is considered low.
Urban sourced run-off is from light commercial and domestic premises only and lightly used roads.
Silting of waterways from land sub-division and building can occur within urban zones. There are no
firm sub-division requirements as yet for managing these effects. The impact from these activities is
minor in all urban areas, other the Hanmer Springs in recent times.
Note: destabilisation and dislodgement discussion points in ‘Risk to Stormwater Facilities’ above applies
here too.
2014 Assessment of Water and Sanitary Services Review
The 2014 Water Assessment Review considered Water, Wastewater and Stormwater. The review
undertaken consisted of:
• Workshop with Council’s Three Waters utility staff in September 2014 to consider significant
changes that had occurred since the June 2010 review.
• Review other types of Water and Wastewater Schemes as shown in the 2005 assessment
(other than operated by Council) by Council’s Inspectorial Staff.
• Council’s Inspectorial Staff views on individual private supplies (water and wastewater
drainage).
The review outcome for the Stormwater Service was that any additional Stormwater Services would be
ascertained during the consideration and implementation of the SMPs.
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6.0

RISK MANAGEMENT

Section 6.0 looks at the Risk Management Processes set up by Council for assessing and managing
risk at a Council and Three Waters level

6.1

Risk Management Overview

Council's stormwater Risk Management Strategy is in its formative stage. The process for the
preparation of a high level Risk Management Plan has been established, which identifies risk
management strategies to minimise risks associated with the provision of stormwater services.
Council will progress down the path of completing, implementing and maintaining risk plans (Three
Waters Risk Management Plans) for the principal Three Waters asset systems to minimise the likelihood
of non-achievement of critical business objectives.
Risk analysis involves consideration of the sources of risk, their consequences and the likelihood that
those consequences may occur. The objective of risk analysis is to separate the low impact risks from
the major risks, and to provide data to assist in the evaluation and treatment of the risks.

6.2

Risk Assessments

There are essentially three levels of risk assessment that should be considered for each activity within
Council:
•

Level 1 - Organisational Risk Assessment

•

Level 2 - Activity Management Risk Assessment

•

Level 3 - Critical Asset Risk Assessment

Level 1 - Organisational Risk Assessment
Organisational Risk Assessment focuses on identification and management of significant operational
risks that will have an impact beyond the activity itself and will affect the organisation as a whole. This
approach allows the Integrated Risk Management framework to address risks at the organisational level,
as well as at both the management and operational levels within the particular Council activities. The
decision to implement the treatment measures identified will be at an organisational level, not activity
level. To date the Council does not have a district wide risk policy. A Council risk policy will be developed
that encompasses the above.
Level 2 - Activity Management Risk Assessment
Activity Management Risk Assessment uses the same principal and consequence tables, but the focus
has been at more detailed level. During this process, specific risk events are identified which would
affect the operational ability or management of the activity as a whole. If an individual system within the
activity was identified as being at a greater risk or would need to be managed in a different way to the
rest of the systems, then it will be highlighted for separate consideration.
A Risk Summary Table was established in 2012 and revised in 2014 and again in 2017 as presented in
Table 6-1. This Risk Summary Table identifies risk management strategies to minimise risks associated
with the provision of the Stormwater Services. The risk profile will be extended to encompass assets
down to a component level in a Risk Management Plan in the future. In the absence of component level
assessments the risk summary table will be used to provide guidance for mitigation steps.
The risk management plan will be designed to ensure that:
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•

All significant operational and organisational risks are understood and identified

•

The highest risks that should be addressed within a 10 year planning horizon are
identified

•

Risk reduction treatments which best meet business needs are applied
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The risks assessed will be given a ranking as follows:
•

Low Risk: Managed by routine procedures (L)

•

Moderate: Managed responsibility specified and risk controls reviewed annually (M)

•

Significant: Management attention required to reduce risk (S)

•

High: Immediate action required to reduce risk (H)

Level 3 - Critical Asset Risk Assessment
Critical assets are considered those assets in which failure would result in a major disruption to the
levels of service. Usually the identification of critical assets is based on pipe diameter or population
served.
The criticality of an asset reflects the consequence of the asset failing (not the probability). High
Criticality assets are best defined as assets which have a high consequence of failure (not necessarily
a high probability of failure).
A high-level criticality assessment has been carried out in Amberley, Hanmer Springs, Hawarden,
Waikari, Cheviot and Motunau Beach. The lists of these assets are included in the operations and
maintenance plans.
These critical stormwater assets shall be inspected and maintained more frequently. Extra inspection of
these assets shall be carried out in addition to the annual inspection, ideally prior to the forecasted
significant stormwater events. The inspection may be carried out during or after the significant
stormwater events.
Risk Summary Table
Table 6.1 (overleaf) summarises the key risks for the stormwater asset portfolio, which the Council is
actively monitoring and managing. For each risk an assessment has been made as outlined above, and
the agreed mitigation strategies adopted are documented.
This set of documented risks is considered a live register, and is to be reviewed and updated regularly.
Reviews and updates are expected to align with current best practice, and shall be reflective of the
current legislative and regulatory framework.
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Table 6-1: Risk Summary Table
Weakness or Vulnerability

Risk Detail

Risk

Future Improvement

Resulting
Risk

Backup of Existing Mitigation
Strategies column

Higher Level Policies, Procedures and Controls
Operations manuals not up-todate

Failure to supply water or cause adverse
health effects due to poor operation of
assets.

S

The existing operation and
maintenance manuals are to be
updated where required.

M

Operating manuals substantially
complete and ensure staff comply
with requirements.

Districts bylaws not up to date

Inability to properly control inappropriate
behaviour by others.

S

Stormwater Bylaw in process of
being written as part of new 3-Waters
Bylaw for HDC.

M

Bylaws up to date.

The Council does not have an
acceptable position on the
impact of climate change on
service delivery

Possible financial loss due to liability for
property damage, loss of asset. Reduced
Level of Service.

S

Increased resilience.

M

Council needs policy and relevant
action plans (including relevant
design parameters) on climate
change.

Lack of long-term financial
planning

Higher than expected financial costs.

S

Improved estimate accuracy and
investment consideration.

M

Existing network models are up to
date and available.

Service levels vs funding and
works not clear

Service levels not being met due to lack of
funding / infrastructure.

S

Identify areas where shortfalls in
Levels of Service are likely to occur
and their consequences.

M

Set performance targets for next
10 years and monitor and report
on performance. Impacts of
delayed capital works reported to
Council.

Assumptions for financial
forecasting not always
understood

Additional costs incurred because
assumption/uncertainties not accounted for
i.e.: asset valuations, depreciation.

S

Councillors need to be made aware
of assumptions and uncertainties
behind financial forecasting
information.

S

Finance/managers need to be
aware of assumptions and
uncertainties behind financial
forecasting information.

Valuations not accurate for
asset facilities

Fixed asset register not reconciling with
existing assets causing incorrect valuations
and affecting true financial requirements.

S

Consider the financial effect of
depreciation. Increase data
confidence.

L

Asset register reviewed and
updated.

Financial
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Weakness or Vulnerability

Risk Detail

Risk

Future Improvement

Resulting
Risk

Backup of Existing Mitigation
Strategies column

Development contributions
policy not implemented and/or
do not have robust system for
calculating contributions from
developers

Adequate contributions for development not
obtained costing the Council more than it
should. Council faces legal action if
contributions not in line with Section 199 of
the LGA 2002.

S

Council to have internal discussion
with financial staff.

M

Development contributions policy
implemented.

Insurance cover needs review

Insurance not adequate and unnecessary
costs incurred.

H

Include interim costs in future
insurance cover. Council to discuss
with finance. Include above ground
assets.

S

Insurance cover reviewed to
ensure adequate cover on annual
basis.

Large scale asset failure due to a naturally
occurring event resulting in prolonged and
substantial loss of service to district.

S

Review and update lifelines plan.
Increase involvement in civil defence
exercises.

S

Ensure lifelines plan up-to-date
and recommendations
implemented that includes having
a high level of risk reduction,
readiness, response and recovery
during and following civil defence
emergency.

Accountabilities not clear

Staff not accountable for actions allowing
apparent problems to continue.

S

Review job descriptions annually at
performance and development
reviews. Improve interdepartmental
communication.

M

Up-to-date job descriptions. Staff
performance monitored and dealt
with if not performing.

Information in people's heads
or inappropriate recording of
information

Organisational knowledge lost with staff
leaving.

S

Ensure staff document and
appropriately file everything that is
relevant. Ensure good management
succession when existing staff leave.
Formalise and update maintenance
schedules and procedures,

M

Ensure staff document and
appropriately file everything that
is relevant. Ensure good
management succession when
existing staff leave.

Organisational Management
Emergency management
(lifelines) plan not up to date or
implemented

Human Resources
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Weakness or Vulnerability

Risk Detail

Risk

Future Improvement

Resulting
Risk

Backup of Existing Mitigation
Strategies column

contingency and operation and
maintenance manuals.

Insufficient staff or not
appropriately skilled

Programmed work not completed due to
insufficient staff numbers and skill levels for
existing work. Increased technical
knowledge required for utilities
management and operation having
negative impact on service delivery.

S

Further invest in identified staff
structure and training. Additional staff
needed.

L

Stormwater Engineer engaged
with skill levels that are
appropriate for this function.

High accident rate. Council faces legal
claims for not meeting health and safety
obligations.

H

Continue to develop and implement
health and safety plans. Improve
safety culture within Council.

S

Council health and safety
procedures implemented,
appropriate training undertaken
and manuals up-to-date.

Hydraulic capacity not fully understood or
aligned with growth projections. Capital
works programme not optimised. Future
forecasting not accurate.

H

Development and maintenance of
network models for all utilities.
Significant review of existing water
model. Create wastewater models for
all schemes. Develop more detailed
stormwater models for each
catchment.

S

Undertake network modelling of
network and develop robust
renewals programme based on
sound knowledge.

Health and Safety
Do not have a good health and
safety culture. Health and
safety risks not identified or
managed appropriately.
Asset Management
Network modelling not
undertaken.
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Weakness or Vulnerability

Risk Detail

Condition assessments not
undertaken.

Renewals programme not fully optimised.
Increased resources required for reactive
maintenance.

S

Continue condition assessment
programmes and implement renewal
programmes. Existing CCTV
footages to be reviewed/documented
and upgrade works programme
where appropriate. Formalise
existing facilities inspections.
Develop robust system to update
existing asset register.

M

Undertake condition assessments
of network and develop robust
renewals programme based on
sound knowledge.

As-built information can be
slow or incorrect coming from
maintenance staff,
Contractors, Consultants

Council faces legal action because of
incorrect information provided (particularly
with regard to LIMS).

S

Develop appropriate systems to
ensure as-builts are provided,
captured and audited for accuracy

M

Ensure as-builts up to-date and
placed on record promptly.
Ensure GIS capability.

Criticality assessment not
undertaken

Failure of critical assets resulting
environmental damage or not meeting
service levels.

S

Undertake criticality assessment of
assets and implement strategy for
managing critical assets.

S

Undertake criticality assessment
of assets and implement strategy
for managing critical assets.

Asset management systems
not up-to-date or completed

Failure of utility systems because
maintenance work not completed or
management system not operational.

S

Review AM system practices and
processes.

S

Asset management system in
place and updated as required.

Capital works delayed due to
unforeseen circumstances

Programmed capital works not completed.
Target service levels not met.

S

Develop projects process that
provides for project plans to be
prepared for every approved renewal
and capital development item.

M

Staff held accountable for delays
and staff trained in project
management.

Deferred renewal and
maintenance not recorded or
not done

Deferred maintenance not recorded
causing unexpected, additional costs from
asset failure.

H

Ensure all deferred renewals work
recorded and management aware of
impact on service levels if not
funded.

S

Record all deferred maintenance
and renewals.

Not all easements recorded or
obtained

Council faces legal action or cannot carry
out its activities because it does not have
legal right to cross a property.

S

Easement information needs to be
improved with all identified
easements provided with details of

M

Keep up-to-date record of
easements. Establish clear policy
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Future Improvement
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Strategies column
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Weakness or Vulnerability

Risk Detail

Risk

Future Improvement

Resulting
Risk

interested part. Legal situation to be
clarified.
Insufficient documentation of
escalating process decision
making

Backup of Existing Mitigation
Strategies column
for processes to be followed when
easements are required.

Response to emergency situations
reduced, higher expenditure.

S

Employment of staff with the
appropriate qualifications and skills.

H

Employment of staff with the
appropriate qualifications and
skills.

Insufficient overland flow paths

Flooding of houses and properties.

S

Modelling of system will ascertain
flow path requirements.

M

Modelling of system will ascertain
flow path requirements.

Overland flow paths located on
private property - no
maintenance (overgrown/built
upon)

Flooding of houses and properties.

S

Assessment of what are public and
what are private assets to establish
ownership, maintenance regimes,
expected levels of service, quantity
management, quality management,
etc.

M

Council staff monitor good
maintenance and monitoring
provisions.

Overland flow paths located on
Council's property or roads no maintenance (overgrown
etc.)

Flooding of houses and properties.

S

Assessment of what are public and
what are private assets to establish
ownership, maintenance regimes,
expected levels of service, quantity
management, quality management,
etc.

M

Council staff has good
maintenance and monitoring
provisions.

Asset Risks - Stormwater

S = Significant
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6.3

Natural Hazards and Risks

This Section considers risks to the integrity and functioning of the infrastructure utility assets arising from
natural hazards. The Council’s group natural hazards are the following:
•

Flood

•

Earthquake

•

Landslide, mass movement and inland erosion

•

Fire

•

Meteorological events (rain, hail, sun, frost, drought, wind, snow)

•

Coastal effects and erosion

A primary focus is vulnerability of assets and access to these under emergency conditions. These tie
in with the Hurunui Lifelines Project and the Civil Defence Emergency Operations Centre (EOC).
Table 6-2 summarises the high impact natural hazards, impacts and what mitigations the Council has
in place.
Table 6-2: Hazard Impacts and Mitigation on the Stormwater Service
Natural
Hazard

Impact

Risks

History

Mitigation in Place

Earthquake

High

Hurunui has more active
faults than any other
district in Canterbury
and most other
developed areas country
wide

Earthquake history exists for
the district. The 2010/11
Canterbury earthquakes had
very little effect on Council
utility services. The North
Canterbury earthquake in
November 2016 had very
little effect on Council’s
stormwater infrastructure, but
did effect water and
wastewater utility services.

Planning is focused on
recovery of asset when
failure occurs and improved
access to assets if limited.

Flooding

High

The very high risk areas
have been identified
following the 2008
flooding event

Historically, flooding in the
Hurunui has been confined to
a number of identified areas.
The large rainfall event in
2008 affected the Amberley
area. Minor flooding events
since 2008 have resulted in
minor flooding outcomes
given the improvements put
in place to date.

The installation of flood
relief work that occurred
since 2011 to now will
mitigate the flood risk in the
Amberley area

6.4

Insurance

The Council has insurance cover for the Wastewater, Water and Stormwater Services, staff and property
as detailed in its Annual Plan. Council’s insurance cover is updated on a regular basis following
valuations to ensure the insurance cover is appropriate.
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Reticulation

Total Value of assets
covered by insurance
contracts

x

All above ground
assets (as listed
below)

x

Treatment Plants
& Reservoirs

x

Electrical

x

Mechanical

x

Structural

x

Staff

x

WW

$80.9 m

$27.9 m

$6.9 m

$115.7 m

$9.7 m

$3.4 m

nil

$13.1 m

$11.3 m

$3.6m

$0

$14.1 m

(from 2013
insurance totals
provided to
LAPP)

x

Council vehicles
Private property
damage related to
water damage

SW

Maximum
amount to
which they are
insured

Water
Zurich

Public
Liability

Components /
Items

LAPP

Risk Pool

Professional
Indemnity

Components /
Items

Local Government CoInsurers
(Vero/QBE/AIG)

Table 6-3: Insurance Provisions

x
x

6.5

Disaster Recovery Funding

6.5.1

Financing of Disaster Impacts on Services

All below ground utility assets are covered for disaster damage recovery under the “New Zealand Local
Authority Protection Programme – Disaster Fund Trust Board” provisions (LAPP). More detail is
provided in Section 6.5.2.
Secondary cover is afforded by Council held reserves and (possibly) state assistance for disaster
recovery of assets. Council held reserves for such a disaster recovery fund must represent 40% of the
Average Damage Ratio” (the proportions of assets that are anticipated to fail). Council meets this
requirement at present, which is 17.4% of all roads and water / sewer facilities (June 2001). Some
components are a higher risk than others.
Assistance for damage to above ground assets are covered with Councils own insurance policies and
includes pump sheds, equipment and reservoirs. This cover also extends to fire damage. These
policies are brokered for Council and are revised every 3 years or so.
A final option for financing disaster recovery is from network users, either from funds held or loans struck
by Council. This is a backup provision but could be called upon (has been done in the past) where
additional capacity or alterations to performance (levels of service) are sought as part of the replacement
works. Other insurances may be introduced or reassessed from time to time.
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6.5.2

LAPP

The Local Authority Protection Programme Disaster Fund (LAPP) is a cash accumulation mutual pool
with Civic Assurance as the Fund's Administration Manager. It is a premium paid insurance scheme for
infrastructure assets which pays out for replacement of assets based on an anticipated proportion of
scheme failure, arising from a major disaster.
The Fund was established in 1993 by Local Authorities to meet Government legislation brought out in
1991 and covers local authority owned infrastructural assets which are considered generally
uninsurable.
The Fund is designed as catastrophe protection only, covering serious disruptive loss or damage caused
by sudden events or situations which may or may not involve the declaration of a Civil Defence
Emergency. Perils include but are not necessarily limited to earthquake, storms, floods, cyclones,
tornados, volcanic eruption, tsunami and other disasters of a catastrophic nature such as a major gas
explosion.
In July 1991 Central Government introduced a Disaster Recovery Plan which places specific
responsibilities on local authorities. In order for them to be eligible for a contribution by Central
Government of up to 60% of the restoration costs of infrastructural damage from a catastrophe, local
authorities have to demonstrate it can meet the remaining 40% through:
•

Proper maintenance

•

The provision of reserve funds

• Effective insurance
The trustees require as a condition of fund membership that all member authorities undergo a full risk
management assessment programme. As a result, high risk exposures are identified and remedial
action taken to help reduce the potential drain on the fund and to minimise the impact on communities.

6.5.3
Risk Pool
Risk Pool is a mutual fund created by New Zealand Local Authorities to provide long term, affordable
legal and professional liability protection. The Fund was founded on the premise that historically the
insurance industry has demonstrated inconsistency with the scope of cover, pricing, claims handling
and capacity. Risk Pool commenced in 1997 and currently has 78 local authority members.
Membership of Risk Pool is open to all local authorities. Contributions are levied according to each
member's actual risk profile, claims experience and management of risk.

6.6

Business Continuity and Succession

6.6.1

Business Continuity

Business Continuity is a progression of disaster recovery, aimed at allowing an organisation to continue
functioning after (and ideally, during) a disaster, rather than simply being able to recover after a disaster.
The Council has developed a business continuity plan to prepare the Council in the event of a business
interruption caused by factors beyond Council’s control (natural disasters, man-made events) and to
restore services to the widest extent possible in a minimum time frame.
As well as being an ‘action plan’, this plan identifies vulnerabilities and recommends necessary
measures to prevent extended interruptions. It is a plan that encompasses all Council’s sites and
operational facilities.
This plan is not an emergency response plan. It does not address the emergency that caused the
interruption, but rather looks at how Council business might best recover from such an emergency.
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6.6.2

Succession planning

Succession planning within any business is considered necessary to reduce the risk associated with
staff leaving the organisation and forms part of the business continuity process. Succession planning
allows institutional knowledge to be passed on, and assists in ensuring continuity of organisational
culture. To this end the AMPs are reasonably detailed to ensure all relevant documents and information
required for appropriate decision making are recorded and knowledge transfer can occur even in the
absence of key staff.

6.7

Significant Negative Effects

Table 6-4 below identifies negative effects for the Hurunui District that the Stormwater Services activity
may have on the social, economic, environmental or cultural well-being of the community. It indicates
how the existing approach or proposed action will address these in future. There are no significant
negative effects shown to occur for the Council stormwater Service. However, ongoing opportunities for
improvement should always be sought.

Table 6-4: Negative Effects – Stormwater Services Activity

Cultural

Environmental

Economic

Impact on Well-Being (existing
situation)

Social

Potential

Effect

Existing

Status of
Effect

Existing Approach or Proposed
Action to Address

Drains
Sedimentation and
vegetation build up
Use of chemical sprays





Minor

Minor

Minor

Nil

Removal by mechanical or spraying
means





Mod

Nil

Minor

Minor

Compliance with ECan & MfE
requirements





Minor

Emphasis social responsibility
(sustainable resource)
Consent compliance

Nil

Modelling of catchments within
Amberley and Hanmer Springs to
identify reticulation (drains and pipes)
that are at capacity and may
constrain future development

Minor

Comply with ECan consent
conditions
Environmental monitoring
programme

General
Customer demand and
expectations

Mod

Minor

Minor

Environmental
If flooding were to
occur on a regular
basis this may affect
the ability of industries
to obtain or retain ongoing insurance
Discharge of
contaminated
stormwater into
waterways without
treatment
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Minor

Minor

Minor

Nil

Minor

Minor
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Cultural

Environmental

Economic

Impact on Well-Being (existing
situation)

Social

Potential

Effect

Existing

Status of
Effect

Existing Approach or Proposed
Action to Address

Long term reduction in through the
use of onsite storage & disposal
Industrial businesses
are prone to
discharging pollutants
to the environment


If increased
development and
population growth
occurs, stormwater
may contain more
pollutants







Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

District Plan has controls for
stormwater treatment & discharge
when industrial development is being
considered by ensuring of pretreatment where necessary
The development & use of Council’s
SMPs will assist in ensuring the
discharge of pollutants will reduce in
the future

Minor

District Plan has sufficient controls for
stormwater treatment and discharge
when growth within the community is
being considered
The development & implementation
of Council’s SMPs will assist in
ensuring the discharge of pollutants
will reduce in the future

 Increasing  Remaining the same  Decreasing
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7.0

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

Section 7.0 outlines what is planned to manage and operate the assets at the agreed levels of service
while optimising lifecycle costs. It presents the lifecycle management plan for the stormwater system
assets, and includes:

7.1

•

A description of the trends and issues

•

Detailed management, operations, maintenance, renewal and development
strategies

•

Work programmes and associated financial forecasts

Lifecycle Management

7.1.1
Programme Overview
The Lifecycle Management Programmes cover the four key categories of work necessary to achieve
the required outcomes from stormwater service activities. These programmes are shown in Figure 7-1.
Figure 7-1: Lifecycle Management Programmes

•

Management Programme: Management
functions required to support the other
Programmes

•

Operations, Monitoring and Maintenance
Programme: To ensure efficient operation and
serviceability of the assets so that they achieve
their service potential over their useful lives

•

Renewal Programme: To provide for the
progressive replacement of individual assets that
have reached the end of their useful lives

•

Development Programme: To improve parts of
the system currently performing below target
service standards and to allow development to
meet future demand requirements

Maintaining the service
potential of the assets
and ensuring that the
assets achieve that
potential

Closing service gaps.
Meeting future demand

The Operations & Maintenance and Renewal Programmes are focused on maintaining the current
service potential of assets, and are primarily driven by the condition of assets. However, asset
performance is often an indicator of asset condition.
The Development Programme is focused on closing service gaps by increasing the service potential of
the stormwater system and is primarily driven by the performance of assets and the need to
accommodate growth in the District.
7.1.2
Asset Lifecycle
Assets have a life cycle as they move through from the initial concept to the final disposal. Depending
on the type of asset, its lifecycle may vary from 10 years to over 100 years. Key stages in the asset life
cycle are:
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7.2

•

Asset planning - when the new asset is designed. Decisions made at this time
influence the cost of operating and maintaining the asset, and the lifespan of the
asset. Alternative, non-asset solutions, should also be considered at this time.

•

Asset Creation/Capital Works or acquisition - when the asset is purchased,
constructed or vested in Council. Capital cost, design and construction standards,
commissioning the asset, and guarantees by suppliers influence the cost of
operating the asset and the lifespan of the asset.

•

Asset operations and maintenance - when the asset is operated and maintained.
Operation relates to a number of elements including efficiency, power costs and
throughput.

•

Asset condition and performance monitoring - when the asset is examined and
checked to establish the remaining life of the asset, what corrective action is
required including maintenance, rehabilitation or renewal and within what timescale.

•

Asset rehabilitation and renewal - when the asset is restored or replaced to ensure
that the required level of service can be delivered.

•

Asset disposal and rearrangement - When a failed or redundant asset is sold off,
put to another use, or abandoned.

Management Strategies

Management and monitoring strategies set out the activities required to support the maintenance and
operations, cyclic renewal and asset development programmes. These activities include:
•

Strategic Planning

•

Data Management and Evaluation

•

Business Processes

•

Compliance and Monitoring

•

Financial Management

Strategic planning and a focus on meeting the needs of stormwater customers drives the design of
management processes which in turn are reflected in the level of performance that is achieved.
Collection of data necessary to manage the stormwater system effectively and processes for the
analysis and interpretation of this data support all the management activities.
Table 7-1 sets out each strategy in this category.
Table 7-1: Management Strategies
Strategy
Objective/ Description
Strategic Planning
Human
Resources

Developing the professional skills of the staff through adequate training and experience
Personal Development Plans are agreed with staff each year and a register maintained
to record training history. Staff are encouraged to belong to appropriate professional
bodies and to attend appropriate conferences, seminars and training courses.

Stormwater
Management
Plan/Township
Strategy Plan

For stormwater management activities to the effective, it is important that they are guided
by strategies or plans. Stormwater Management Plan/Township Strategy Plan is the
basic planning and management tool for stormwater at the individual catchment level. It
links strategic level policies and the implementation of stormwater management
initiatives and controls. Stormwater Management Plans for Amberley and Hanmer
Springs have been developed along with a stormwater strategy for Amberley. Further
management documents for other townships/catchments will be developed in the future.

Service Levels

Council will be developing a clear statement of Stormwater Services to be provided and
standards to be achieved as a basis for future consultation with the Community via the
Stormwater Strategy 2018.
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Strategy

Objective/ Description

Sustainable
Management

Ensure all planning for the management, operation, maintenance, renewal and
development of the stormwater system is compatible with sustainable management
principles

Data Management and Evaluation
Asset
Management
Systems

Council will continue to optimise the application of Asset Management Systems over
the short to medium term and develop functionality in line with business needs.
AssetFinda is the primary repository for asset data. Spatial asset information is
stored within GIS-ArcView. Refinement of asset data requirements will occur as staff
identify management applications for data and refine reporting capacity.

Network
Modelling

Hydraulic network models exist for Amberley and Hanmer Springs. These models
are operated by external consultants. The models enable Council to:
Determine accurately the existing capacity of the system
Identify inadequate sections of the system
Operate the system in the most efficient manner
Determine the impact of further development on the system
Identify system upgrading requirements
Compare options for upgrading the stormwater system

Data
Collection

Data collection programmes (condition, performance, asset registers) requires to be
closely aligned with business needs.
Data collection, maintenance and analysis are expensive and it is important that
programmes and techniques are cost effective and consistent with business needs.
Systematic processes will be further developed for the collection and upgrading of
essential/critical data including:
Asset attribute information
Asset performance data
Asset condition data

GIS Data
Quality
Assurance

GIS data will continue to be the subject of defined quality assurance processes
Council has quality processes to ensure that all data entered to the GIS system
meets defined quality standards and supports AM through connectivity with the asset
register and AM data storage.

Business Processes
Asset
Management
Plan Updates

This Asset Management Plan will support the achievement of relevant Community
Outcomes for Hurunui District. AMP remains a strategic ‘living’ document and will be
updated and reviewed at three yearly intervals or more frequently as necessary to
incorporate significant improvements to asset management practices (as proposed
in the improvement plan).

Operational
Management

Council staff are responsible for the determination and optimisation of planned and
unplanned works, work methods and maintenance scheduling to achieve the target
service standards, and managing or overseeing the process to develop management
plans/strategies.

Risk
Management

Risk Management is an essential part of Asset Management. Stormwater Services
activity risks will be managed by the further development of the Risk Management
Plan for the stormwater activity and the implementation of risk mitigation measures
to maintain risk exposure at acceptable levels.
Risk mitigation measures include maintaining appropriate insurance cover,
emergency response planning, condition monitoring of critical assets, preventative
maintenance, implementation of operations manuals, review of standards and
physical works programmes.
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Strategy

Objective/ Description

Infrastructure
Asset
Valuation

Perform valuations in a manner that is consistent with national guidelines and Council
corporate policy for valuation cycles which current are 3 yearly aligned with LTP
requirements.
Asset valuations are the basis for several key asset management processes
including asset renewal modelling and financial risk assessments. Valuations of the
stormwater system will be carried out based on data from the AM system to ensure
auditability and alignment with other processes.

Quality
Assurance

Document, review and implement quality processes for all key business activities in
accordance with standard practices
Quality processes will cover activities such as reporting, data collection and
management, contract monitoring, risk management, economic analysis,
performance monitoring, strategic planning, customer contact, asset valuation, asset
operation, work specification, etc.

Incident
Management

The Council approach is an escalation process from minor to major; all incidences
are managed by the Council staff. Involvement is also judged by the potential
consequences of assets.

Compliance and Monitoring
Statutory
Compliance

Implement quality plans that identify legal obligations and processes adopted to
achieve statutory compliance i.e. SMPs.
Section 2.1 of this plan sets out the legislative environment for the Stormwater
Services activity.

Asset
Performance

Council will continue to monitor the performance of the stormwater assets as an input
to asset renewal and asset development programmes. This monitoring includes:
Customer service requests
Asset failure records
Asset Maintenance records
Compliance with Resource Consents
Stormwater quality
Critical asset audits

Financial Management
Budgeting

Preparation of all expenditure programmes for the Stormwater Services activity in
accordance with Council funding policy and budget preparation policies and
procedures.
The different categories of expenditure within the financial programmes will be
identified to enable the funding to be allocated in accordance with the Council’s
policies.

Financial
Management

The Stormwater Services activity budget is managed in accordance with statutes and
corporate policy. This will involve:
Economic appraisal of all capital expenditure
Annual review of Asset Management Plan financial programmes
Recording of significant deferred maintenance and asset renewals
Continuous monitoring of expenditure against budget

Sustainable
Funding

Ensure the stormwater system is managed in a financially sustainable manner over
the long term. The financial requirements for the provision of the Stormwater Service
sustainably and to acceptable standards over the long term will be identified and
provided for in draft budgets. These requirements include:
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Strategy

Objective/ Description
-

Management of the Stormwater Service
Operation and maintenance of the stormwater networks
Asset replacement
Asset development to ensure that the ability of the stormwater networks to
deliver an acceptable level of service is not significantly degraded by growth
in Hurunui District

Catchment Management Plans and Stormwater Networks Consents
There is a requirement under the CLWRP for council to lodge/apply for stormwater network consent
applications with ECan for existing stormwater discharges from reticulated systems by 30 June 2018.
These applications need to address following key matters:
•

How Council intends to account for and take responsibility for the quality and
quantity of all stormwater discharges from the reticulated stormwater system, from
1 January 2025.

•

How any discharge of stormwater, treated or untreated, into water or onto land
where it may enter water, meets (or will meet) the water quality and quantity
outcomes and standards and limits for that body set out in Table 1, Schedules 5 and
8 and Section 6 to 15 (whichever applies) of the CLWRP

Where the discharge is from an existing stormwater network, demonstration of a
commitment to progressively improve the water quality of discharge to meet the
above condition as soon as practicable but no later than 2025.
Stormwater management plans for the urban areas of Amberley, Hanmer Springs, Hawarden, Waikari,
Cheviot and Motunau Beach have already been completed. The remaining township/networks which
need to be addressed are:
•

•

Amberley Ward areas of Amberley Beach, Leithfield and Leithfield Beach

•

Culverden

•

Greta Valley

•

Waipara

•

Waiau

•

Rotherham

•

Gore Bay

•

Scargill

• Greta Valley
As a response, the following programme has been made by Hurunui District Council:
•

Quality testing of all natural waterways as they enter urban areas and as they exit
urban areas to ascertain water quality status, specifically the difference as a result
of urban contribution by 30 March 2018

•

Prepare a stormwater management plan for each township/reticulated network by
30 March 2018

Prepare and lodge resource consent applications for discharge consents by 30
June 2018 or at minimum develop an MOU with ECan to agree a reasonable
timeframe to have this in place.
There is no budget allocated for preparing these documents in the current financial year (2017/2018). It
is recommended that an over-spend budget of $100,000 to be allocated in the financial year 2017/2018
and that a consultant to be engaged to carry out the proposed works immediately.
•

7.3

Operations, Monitoring and Maintenance

Operations, Monitoring and Maintenance plans set out how the stormwater networks will be operated
and maintained on a day-to-day basis to consistently achieve the optimum use of the assets.
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Operations and monitoring activities designed to ensure efficient utilisation of the assets, and therefore
that the assets achieve their service potential. Maintenance activities are designed to enable existing
assets to operate to their service potential over their useful life.
Table 7-2 sets out Council’s operations and maintenance activities:
Table 7-2: Operations, Monitoring and Maintenance Activities
Type
Objective/ Description
Routine
Inspections

A base level of inspection to specified drains and streams is to be carried out every
year, preferably at the beginning of the new financial year to establish a forward works
programme for all maintenance works in that year. A more focused inspection is to be
carried out to the stormwater assets in the urban areas.

Routine
Monitoring
and
maintenance

A base level of monitoring and maintenance activities carried out to a predetermined
schedule. Its objective is to maintain the service potential of the asset system and
comply with consent requirements. A more focussed monitoring and maintenance
programme is to be carried out to urban areas.

Condition
maintenance

Maintenance carried out as a result of asset condition or performance evaluations of
components of the stormwater system. Its objective is to avoid primary system failure.
Redesign may be necessary if an asset or system does not meet its operational
objective. Similarly, modifications may be necessary to improve the operating
characteristics.

Response
maintenance

Maintenance carried out in response to reported problems or system defects. Its
objective is to maintain day-to-day levels of service. Council provides customer support
for any associated requests for work related to the public stormwater assets and
drainage system.

7.3.1
Routine Inspections
Routine inspections are to be completed for specified waterways, to identify and programme
maintenance works for areas where clearance, dredging, bank works or other improvements are
needed.
7.3.2
Routine monitoring and maintenance
Routine maintenance is carried out for street sumps, roading stormwater assets and stormwater drains.
The street sumps were cleaned regularly as part of street sweeping programme carried out by contractor
Inter-Group administrated under Amenity.
The maintenance of roading stormwater assets is carried out by the roading maintenance contractor.
This work is supervised and monitored by Council’s Roading Service Delivery Team. In recent years
opportunities have emerged to increase coordination of approaches to urban stormwater and drainage
scheme maintenance. The inspection and maintenance of the Council Stormwater Services is
undertaken by Council’s 3-Water Service Delivery Team.
The following operations and maintenance plans have been prepared by Council.
•

Amberley Operations and Maintenance Plan (2016)

•

Hanmer Springs Operations and Maintenance Plan (2016)

•

Hurunui Wide Operations and Maintenance Plan (2017)

The Amberley Maintenance and Monitoring Programme has been prepared by Council in 2016, in
accordance with Amberley Stormwater Global Discharge Consent (included as conditions in the
consents) and its stormwater management plan. It is to guide the surface water management in the
Amberley Stormwater Management Area (SMA) including maintenance and monitoring activities for the
following stormwater assets:
a) Treatment Swales, attenuation swales, and detention basins
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b)
c)
d)
e)

Dry and wet ponds
Hydrodynamic separators
Oil interceptors
Sumps and outlet structures.

It also includes requirements for soil sampling (of representative swales and detention basins) and a
monitoring programme to investigate the effects of stormwater discharges on surface water quality,
stream sediment quality, and the ecology of surface waterways within the SMA.
The Hanmer Springs Global Discharge Consent and its stormwater management plan have been lodged
with ECan and are pending approval. A similar maintenance and monitoring programme will be required
for Hanmer Springs once the consent has been approved and active.
7.3.3
Condition maintenance
There are routine inspections undertaken by Council’s Service Delivery Team during or following large
rainfall events. During the inspections, the cause of flooding, by either blockage or under capacity
stormwater system is noted.
As the Council has begun moving towards planned maintenance and assessment, condition rating of
the critical assets will be carried out to enable sections of pipes to be cleaned and filmed. This will
identify any asset failures and their requirement for renewal.
7.3.4
Response maintenance
Council provides customer support for any associated service requests for issues related to the public
stormwater assets and drainage system. During heavy rainfall event, the Service Delivery Team and
civil defence officer will respond to reported ponding or flooding issues. Urgent repairs or maintenance
work will be carried out by Council-approved contractors under Council staff’s instruction.
Council hold several resource consents and have established a process for opening outlets to the sea
in specific beach locations such as Amberley Beach North Lagoon, Mimimoto Lagoon, Kowai River
mouth, Leithfield Beach Lagoon and Outfall Drain. When the trigger levels are reached during or
following rainfall event, an excavator, or similar machinery, will cut an outlet opening into the existing
dune or deposit. The excavated material is side-cast onto the coastal marine area adjacent to the site
and out of the flow path. Natural coastal processes will seal the opening, restoring the opening area to
its previous “normal” levels.
Proposed Operation and Maintenance schedule (still requires update by Service Delivery
team, including for Table 7-23)
Council collects funding from targeted rates based on the area benefiting. The Council has undertaken
a range of consultation processes over the past few years. As a result of consultation and expected
future demand, provision of operation and maintenance plan was included as shown in Table 7-3.
7.3.5
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Table 7-3: Proposed Operation and Maintenance Plan
Township/Area Description
Type

Current
in
Budget

Frequency

Departm
ent

As required

Property
and
Reserves

Annual
Budget

Grass Mowing (urban area)

Routine
Response

Street Sweeping / Sumps

Routine
Response

Yes

As required

Roading

Roading stormwater assets

Routine
Response

Yes

Every year,
As required

Roading

Under
NZTA
NLTP

Developing management
documents (plans, strategies)

Operation

No

As required

3-Waters

$10,000

Dock Creek

Routine

Yes

Every two
year

3-Waters

$15,000

Ashworths Drains

Routine

Yes

Every four
years

3-Waters

$11,000

Newcombes Drains

Routine

Yes

Every four
years

3-Waters

$4,000

Leithfield Beach Outfall Drain

Routine

Yes

Every four
years

3-Waters

$5,000

Other drains (Eastern Drain,
Teviots Drains, Dry Gully,
Goldminer’s Gully, etc.)

Routine

Yes

Every three
years

3-Waters

$20,000

Urban stormwater assets (pipes,
inlets and outlets, swales, open
channels, etc.)

Response
Condition

No

As required

3-Waters

$10,000

Outlet Opening (Amberley North
Lagoon, Mimimoto Lagoon,
Leithfield Beach Lagoon,
Leithfield Beach Outfall Drain,
Kowai River Mouth)

Response

No

As required

3-Waters

$12,000

Maintenance and
monitoring under Global
Discharge Consent

Routine

No

Every year

3-Waters

$15,000

Urban stormwater assets (pipes,
inlets and outlets, swales, open
channels, etc.)

Response
Condition

No

As required

3-Waters

$10,000

Open Drains ( Flax Stream and
tributaries and wet ponds
(Heritage pond and Chisholm

Routine

No

Every two
years

3-Waters

$12,000

Maintenance and
monitoring under Global
Discharge Consent

Routine

No

Every year

3-Waters

$12,000

Response
Condition

No

As required

3-Waters

$8,000

Hawarden

Urban stormwater assets (pipes,
inlets and outlets, swales, open
channels, etc.) and sections of
downstream drains

Waikari

Urban stormwater assets (pipes,
inlets and outlets, swales, open

Response
Condition

No

As required

3-Waters

$8,000

District wide
District wide
District wide
District wide

Amberley Area
(Amberley,
Amberley
Beach,
Leithfield,
Leithfield
Beach)

Hanmer Springs
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Township/Area

Description

Type

Current
in
Budget

Frequency

Departm
ent

Annual
Budget

Urban stormwater assets (pipes,
inlets and outlets, swales, open
channels, etc.)

Response
Condition

No

As required

3-Waters

$8,000

Jed River

Routine

Yes

Every four
years

3-Waters

$1,000

Urban stormwater assets (pipes,
inlets and outlets, swales, open
channels, etc.)

Response
Condition

No

As required

3-Waters

$4,000

channels, etc.) and sections of
downstream drains, wet pond

Cheviot

Motunau Beach
Total

7.4

$165,000

Renewal/Replacement Plan

7.4.1
Introduction
Cyclic renewal strategies are intended to provide for the progressive replacement of individual assets
that have reached the end of their useful life. The rate of asset renewal is intended to maintain the
overall condition of the asset system at a standard, which reflects its age profile, and ensures that the
Community’s investment in the District’s stormwater infrastructure is maintained.
The level of expenditure on cyclic asset replacement varies from year to year, reflecting:
•

The age profile of the system

•

The condition profile of the system

•

The on-going maintenance demand

•

Customer service issues

• The differing economic lives of individual assets comprising the overall asset system
Failure to maintain an adequate renewal programme will be reflected in a greater decline in the overall
standard of the system of assets than would be expected from the age profile of the asset system.
Cyclic renewal works fall into two categories:
•

Rehabilitation: Involves the major repair or refurbishment of an existing asset. An
example is the relining of an existing pipeline. Rehabilitation produces an extension
in the life of an asset. It does not provide for a planned increase in the operating
capacity or design loading

Renewal: Does not provide for a planned increase to the operating capacity or
design loading. Some minor increase in capacity may result from the process of
renewal, but a substantial improvement is needed before system development is
considered to have occurred
For the purpose of developing asset renewal programmes the stormwater system assets have used the
following components consistent with the asset valuation process:
•
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•

Stormwater Lines (Pipes, Mains, drains)

•

Stormwater Service Lines (Property connections)

•

Stormwater Points (Manholes, Sumps, Pits, Headwalls)
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7.4.2
Renewal/Replacement Strategies
Table 7-4 sets out cyclic renewal strategies to assist in the development of the renewal and
replacement programme.
Table 7-4: Renewal Strategies
Strategy
Objective/ Description
Identification
of renewal
needs

The stormwater renewal/replacement needs will be identified by analysing;
Hydraulic modelling results, Condition reports, maintenance records (asset failure
and expenditure history), stormwater blockages/overflows/ponding, complaints
records, and observations of the councils engineering and maintenance staff and
contractors that they employ.
Records of breakages are recorded in AssetFinda that allows an overview of the short
term issues.
Customer feedback is essential for monitoring asset performance and achieving
levels of service. The feedback is quite often the early warning system that a problem
maybe developing and can lead to more formal investigations.
The short-term asset renewal programmes have been prepared from specific renewal
needs identified from information received by Council maintenance staff that includes
pipe cleaning and flooding.
Future renewal programmes will use the data obtained in the pipe condition
assessments and the updated AssetFinda data.

Prioritisation
of renewal
projects

Decisions on renewal works consider the short and long-term effects on the operating
and structural integrity of the system.
Renewal works are designed and undertaken in accordance with industry standards
(or known future standards) and system design loadings.
Short-term renewal priorities are reassessed annually taking account of additional
information that becomes available via breakage reports etc.

Deferred
Renewals

The Council recognises that although the deferral of some items on cyclic renewal
programmes will not impede the operation of many assets in the short term, repeated
deferral will create a future Council liability.
There are no known deferred renewals.

Inspections
prior to major
road works

The condition of stormwater pipelines is inspected prior to major road works to identify
the risk of the road being damaged by pipeline failure or the need for pipeline
replacement in the short/medium term.

7.4.3
District Wide Long-term Renewal Forecast
The long term renewal profile for all the stormwater assets are shown in Table 7-5 and a summary in
Figure 7-2. This renewal profile is based on predicted remaining asset life, using Council’s modelled
data. Refer to Appendix F for Council’s renewal forecast data.
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Table 7-5: District Wide Renewal Forecast
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Figure 7-2: District Wide Stormwater Asset Renewal Forecast

The stormwater assets in the Hurunui District are relatively new and this is reflected in the renewal
profile above. The creeks, open drains and the majority of open channels are maintained in perpetuity.
The extent of assets with an unknown install date (excluding those maintained in perpetuity) is very low.
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7.4.4

District-Wide 30 Year Renewal Forecast

The following table summarises the total renewal spend forecast based on HDC’s 2017 stormwater line
prediction model for 2018-2048. The model predicts remaining life of assets based on condition
assessments of existing infrastructure, and therefore the required replacement date of each asset. As
many Council assets are relatively young, there are extended periods where no renewals are predicted,
based on current data. However, the level of confidence in the current dataset is moderate to low, and
this forecast is subject to change as asset data is improved progressively.
Table 7-6: District Wide Renewal Forecast – Replacement of Assets

Total
(‘$000)

Renewal forecast: 2018-2048

2018

245

2019
2020

135
61

2021
2022
2023

74

2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

4

300

Renewal budget ('$000)

Year

250
200
150
100
50
0

Year

2031
2032
2033
2034
2035

126

2036
2037

6
23

2038

5

2039
2040

52

2041
2042

23

2043
2044

6
16

2045
2046
2047
2048
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7.4.5
Intervention Strategies
The objectives of a Utilities Intervention Strategy (refer Figure 7-3) are:
•

Replacement of assets are carried out at the most appropriate time

•

Most effective benefit received from asset renewals

•

Validating the Councils Appropriate Asset Management Level for mains renewals

•

Assist in the compliance of the customer and technical goals (Levels of Service)

Using the criticality ranking, Risk Aversion can be built into the adjustment of the economic life of high
critically assets to shorten their lives. The extent of the factor of safety for an asset was dependent on
the level of risk that the Council is willing to accept.
Figure 7-3: Intervention Strategy

Interventions
(Inspections, Condition assessment & Replacement)
Replaced when risk
of failure is not
acceptable

Start of
Asset Life

3

2

End of Physical Life
(Asset Fails)

1

High Criticality Assets

Risk
Aversion

Life of The Asset .

1

Low Criticality Assets

2

Interventions

7.4.6
Procurement or Replacements of Significant Assets 2011 - 2017
There was no procurement or replacements of significant assets undertaken in last six years.

7.5

Asset Creation/Capital Works

7.5.1

Introduction

This activity is the creation of a new asset that did not previously exist, or works which upgrade or
improve an existing asset beyond its current capacity or performance in response to changes in
demands or customer expectations.
Assets are acquired as a result of:
•

Meeting new standards required by policies and legislation. Additional treatment
facilities constructed.

•

Taking over new reticulation constructed as part of sub-division development
(constructed at the developer’s expense).

•

Extensions constructed by Council to service new areas.

7.5.2
Asset Development Strategies
Table 7-7 sets out the strategies used for developing capital development programmes for the
Stormwater system. These strategies are intended to progressively close gaps between target service
standards (taking account of demographic and economic growth projections) and the current service
capability of the asset system.
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Table 7-7: Development Strategies
Strategy
Objective/ Description
Identification
of
development
needs

Asset development needs are identified from analysis of; Demand forecasts,
System performance monitoring (flows, blockages, etc.), Network modelling,
Risk assessments (Risk Management Plan), and Customer service requests.
A provisional forward capital works development programme is maintained and
updated in in conjunction with updates of the Asset Management Plans.

Development
Project
Categorisation

Development Projects will be separated into projects to close service gaps and
projects required to accommodate growth.

Prioritisation
of
development
projects

Development projects are justified and prioritised using a risk based process.
Decisions on development works consider the short and long-term effects on
the operating and structural integrity of the stormwater system.
In determining the requirement for capital or asset development works the short
and long-term effects on the operating and structural integrity of the system are
considered, together with any forecast increase in loading upon the system.
All feasible options, including non-asset demand management options and the
use of second-hand plant, are considered. Development works are designed
and undertaken in accordance with industry standards (or known future
standards) and system design loadings.

Project design

All asset development works will be designed and constructed in accordance
with current adopted industry standards (or known future standards) and
system design loading.

Vested Assets

The risk, cost and benefits of accepting any new privately funded assets
constructed in association with property development will be considered on a
case by case basis in approval decisions.
Such assets will be accepted into public ownership when satisfactorily
completed in accordance with approvals given.

7.5.3
Projects Completed 2014 - 2017
The following stormwater projects have been completed in the period 2014 - 2017:
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•

Flow diversion from Dry Gully to the Mimimoto Lagoon (Amberley Beach, A3). An
overflow path has been constructed from downstream section of Dry Gully (located
in Wayne Chisnal’s farm) to upstream section of Mimimoto Lagoon (Ross Harper’s
property), to divert flood water into Mimimoto Lagoon in heavy storm events.

•

Drainage work through private properties from Teviot view Drain to Dry Gully (A8).
An enlarged drain section has been constructed along the western boundary of 132
Amberley Beach Rd. The next drain section located in 233 Carters Rd (owned by
Cameron’s family) has not been enlarged due to objection of the property owner.

•

Drain improvement along Double Corner Rd from Amberley Beach Road to Eastern
Drain (A9). A twin 525 culvert has been constructed across Double Corner Rd and
roadside drain sections along the road have been enlarged to accommodate
increased discharges from upstream development areas.

•

Drainage solution to address the stormwater issues in Swindon Lane (A10). A cutoff drain has been constructed in the private property of 10 Glasnevin Rd to divert
ponding water from upstream farm area to Eastern Drain.

•

Stormwater pipe upgrade at the end of Denby Place (HS7). A double-catchpit has
been constructed at the end of driveway (57 Denby Place) to capture fast flowing
stormwater runoff and to avoid overflowing to house habitat areas.

•

No 2 Nelson Street – Increase the size of culverts, increase the size of the existing
drain and construct a further 370m of open drain at a cost of $49,200 (HA2). It is to
reduce flooding risks in the open drains along High Street and to mitigate flooding
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problems at the intersection of Nelson Street and Jervois Street, providing an extra
downstream drain route to the paper road of Waterloo Street.
•

No. 1 Lindsay Terrace – Flow diversion through Domain including construction of a
double catchpit, 60m long road side drain, 190 m long open drain and three culverts
in 375mm diameter at a cost of $48,000 (M1). It provides an drain route taking
stormwater runoff from the intersection of Hall Street and Lindsay Terrace to the
northern end of Lindsay Terrace, and mitigates the historic flooding issues occurred
at Caverhill Crescent.

7.5.4
Projects in current financial year 2017/2018
The following projects are scheduled in the 2017/18 financial year:
•

The flood diversion works in the Amberley swamp area including an outlet culvert
under Stanton Rd (A1).

•

Proposed drain improvement work in Amberley Beach Rd before discharging into
Goldminer’s Gully via Hutton property (A6).

•

Restoration of historic wetland in the farm and construction of pump station at south
of Kings Rd to mitigate the flooding problem (A12). The original scope of work has
changed, as more important renewal works have been identified through Leithfield
Beach that will provide better flood relief in the advent of a large rainfall event. It has
been separated into two projects with revised budgets with required approval of the
Amberley Ward Committee required..

•

Channelization and riparian enhancement of Flax Stream and tributaries from Jacks
Pass Rd to Outlet in total length of approximate 3.8 km, including improvement
works up Argelins Rd and at intersection Jacks Pass and Argelins Rd (HS1).

•

Drainage improvement work in Jacks Pass Rd to north of Rippingale Road (HS4).

•

Drain built in Kellaway Terrace to divert excess water away from Oxford Street (or
upgrading size of downstream drain in Oxford Street) (W1) (Scope of work may be
altered by the Services Delivery Team in discussion with Hurunui Community
Committee)

7.5.5
Capital Works 2018 - 2028
Amberley
The following drainage improvements in the Amberley area have not been completed and remain in the
AMP:
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•

A2: Flow diversion from Eastern Drain to the Amberley Beach Northern
Lagoon. This will construct a flood control structure (750 mm dia. culvert) in a
section of Eastern Drain in the Ready Mix site, and divert stormwater overflow (via
a 900 mm dia. culvert) into one of the Ready Mix ponds. The pond will be used as
a natural retention pond in the heady flood event. An outlet control structure (weir)
is to be constructed to discharge excess flood water into the open drain linking the
pond to Amberley North Lagoon. The open drain is approximately 300 m in length
and needs to be enlarged with an access track for maintenance as part of the
project.

•

A4: Stormwater treatment filters to be installed in Chamberlain Park to improve
quality of runoff from State Highway 1 prior to discharge to Dock Creek – discussion
with NZTA is required. It has been identified in the Stormwater Management Plan.

•

A5 - Hill runoff cut-off drain to Eastern Drain to eastern boundary of Amberley.
It has been identified as preferred drainage route in the Stormwater Management
Plan, to build an open drain in the private farmland to the east of township, diverting
stormwater runoff form the hill area to the north of Amberley Township (Mr Grey’s
property) away from existing residential areas. The concept is currently being
discussed with the land owner. The council has completed other alternative
drainage works to mitigate flood risks in the same area. This project is not on the
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top of the list any more. However, it is still a good option to consider if opportunity
rise in the future.
•

A7 - Remediation work for Leithfield Outfall Structure. The concrete piers
supporting the concrete pipes suffered some damage from the action of sea wave,
and some of the reinforcing steel bars have been exposed. The project is for the
structural repair of the damage to extend its operating life

•

A11 - Restoration of Amberley Beach Northern Lagoon to increase volume of
stormwater attenuation. The lagoon has been acted as a natural retention pond to
hold flood water in it in the flooding event. This project is to enlarge the volume of
attenuation and improve its performance by cleaning out the deposit, widening the
water area and riparian planting.

As a result of the review, new projects have been added into the list in Amberley area:
•

A13 - Courage Road pipe works. The pipe section opposite the entrance of
Wineberry Ave from Courage Road is undersized. The flow capacity of this section
needs to be increased to match the flow capacity of the upstream section. It is
proposed to install 375 mm dia. pipe in a total length of 30m, and construct a short
length of open drain between the two pipe sections.

•

A14 - Soakage/detention storage at end of Hilton Drive and Johnson Avenue.
It has been repeated ponding issues at the end of Hilton Drive and Johnson Avenue
during and after rapid intensive rainfall event. The existing drainage network
terminated at these two areas and there is no proper discharge outlet at this
moment. Underground soakage/detention storage is proposed to ease the ponding
issues before a proper drainage route is established (when the down development
take place).

•

A15 - Improvement of hydraulic performance of drain section in front of intake
structure. One of the twin outfall pipes has been blocked constantly. This project
is to reform the drain channel and banks in front of the intake structure, to reduce
the risk of sedimentation in the pipes and improve the hydraulic performance of the
drain section.

•

A16 - Eastern Drain naturalisation and enhancement. The downstream section
of Eastern Drain is located between farmlands and has not been maintained by the
council. This project is to enhance the function of the drain section by cleaning the
drain channel, riparian planting, strengthening bend section and remove obstacles.

•

A17 - Dry Gully naturalisation and enhancement. Dry Gully is located
downstream Teviot View Drain and has not been maintained by the council. This
project is to enhance the function of the natural Gully by cleaning the deposit,
riparian planting, strengthening bend section and remove obstacles.

Hanmer Springs
The major stormwater improvement works identified for Hanmer Springs in 2018 - 2028 are as follows:
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•

Upgrading size of Flax Stream culvert crossing under State Highway 7A (HS2). It
has been identified that the culvert is undersized and partially blocked in the draft
Stormwater Management Plan. This will cause large overflows across the State
Highway during 10 year ARI storms and greater even. The culvert needs to be
enlarged ideally before taking place of upstream development.

•

Possible detention ponds or other structures (HS3). It is expected that stormwater
flow coming into upstream section of Flax stream will be increased dramatically
when the development in the zoned residential area take place. The flow capacities
of the downstream open drains in the existing urban area and existing road culverts
are limited. This project is to construct a detention pond and outlet control facilities
in the area to the east of Argelins Road, to reduce risk of overflow to downstream
drain sections and risks of flooding to the residential property.

•

Continue discharge pipe across 17 Scarborough Tce to controlled discharge into
natural environment, and drainage channel improvement works to Scarborough
Tce, including driveway pipe upgrades (HS13). Refer to drainage works of sub-
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catchment 3 in the Scarborough Catchment Management Plan prepared by
Harrison Grierson in 2017.
There are several areas that experience localised flooding issues due to lack of drain capacity or
undersized pipes in Hanmer Springs. Possible physical works in the future to meet the Level of Services
and customer expectations are shown as below:
•

Culverts upgrade in Coleridge St (HS5). The existing culvert under driveway of 9c
Coleridge St is undersized and needs to be enlarged to reduce risk of overflow to
adjacent properties.

•

Flow diversion in Rippingale Road and culvert upsizing in Mt Captain Lane (HS6). It
is expected a large amount of stormwater runoff will comes into the road intersection
of Jacks Pass Road and Argelins Road/Rippingale Road. Flow capacity of the
current drainage system in the intersection and downstream of it is insufficient to
pass through stormwater flow safely without overflow. This project is to divert the
flow to Rippingdale Road Drain and enlarge the downstream culvert in Mt Captain
Lane. Alternatively the drainage system in Argelins Road need to be enlarged to
sufficient size.

•

New pipe connection and upgrade at the end of Caverhill Close (HS8). There is an
open drain situated between the boundaries of private properties to the north of
Caverhill Close. This project is to divert part of the flow coming into the open drain
into a new pipe section, and discharge it to the open drain system along Glyn Wyn
Lane.

•

Stormwater pipe upgrade between Caverhill Close and Rutherford Crescent (HS9).
The pipe section is undersized and needs to be enlarged to increase flow capacity.

•

New pipe connection between Chalet Street and Caverhill Close (HS10). The pipe
section is undersized and needs to be enlarged to increase flow capacity.

•

New pipe connection in Conical Rd (HS11). Stormwater runoff generated form the
upstream hill catchment runs on road surface of the steep road, which is a potential
health and safety hazard and a nuisance to the main street. This project is to
construct underground pipes to transfer stormwater flow safely to downstream pipe
and pond system, and reduce visible road surface runoff.

•

Improvement work in Fraser Close (HS12). The existing shallow open drain laid
along private right of way has been blocked by driveway crossings, which resulted
in ponding issues at the end of Fraser Close. This project is allowed for drainage
improvement in this area, to unblock the existing drain sections, or for constructing
underground storages/soakpits onsite.

As a result of the review, new projects have been added into the list in Hanmer Springs:
•

Improvement work in Heritage Pond and Chisholm Pond (HS14). This project is for
the dredging or carrying out other maintenance activities for the wet ponds in an
interval of five to ten years.

•

Drainage improvement in Scarborough Terrace (Sub-catchment 4) (HS15). Refer to
proposed drainage works in the Scarborough Catchment Management Plan
prepared by Harrison Grierson in 2017.

•

Drainage improvement in Scarborough Terrace (Sub-catchment 2) (HS16). Refer to
proposed drainage works in the Scarborough Catchment Management Plan
prepared by Harrison Grierson in 2017.

•

Drainage improvement in Scarborough Terrace (Sub-catchment 1) (HS17). Refer to
proposed drainage works in the Scarborough Catchment Management Plan
prepared by Harrison Grierson in 2017.

Hawarden
The major stormwater improvement works identified for Hawarden in 2018 - 2028 are as follows:
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•

No1 Allandale Road – Construct a 450m open drain and a culvert across Allandale
Road at a cost of $52,800 (HA1). It is to construct a flow diversion route from the
farmland (to the west of school) to the natural stream (to the north of township),
including 600 mm dia. culvert across Allandale Road and 450 m open drain.

Waikari
A site investigation will be carried out by the Council and local residents to identify the areas which
require improvement works. Possible improvement works are:
•

Drain built in Kellaway Terrace to divert excess water away from Oxford Street (or
upgrading size of downstream drain in Oxford Street) (W1). It is to construct a flow
diversion towards the west in Kellaway Street, to reduce the overflow issues in
Oxford Street (near 101a Princes Street). Alternatively, drainage improvement in
Oxford Street could be done to increase flow capacity of the roadside drain.

•

New drain section through Waikari Domain between Princes Street and the drain to
north of the Domain (W2). There is no proper drainage system downstream of
Douglas Street where it receives rapid runoff from upstream hill area. This project is
to construct an open drain section through the domain, and connect it into the open
drain to the north of the domain.

•

Retention pond to south of old railway track to attenuate peak flow discharging
through private properties at downstream (W3). A detention could be built in this low
pocket area to reduce risk of overflow to downstream drainage system.

Cheviot
Possible physical works in the future to meet the level of services and customer’s expectation are shown
as below:
•

Flow diversion at eastern end of Ward Road to reduce the water coming to
Montgomery Street Drain (CH1). This flow diversion is to connect upstream end of
the Montgomery Street Drain system into the natural stream to the east of the
school, to reduce risk of overflow to the Montgomery Street Drain system.

•

Retention pond in private land near Cheviot Motel in Levin Road (CH2). It is to
construct a small detention pond to reduce flooding risks to the road section in front
of the motel.

•

Drainage improvements in the area to the southern boundary of township (CH3).
Majority of stormwater runoff from the township area discharges into this area before
ending in the Jed River. Treated wastewater also discharges into this area. This
project is to build a wetland or wet pond system with riparian planting, to provide an
opportunity of water treatment and reduce impacts to downstream natural stream.

Motunau Beach
The major stormwater improvement works identified for Hawarden in 2018 - 2028 are as follows:
•

No. 2 Beach Rd - Construct 100m long 300mm diameter dish channel above reserve
at a cost of $52,000 (M2). It is to construct a cut-off drain at the area between private
properties and the reserve to reduce overflow onto the steep bank of the reserve. It
will reduce risk of erosion issues of stability to the bank.

The map of these capital works are shown in APPENDIX A. Details of the capital expenditure for the
2018- 2028 period are shown in Table 7-8.
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Table 7-8: Capital Expenditure 2018 – 2028 ($,000)
(Refer to Section 7.5.5 for more detailed description of key projects)
ID
A2
A4
A5

AMBERLEY

A7
A11
A13
A14

A15
A16
A17

Project Description
Flow diversion from Eastern
Drain to the Amberley Beach
North lagoon
Stormwater treatment filters
in Chamberlain Park

HS3

Hanmer Springs

HS5
HS6
HS8
HS9
HS 10
HS 11
HS 12
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19/
20
$75

20/
21

21/
22

Soakage/detention storage at
end of Hilton Dr and Johnson
Ave
Improvement hydraulic
performance of drain section
in from of intake structure
Eastern Drain naturalisation
and enhancement
Dry Gully naturalisation and
enhancement

$75

Flow diversion in Rippingale
Road and culvert upsizing
New pipe connection and
upgrade at end of Caverhill Cl
Stormwater pipe upgrade
between Caverhill Cl and
Rutherford Cres
New pipe connection between
Chalet Cres and Caverhill Cl
New pipe connection in
Conical Rd
Improvement work in Fraser
Close

24/
25

25/
26

26/
27

27/
28

$75

$110

$50
$40

$50

$40
$100

$40

$25
$150
$100
$90

$100 $185

Upgrading size of Flax Stream
culvert crossing under State
Highway 7A
Detention ponds or other
structures
Culverts upgrade in Coleridge
St

23/
24

$84

Remediation work for
Leithfield Outfall Structure
Restoration of Amberley
Beach Northern Lagoon
Courage Road pipe works

22/
23

$75

Hill runoff cut-off drain to
Eastern Drain

Amberley Total
HS2

18/
19

$84

$75

$75

$90

$140 $150 $100

$150 $165
$35

$35

$35
$85

$85

$60
$80
$70
$100 $100
$50
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ID

Project Description

HS 13

HS 14

HS 15

HS 16

HS 17

Drainage improvement work
in Scarborough Terrace - Sub
catchment 3
Improvement work in
Heritage pond and Chisholm
pond
Drainage improvement work
in Scarborough Terrace - Sub
catchment 4
Drainage improvement work
in Scarborough Terrace - Sub
catchment 2
Drainage improvement work
in Scarborough Terrace - Sub
catchment 1

Hawarden

Hanmer Springs Total

Motunau

20/
21

21/
22

22/
23

26/
27

27/
28

$147

$35
$83

$145 $235 $120 $135 $250 $165 $146 $147 $135

$50

W2

New drain section through
Waikari Domain

$25

W3

Retention pond to south of
old railway track or diversion

$50

$50

Waikari Total

$75

$50

Flow diversion at eastern end
of Ward Road

$70

Retention pond in private land
near Cheviot Motel
Drainage improvement in the
area to the south boundary of
township

M2

25/
26

$146

Hawarden Total

CH3

24/
25

$100

$50

CH2

23/
24

$83

$100

Cheviot Total

7.6

19/
20

No1 Allandale Road –
Construct a 450m open drain
and a culvert across

HA1

CH1
Cheviot

18/
19

$70

$100

$50

$50

$50

$50

No. 2 Beach Rd - Construct
dish channel above reserve

$52

Motunau Total

$52

Annual Total

$225 $245 $490 $429 $260 $325 $305 $336 $297 $235

Asset Disposal

The development of asset management systems and use of asset condition/performance data allows
better planning for the disposal of assets through rationalisation of asset stock or when assets become
uneconomic to own and operate.
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Asset disposal is the activity of disposing of decommissioned assets whether surplus or replaced by
new improved systems. Disposal activity for the water activity relates to the sale of surplus land,
decommissioned pipes, mechanical and electrical equipment, and the demolition of structures.
At the time of writing this plan no assets have been identified for disposal or abandonment.
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8.0

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Section 8.0 sets out financial statements, funding strategy, depreciation forecast and charges for the
Stormwater Service

8.1

Introduction

As outlined in Figure 1-1: Relationship between Management Documents, this AMP is part of an
integrated document set that includes the LTP and this AMP. Financial Policies, including the
Development Contributions Policy, are included in the LTP, and again, are not replicated in this AMP.

8.2

Financial Statements and Projections

Historically, all stormwater schemes have been managed using a financial statement of revenue and
expenditure. Budget projections have been set ten years ahead of the current financial year and are
categorised as revenue, operating expenditure and capital expenditure.
8.2.1
Council’s Funding of Depreciation Policy
Council’s Funding of Depreciation Policy is set out in the LTP. After wide community consultation in
2014/2015 with the water and sewerage users, the Council has decided that it will fund depreciation for
Wastewater and Water schemes, but will continue to fund upgrades and replacements through loans
and rates as this reserve fund builds. This will mean that users in the future will not have to pay for
capital replacements as and when these are required. Under this system, routine maintenance and
programmed asset replacements will continue.
8.2.2
Funding Mechanisms
All stormwater infrastructural assets are operated as separate accounting entities, with expenses met
from monies held or borrowings made within each separate scheme account.
If a scheme is in debt at any time, Council will fund the deficit from their own resources and charge the
scheme at a competitive interest rate until the balance re-enters credit. In effect, Council acts as a
banker for the schemes.
Where a scheme holds excess monies, they receive an interest payment on these. Both debt and credit
balances are worked monthly.
The adoption of an AMP will not alter this method of funding for stormwater. Other factors or influences
with respect to generic funding within local authorities may impact on this method, but are not definable
at this time.
8.2.3

Financial summary

The financial summary including revenues and expenditures are included in the draft Long Term Plan
(LTP) 2018-2028, and again, are not replicated in this AMP.
The stormwater funding required for annual maintenance and capital projects will be taken into
consideration when preparing draft Long Term Plan (LTP) 2018-2028.
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8.3

Valuations

Infrastructural assets have been valued at depreciated replacement cost as at 30 June 2017. A
summary of the valuations is presented in Table 8-1, Scheme replacement costs in Figure 8-1 and
replacement cost by asset group in Figure 8-2.
Figure 8-1: Stormwater Replacement Costs by Scheme

Replacement Cost ($M)

$2.0

$1.5

$1.0

$0.5

Waipara

Waikari

Motunau Beach

Greta Valley

Leithfield Beach

Culverden

Cheviot

Amberley

Hanmer Springs

$0.0

Figure 8-2: Stormwater Replacement Costs by Asset Group

Point,
$554,506

Line,
$4,371,519
Line

Point

The June 2017 summary of asset values and replacement costs is tabled below.
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Table 8-1: Stormwater Asset Valuation (30 June 2017)
Community

Optimum
Replacement Cost

Depreciated
Replacement Cost

Line (Pipes)

$6,857,796

$5,095,969

$87,014

$1,941,715

$1,432,550

$22,418

Amberley (Ward)

$102,555

$97,296

$1,307

Cheviot

$778,499

$548,054

$9,806

Culverden

$327,573

$209,412

$4,103

Greta Valley

$149,908

$62,618

$1,874

Hanmer Springs

$2,889,239

$2,252,249

$40,553

Leithfield Beach

$329,241

$265,675

$2,714

Motunau Beach

$223,040

$172,730

$2,788

Waikari

$21,404

$16,945

$268

Waipara

$94,622

$38,440

$1,183

$774,923

$693,750

$9,475

Amberley

$325,392

$319,651

$3,854

Amberley (Ward)

$11,787

$11,758

$147

Cheviot

$11,330

$8,002

$142

Culverden

$15,901

11,442

$199

Greta Valley

$13,240

$5,530

$166

Hanmer Springs

$342,804

$277,626

$4,286

Leithfield Beach

$9,202

$21,455

$115

Motunau Beach

$30,621

$28,360

$383

Waikari

$3,310

$2,620

$41

Waipara

$11,336

$7,306

$142

$7,632,719

$5,789,719

$96,489

Amberley

Point (MH’s, structures etc.)

Grand Total

Annual
Depreciation

8.3.1
Asset Lives
Table 7-2 details the standard replacement ages used in the asset valuation and the associated
replacement programme.
Table 8-2: Reticulation Asset Life
Asset Type
Features

Asset Life
(Years)
80

Pipe Material
PVC

80

RC

80

Ceramic

80

Helco

50

AC

60

LDPE

50

Unknown

50
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8.4

8.5

Key Financial Forecasts Assumptions
•

In relation to the standard (FRS29), the financial information for this period is
considered to be a “forecast”. The actual results achieved for this period are likely
to vary from the information presented and may vary materially depending upon the
circumstances that arise during the period

•

Stormwater network and treatment assets will remain in Council ownership
throughout the planning period and Council will continue to provide services to
approximately the same standards as at present

•

The present management approach will maintain schemes at the current Levels of
Service (at least) over the next 10 years

•

Renewal costs are based on the plans outlined in Section 7.0

•

Capital works are funded by loans per the Council’s Revenue and Financing Policy

•

Growth assumptions factored into the AMP are as outlined in Section 5.0

•

No significant disposal is forecast over the 10-year period

•

Asset values and lives have been taken from the June 30 2017 valuation

•

Useful lives have been ascribed to the assets and provide information to support
replacement plans

•

The costs of insurance and risk mitigation are included in the forecasts, however the
potential costs that could arise through exposure to risk are not

•

Asset information will continue to be acquired to obtain a full understanding of the
community reticulation networks condition over all the schemes

•

The external regulatory environment will remain significantly the same for the next
three years

•

Asset improvements aimed at producing, more stable and compliant potable water
schemes will be delivered to meet national standards subject to affordability

•

The population model is based on a number of assumptions including economic
growth and levels of migration and therefore subject to some uncertainty

•

Council’s planning and budgets, statements of Levels of Service and the Stormwater
AMP are all predicated on the basis that Council will achieve compliance with
DWSNZ

•

Resource consents held by the Council will not be changed significantly

•

The Council will obtain the necessary resource consents for planned projects

•

Existing legislation will remain in place and that the structure and responsibilities of
the Council will remain the same over the period covered by the LTP.

•

Climate change is happening but that there will be no significant impact on the
Council’s activities within the period covered by the LTP

•

A long term renewal programme across the range of reticulation and facility assets
has been developed and is based on a number of assumptions on age, asset life,
type and assumed condition

•

All costs and financial projections in this AMP are GST exclusive

Accounting Guidelines Used

Council instigated renewal expenditure codes from 1998/99. Expenses were historically considered
maintenance where costs for each activity are $10,000 or less (with some professional discretion where
system capacity may be altered or extra capacity is introduced as a result).
From 2001/02 onwards, FRS3 (financial reporting standards) are proposed for use by Audit Office as a
standard on which to audit Local Government infrastructural management. This replaced the SSAP3
and SSAP28 methods. Council works to current financial reporting standards.
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8.6

Funding Policy for Assets

8.6.1
Funding Mechanisms
All infrastructural assets are operated as separate accounting entities, with expenses met from monies
held or borrowings made within each separate network account.
If a network is in debt at any time, Council will fund the deficit from their own resources and charge the
network at a competitive interest rate until the balance re-enters credit. In effect, Council acts as a
banker for the networks.
Where a network holds excess monies, they receive an interest payment on these. Both debt and credit
balances are worked monthly.
The adoption of an asset management plan will not alter this method of funding. Other factors or
influences with respect to generic funding within local authorities may impact on this method, but are
not definable at this time.
8.6.2
Maintenance
Maintenance is funded from cash reserves held from collected user charge monies within each network
account.
8.6.3
Renewals
Reactionary work (flood/landslide damage or immediate failure) will first use up any excess funds in the
account or require overdraft or insurance/disaster relief monies. These (where necessary) will be repaid
over an acceptable period of time (to both users and managers) to minimise increase in rates.
8.6.4
Other work
All external upgrade work associated with sub-division is met by the developer or applicant. Where
infrastructural improvements are required on existing assets to accommodate new consumers, they are
met through connection fees (capital contributions in urban areas) or if costs are in excess of these,
through network funds.
.
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9.0

ASSET MANAGEMENT PRACTICES & PROCESSES

Section 9.0 outlines the information available on the assets, information systems used and process
used to make decisions on how the asset will be managed. It also provides details on planning for
monitoring the performance of the AMP.

9.1

Responsibilities for Asset Management Outcomes

Responsibility for the asset management function is allocated to the Manager Infrastructure Services Assets and is responsible for the Land Transport, Water Supply, Wastewater and Stormwater networks.
This responsibility includes:
•

Ensuring constructed, maintained and in compliance with consents

•

Adequate budgeting and long-term forecasting

•

Monitoring Levels of Service for services provided by assets

•

Identifying and managing asset and service related risk

•

Reporting of Level of Service, Key Performance Indicators and Risks at Corporate
level

•

The achievement of Asset Management practices which meet corporate Asset
Management development standards and reporting of these in the AMPs

Figure 9-1 shows the organisational structure outlines responsibility and linkages.
Figure 9-1: Council Staff Structure

Chief Executive
Officer
Hamish Dobbie

Executive Assistant To
Mayor and CEO
Jo Retallick

Manager
Regulatory
Services
Judith Batchelor

Manager
Public Services
Audrey van der
Monde

Manager
Infrastructure
Services - Assets
David Edge

Manager
Infrastructure
Services –
Delivery
Dan Harris

Manager
Support Services
Jason Beck

General Manager
Hanmer Springs
Thermal Pools &
Spa
Graeme Abbot

Building
RMA
Env. Health
Alcohol
Animal Control
Compliance
Property

Libraries
Customer
Service
Communication
District
Promotion
Emergency
Response
Waste
Minimisation

Three Waters &
Roading Assets
and Planning
Contract
Management
Regulatory
Compliance
and Reporting

Three Waters,
Roading &
Amenities
Inspection,
Maintenance
and Delivery
Management

Finance
IT
Human
Resources
Secretarial

Pools
Spa
Café
i-Site
HSTPS
Administration

9.2

Business Processes

Figure 9-2 presented below details the data systems that are presently used within Council and their
relationship with other Council systems.
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Figure 9-2: Council Data Systems
Corporate Systems

Utilities Asset Management Systems
ASSETFINDA(Bize Asset)
(Asset Register)
Water
Wastewater
Stormwater
Plant
Asset Valuation

NCS
(Council main operating system
)
Property rates
Complaints and communication
Water billing
Dogs
Consents
Building permits
Health
Finance
Creditors
Debtors

GIS- Arcview
Water
Wastewater
Stormwater

GIS - Arcview
SCADA
QTECH Systems
(Water & Wastewater)

Laserfiche
Document management system
& correspondence

WINZ
Water supplies- Water Quality
Database

Network Models
Water– Kypipe
Stormwater– Via consultants

Asset Management
Water

9.3

Wastewater

Stormwater

Information Sources

Table 9-1 presents the origins or activities for information sourcing and the expenditure categories that
these apply to plus the approximate frequency that data is likely to be sourced from each type of activity.
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Table 9-1: Information Sources
Source of Information

Maint.

Renewal

Upgrade

Professional utilities staff meetings







Formal customer fault/complaint recordings



Other direct feedback by public/consumers



On-going
On-going



On-going


1-35 years





Unknown

RMA/consent monitoring and applications
Changes to non-RMA/consent legislation

Frequency

Emergencies impacting on schemes (floods)







Unknown

Council infrastructure committee meetings







4 weeks

Re-evaluation of components at end of life

9.4



On-going

Accounting/Financial Systems

The Council uses the Napier Computer Systems (NCS) software for its accounting and billing systems.
This does not store or compute asset management information, but is used to determine the number of
properties billed for water and wastewater rates for checks against connections to the infrastructure
shown in GIS. All formal asset management financial reporting including valuation is handled by the
AssetFinda system. Therefore there are no reconciliation issues since no separate accounting asset
register is used for the assets.
Each of drainage schemes has its stormwater targeted rating area and its own cost centre in Council’s
accounts. The income from these targeted rating areas and the costs of maintenance, operation and
capital improvements are accrued to the scheme to which they apply.
LTP forward projection models are completed using spread sheets managed by the Manager Financial
Services.

9.5

AssetFinda

The AssetFinda Asset Management system was purchased and implemented by Council in 2006. Prior
to this Council had used the following to record their asset information:
•

Access database and spreadsheets - pre 1998

•

ArcGIS/Tables/Reports - 1998 to 2006

AssetFinda was selected for the following reasons:
•

Ease of use

•

Simple functionality

•

Low initial fee structure

•

Low on-going fee structure

•

System most used by small New Zealand authorities, leading to good relevant peer
support in system use

AssetFinda is used to manage and produce asset inventory reports. It is integrated with the GISArcView data tables to permit input, querying, reporting and financial modelling using the asset register
data. Reports available include current replacement or depreciated value and depreciation. Reports
can be produced for high level asset groups (“lines, points and plant”), and for each individual scheme.
Asset Group data can be filtered from the standard report by output to and manipulation in a
spreadsheet.
AssetFinda also has the capability to predict future budgetary requirements taking account of the
predicted life of assets.
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9.6

ArcGIS

ArcGIS is a full-featured geographic information system produced by ESRI. Historically Council
geographic information system was MapInfo but a Canterbury region initiative resulted in a number of
Councils changing to ArcGIS.
Asset Data
The majority of asset quantity, location and pipe size data are held in the ArcGIS / AssetFinda system.
There are a number of quality assurance processes are used to ensure the reliability of the data
recorded. These processes are included in Table 9-2.
Table 9-2: GIS Data
Item

Details

Sampling of assets contained in the GIS /
AMS

Using field tests to check the reliability of pipe capture,
pipe quantities and pipe size within the GIS/AMS

Coverage testing

Checks by Asset Managers that assets captured in
particular areas reconcile with the services known to be
provided

Continuity checks

These are carried out in GIS to identify breaks in the
piping networks and gaps in the data

Historical and new data

GIS capture of historical data has been derived from
professional engineering and survey plans, from Council
record sheets or Council staff knowledge. The on-going
capture of asset data is derived from engineering as-built
plans or from GPS surveys performed by council staff. All
As-Built plans received by Council are required to comply
with strict specifications and all data entered into the
GIS/AMS is the subject of quality assurance processes

It is proposed as part of future improvements in the management programme section of this plan, to
develop and implement formal quality assurance system for existing and new GIS and asset data.

9.7

Existing Processes for Recording Data and Information

9.7.1
Existing Decision Making Process for Asset Works
The structured decision making processes that presently exist for utility assets are:
Minor Repairs and Replacements
Minor Repairs and replacements have a structure in place that ensures action is quick to restore the
service and monies required are drawn from funds held for each scheme. Provided that monies have
been allocated in the annual budget no specific approval is required for expenditure to a level of:
•

$20,000 for the Utilities Engineer

•

$50,000 for the Utilities Team Leader

•

$500,000 for the Engineering Manager

•

$750,000 for the Chief Executive

•

$1,000,000 for jointly Chief Executive/Mayor

•

>$1,000,000 for Council Committee

Specific excursions or expenses are brought before Council for discussion and approval.
9.7.2
Adequacy of Current Systems for Asset Management
Data collected (at September 2017) is maintained at an advanced inventory level. Items are broken into
discrete components and hold age, type, size, cost, lifecycle, condition, risk, and performance entries
(along with other detailed entries). Comments can be added on all components.
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The data is held in ArcGIS / AssetFinda as ‘instant in time’ entries, but can be given real time status by
recording comments or maintenance entries separate layer against each item or location. All records
are updated first on ArcGIS / AssetFinda, being the principal database.
The current system is adequate for Council Asset Management requirements.
9.7.3
Minor Future Improvements Identified for Data Collection
As a component of the analysis in preparing this AMP, Council have identified some minor improvement
items that have been identified below:
•

Update asset maintenance records from back log

•

Add data for asset condition analysis

•

Review AssetFinda asset replacement rates

•

Update asset replacement costs and annual depreciations

•

Update AssetFinda asset lives and remaining useful life calculations

Use of iPads by officers to allow direct update of maintenance tasks to AssetFinda
which will improve the flow of data from the field.
This progression to more up-to-date and reliable data in AssetFinda is dependent on getting a FTE staff
member to input the field data.
•

9.8

Asset Inventory

9.8.1
Sourcing Data for Asset Inventories
The asset register (started June 1999) originates from as built or tender/construction plans, design
plans, ArcGIS information, GPS readings, CCTV data, site visits and measurements, suppliers
information, discussions with engineers and contractors, and file records. As data is collated, it is
entered into AssetFinda as the primary recording source. Data held on file covers length, material,
location and placement, age of assets, sizes and diameters.
9.8.2
Confidence Levels for Asset Register
The confidence for the accuracy and completeness of assets shown in the register has been based
largely on judgement as to the reliability of various sources of information. GPS, survey, as-built records
and on-site measurements provide a higher confidence level (nominally 5%) as compared to
assessments based on design plans, map referencing and word of mouth (up to 20%). This confidence
level has not improved given that HDC lost its Stormwater Engineer in 2015 and decided not to replace
this position.
As data is loaded into ArcGIS and locations are refined through more reliable data collection (survey,
GPS), confidence levels for numbers, sizes, classes and lengths of asset components will improve.
Ideally, a maximum of 5% margin of variation should be achieved over time. For older reticulation assets
a confidence level between 7-10% is considered a more realistic level. Confidence levels are shown in
Table 9-3 for stormwater assets.
Table 9-3: Stormwater Asset Data Confidence Levels
Item

Initial Confidence

Pipe lengths/types/sizes

20%

Manholes

15%

Ponds

7%

Flood gates data

20%

Open drains, channels & swales sizes/location

40%

Miscellaneous items

20%

Replacement Costs

8%
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9.9

Processes for Recording Data and Information

Council’s long term processes, recording and reporting that have been retained as current practice are
outlined in Table 9-4.
Table 9-4: Long Term Processes and Recording
Process
Procedures
Existing
Processes
Retained

Procedures are followed for
purchase of services, materials,
plant or contractors compliance
with the Council’s Policy Manual

File Systems
and Hard
Copy Plans

Updated hard copy plans moving
toward ArcGIS/AssetFinda (and
Power Draft) printouts rather than
manually drafted plans. The
network files will contain relevant
information and be reviewed every
5 years to avoid unnecessary
bulking of documentation.
Incorporation of ArcGIS /
AssetFinda draughting packages
to be a priority for data entry and
plan updating (one software
package used).
Hard copy plans are gradually
being scanned and added to
Laserfiche, the Council’s file
archive database system.

Identification
of Upgrades
and Asset
Acquisitions

This has continued as an
extension of previously activated
processes, with the need identified
through mechanisms discussed in
Sections 3 and 5 of this plan.
Improvements in recording of
condition/performance information
will assist in highlighting the need
for upgrades and possible timing of
works.

Recording
and
Reporting
Methods

This section describes the overall
handling of data and information as
part of the asset management
process, with a move to optimise
both the appropriateness and
consistency of data as well as
ease of retrieval. The focus toward
using performance, condition and
criticality scores is discussed also
in Sections 4 and 5 of this AMP.

NZ
Metadata
Standards

Local councils work together with
central government agencies to
develop national metadata
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Assets

Below Ground and Non-Mechanical Assets
Collectively pipes, manholes and other buried components
(including private and public assets) with a life of 25 years or
more are recorded in ArcGIS/AssetFinda, but include fields
for recording scores for performance, condition and criticality.
Data can then be summarised and promptly retrieved using • Type of asset components
• Age of asset components
• Materials used
• Capacity, diameter
• Location
• Performance and Condition scores (1-5)
• Criticality score (1-5)
• Risk factor (1-5)
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Process

Procedures
standards for the 3-waters
(potable, waste and storm) network
which is structured information that
describes, explains, locates, or
otherwise makes it easier to
retrieve, use, or manage data
resources and knowledge.

Maintenance
Entries

These are entered onto
ArcGIS/AssetFinda, to create a
visual record of areas of high
repair input and to quickly identify
those sections of reticulation,
where attention may be necessary.
This will also allow linkages in
recording of data between
maintenance inputs and renewal
needs.
AssetFinda can be used to more
accurately record Scheduled
Maintenance in order to provide a
more consistent Operations
approach.

Assets

Manual Recording
All data relevant to quantifying and assessing assets will be
first entered into ArcGIS/AssetFinda.
As built structural drawings will be recorded Laserfiche (with a
planned hyperlink to AssetFinda) and network detail/history
files will remain as hard copies. Where renewals or upgrades
render old hardcopy plans as inaccurate or redundant, they
will be marked as such or discarded and replaced with an
ArcGIS/AssetFinda printout.
All outputs relating to asset registers and valuations will be
derived from ArcGIS/AssetFinda files but with specific detail
being manually recorded on plans or network files.
Data Identification
Identifiers have been assigned to buried or multiple asset
components for recording data and retrieving information.
Identifiers used are also compatible in format outlined in the
IIMM. Node points on pipelines will be used for reticulation
whereas discrete components will be assigned a number at
site. Multiple assets that cannot be given a single location or
name are given a dedicated asset identifier, allowing it to be
traced to a location on the GIS database. This number
identifier is manually generated for all assets (pipes,
hydrants, manholes, valves). Specific items (pump shed,
intake, reservoir, disposal site) are identified by a ‘name’ or
‘location’ and are referred to by these. Numerical identifiers
are not used on named assets.
Asset Registers
The asset register (inventory) is updated in August each year,
to allow the annual report to be prepared from current data
and Annual Plan and Budgets from revised data.
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Process

Procedures

Assets
The financial forecast is a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
derived from the AssetFinda data. The normal lifecycle
termination will trigger the need to allocate funding for
renewal of asset components. This is carried out by the
Manager of Financial Services
Works and Services Committee Reports
Unless decided otherwise, the 6 weekly collection of field
data for reporting to the Works and Services Committee
(WSC) will continue. Reports will continue as a manual
process, but for consistency, will use the same data that has
been entered into ArcGIS / AssetFinda.
The content of these reports contains inputs from each
network as:
• Upgrade / renewal work carried out
• Progress on projects
• Current number of connections and new connections
• repairs
Collection of Data from the field
Condition, performance and criticality scores for the asset
components, the operators and utilities staff enter relevant
repairs or replacements in a standard format (other than
major capital works), which are then entered into ArcGIS /
AssetFinda by the sections Administration Officer
Risk
Risk associated with asset failure has only been identified
with ‘obvious’ factors that may impact on asset renewal. Any
developments will be incorporated as they evolve and will be
incorporated in the plan as a part of each subsequent plan
review periods

9.10

Age of Assets

All asset components identified in ArcGIS / AssetFinda have been assigned an installation date with the
default date being the commissioning date for the network of which they are part. Exceptions to this are
shown under the bullet points below. The selected date will be the one added to the ArcGIS / AssetFinda
file records and will be the one used for depreciating assets and life cycling. Exceptions are as follows:

9.11

•

For capital renewals or new acquisitions (Council or vesting) incorporated after the
network commissioning date and that have a recorded date for installation, these
assets will be assigned the recorded date

•

For capital renewals or new acquisitions (Council or vesting) incorporated after the
network commissioning date but where the date for installation is uncertain, past
and present staff, Councillors or local folk who were there at the time will be
approached to determine the date and the assets will be assigned the consensus
date

•

For appurtenances added to pipelines, where no date is recorded, these items will
be assigned the installation date of the line on which they are located

•

For pump, motor, control or plant items that have clearly been replaced or
overhauled completely, but no date recorded against this, these assets will be
assigned a date that represents 50% of their standardised life expectancy

Information Flow Requirements and Processes

Figure 9-3 outlines the flow of information through the relevant Council departments to update
AssetFinda.
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Figure 9-3: Information Flow Process

Contractors
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9.12

Standards and Guidelines

Table 9-5 displays the standard and guidelines used for asset management.
Table 9-5: Standards and Guidelines
Standard
Details
Legislative Requirements
The Local
Government Act
2002

Defines the purpose of local authorities as enabling local decision-making by
and on behalf of the community, and allows local authorities the power of
general competence. This Act specifically requires Councils to continue to
provide Water and Wastewater services if they do so already

The Local
Government Act
1974

Provides the authority for Council to construct, operate and maintain the
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater System

Health Act 1956

Places an obligation on Council to improve, promote and protect public health
within the District

Heritage NZ Pouhere
Taonga Act 2014

Promotes identification, protection, preservation and conservation of the
historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand

The Building Act
2004

Provides a regulatory framework for building work establishing a licensing
regime and sets performance standards to ensure buildings have attributes
that contribute to the health, safety, physical independence and wellbeing of
people

The Resource
Management Act
1991

Governs all water takes and discharges. Resource consents obtained for
water activities require parameters such as volume and quality to be
monitored as well as taking steps to mitigate any adverse effects that may
occur through the activity

Health and Safety at
Work Act 2015

New Zealand’s workplace health and safety law and sets out the principles,
duties and rights in relation to workplace health and safety

Management Standards
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Standard

Details

NZ IAS 16

Generally accepted accounting practice

IIMM Manual

The International Asset Management Manual

Electrical Regulations
2010

All Electrical work is carried out by suitably qualified personnel

NZ Utilities Advisory
Group

Works undertaken on public roads are carried out in accordance with New
Zealand Utilities Advisory Group National Code of Practice for Utility
Operators’ Access to Transport Corridors

NZ Metadata
Standards

Under development by Local councils and central government agencies

9.13

Development of an Asset Management Culture

The on-going development and successful implementation of asset management requires an
organisational culture of asset management. To be successful the asset management culture needs to
be consistently modelled and supported by the Chief Executive and senior managers in conjunction with
the elected Council. This process has been reinforced by the establishment of the Council’s AM policy
in 2009 and the AMP policy process.
Roles and Responsibilities of Council Staff
The roles and responsibilities of Council staff as they relate to the Activity Management Plan enactment
have been defined in respect to the on-going use of the plan as this will enable the Plan to remain
relevant and current. Table 9-6 details how this is and will be carried out within Council.
Table 9-6: Roles and Responsibilities
Item

How is this done

1

Organisational culture of asset management developed

AM policy in 2009

2

Council Staff understand the reasons for the plans and the
implications for the long term use of them

On department basis

3

The Activity Management Plans are adopted/accepted by staff

Adopted by Council

4

Council Staff understand what is in the plans and how it could
affect their day to day work including their responsibilities and
reporting requirements as detailed in the different sections
within the AMP

Training Programme and
personal responsibilities

6

Training required in the use of the Plan (what's in it, how work
is done, on-going requirements for monitoring, review and
updating)

Training Programme
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10.0 IMPROVEMENT AND MONITORING
Section 10.0 details the improvements to AM systems that will increase the level of confidence in the
AMP

10.1

Asset Management Improvement Process

10.1.1 Background
The Council is committed to on-going improvement of the quality of its Stormwater Services
management practices. This is reflected in the implementation of asset management systems and
associated data collection and maintenance requirements.
This Improvement Plan is integral to that approach, observing current business practice and measuring
progress toward an identified future target position.
The purpose of the Improvement Plan is to:
•

Identify, develop and implement AM planning processes

•

Identify and prioritise ways to cost-effectively improve the quality of the AM plan

•

Identify indicative time-scales, priorities, and human and financial resources
required to achieve AM planning objectives

The Improvement Plan is subject to constant reappraisal and change. While reappraisal is an on-going
process, the Improvement Plan will form the basis of the Stormwater Service’s annual business
planning.

10.2

Achievement 2009 - 2017

Council is committed to on-going improvement in the quality of its asset management practices until
appropriate practice levels are achieved.
10.2.1 Focus 2014 - 2017
Focus for the previous three years (2014 to 2017) has been the instigation of asset management
practices associated with:
•

Global discharge consents for Amberley and Hanmer Springs

•

Flood prevention and mitigation works

•

Improved knowledge of the assets

•

Continuity of the stormwater asset knowledge within Council

•

Consistent delivery of stormwater services

•

Amberley stormwater operations and maintenance plan

•

Hanmer Springs stormwater operations and maintenance plan

•

Central Hurunui stormwater operations and maintenance plan

•

Amberley stormwater maintenance and monitoring programme

10.2.2 Achievement of the 2015 Stormwater Services Improvement Programme
Table 10-1 outlines the improvement items identified in the 2015 Stormwater Services AMP. The table
outlines project completion status as at September 2017. Improvement Items that have been partially
completed, or not completed have been carried forward into the new programme or reason given for
non-progression.
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Table 10-1: Achievement of the 2012 Stormwater Services Improvement Programme
Item
No

Area

Action

Status
October 2014

Update
September 2017

Hanmer Spring
report found.
Completed.

Completed

3-3

Hydraulic Modelling Services Limited report
Description
of 2002: Copies of this report cannot be
of Activity
presently located – Copy to be found

4-3

Goals

Community Plan Indicators Survey to include To be included in
questions on stormwater
2015

Completed

Goals

This vision and strategy will ensure that the To be done over 3
stormwater activity will in the future meet the years.
focus of better local government – the
provision of good quality local infrastructure
at the least possible cost to households and
business

Completed.
Vision and
Strategy included
in this AMP

In progress. will be
included in SMPs or
Detail known flooding issues or risks within
Township Strategy
the smaller communities (not covered by the
Plans
Township Strategy) and their management

Partially
Completed.
Included in
operations and
maintenance
plans (OMP)

2-4

2-4

Goals

Goals

Review strategic principle of the Amberley
Plan

In progress. 2014-15 Completed
will be carry out
along with AMP
updates

Lifecycle

Structuring a drain inspection program for
urban areas as a routine exercise

2014-15 Will be part Completed
of operation and
maintenance
programme

6-1

Risk

Completing, implementing and maintaining
risk plans (Utility Risk Management Plans)
for the principal utility asset systems to
minimise the likelihood of non-achievement
of critical business objectives

6-2

Risk

A Council risk policy will be developed that
encompasses the above.

6-3

Risk

A critical assets study is to be undertaken to
identify critical assets and adopt risk
mitigation strategies for operation,
maintenance and renewal of all critical
assets

9-8

Asset
Register

Develop and implement formal quality
assurance systems for existing and new GIS
and asset data

7-2

Life cycle

A more formal Priority Response time
process will be considered for stormwater in
the future

2-4

7-2

7.5

Renew
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Consider Condition assessments for critical
assets

Needs further work.

Partially
completed.
Included in
operations and
maintenance
plans (OMP)

At
At
Management/Counci Management/Co
l Level
uncil Level
In progress. 2014-15 Partial
Completed.
Included in OMP

2014-15

Needs further
work. In progress
under Service
Delivery

Done, included in
this AMP

Completed

To be done over 3
years.

Completed as
part of asset
assessment
under Service
Delivery for
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Item
No

Area

Action

Status
October 2014

Update
September 2017
targeted rate
areas.

9-8

Asset
Register

10.3

Retention ponds to be shown in asset
register

2014-15. No cost
included – inserted
as to-be maintained
asset only.

Completed

Stormwater Compliance Status

An assessment of the core compliance status was completed in 2017. The assessment indicates a high
level of compliance with the Core level of sophistication of the AMP, and therefore the management of
the Stormwater Services assets. It also indicates an improvement since the first and second
assessments carried out on the 2012, 2014 AMP respectively. The results of the nine AM assessment
areas of the Stormwater AMP are presented in Figure 10-1Error! Reference source not found.. Only
small progress made since 2014 with the loss of a dedicated Stormwater Engineer and no-one to
continue this focus to improvement.
Figure 10-1: 2017 Stormwater AMP Compliance Status
Objectives and Issues

5
Improvements and Advances

4

Description of Assets

3
2
1

AM Practices and Processes

Levels of Service

0

Financial Management

Managing Demand

Risk Management

10.4

Lifecycle

Awareness

Occurs - needs improvement

Core Achievement

Stormwater AMP 2012

Stormwater AMP 2014

Stormwater AMP 2017

Proposed AM Improvements

10.4.1 Key Areas
The proposed improvement plan is focused on the following key areas that will provide the greatest
gains for the service in the short term:
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•

Managing demand based on predicted and unpredictable growth areas

•

Asset condition assessments
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•

Life cycle management

•

Risk Management

•

Financial Management

•

AM Practices and Processes

The achievement of the Appropriate Level of asset management is Council’s long term goal and this will
be considered at the next AMP update.
10.4.2 Improvement Programme
The 2014 Improvement Programme for the three Waters has been presented in this AMP and has been
developed and includes:
• Items identified in the detailed assessment of appropriate AM practice for each asset group
carried out in October 2013
•

Items identified during the development of this AMP

Embarking on this AMP requires Council to make condition and performance assessments on asset
components, collect relevant data and extrapolate with a better measure of certainty, to ascertain when
renewals (and upgrades) are likely to be required over the next 30 years and to structure funding for
these.
The areas noted in this section for on-going monitoring and refinement are those processes introduced
within this AMP. Improvements focus on issues that Council considers as being pivotal in order to
maintain or improve the water assets.
All the timelines in the use of AssetFinda (Item 4.1 and 8.2) are dependent on getting a FTE staff
member to input the field data. It should be noted that this will also have a positive benefit on other
improvements (namely 2.1, 2.2, 4.2, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 6.1). Without investment in personnel it is unlikely
that these will be achieved in the next three years.
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Table 10-2: Improvement Programme

3: Levels of
Service

2: Description
of Assets

1: Objectives
& Issues

AM Area

Item
#

AM Component

Specific Asset Management Improvements

Priority

Comments

1.1

Strategic Goals and
Strategies

Develop a new long-term vision and associated planning for the future
management of the Three Waters for Hurunui District, specifically
Stormwater.

Low

Completed within AMP

2.1

Adequate description
of the service Financial

2.2

Adequate description
of the service Physical

3.1

Level of Service
defined and linked to
Council’s role

4: Managing Demand

3.3

4.1

August 2017

Consultation
requirements defined

Demand forecasts

Completed within AMP, but needs further update
in scheme Codicils

Update Water and Wastewater Codicils so they can become part of the
AMP but still can be used as separate document.

Low

When LOS / Performance levels are being considered - carry out
assessment of how these are to be achieved and what are the gaps

Med

Performance gaps and mitigation steps included
in AMP

Consider what additional information/data will be required to enable
Council to fully report on the performance levels

Med

Performance gaps and mitigation steps included
in AMP

Consideration on the level of consultation with users will be required once
Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) have Performance levels have been
published

Med

At Management Level – no published data from
DIA to date on these Mandatory Performance
Measures

Completed within AMP and updated in the
scheme codicils

Latest census statistics were available in late 2013 – these were used
as the basis of consideration of long term predictions for individual
townships and rural water schemes.
Assessment should include use of local knowledge for known
development. Include understanding the effects of changing occupancy
rates.
Process for determining demand projections to consider all trends
(population, climate, usage, etc.). Understand forecast scenarios.
Ensure that process is repeatable and is reviewed on an annual basis.

Med

Population projection report produced by Opus
and used for the district’s growth predictions.

Process implemented so that Data held and updated on consents, pump
capacity, peak flows. Use of AssetFinda should be considered

Low

A procedure for use of AssetFinda is underway.
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AM Area

Item
#

AM Component

Specific Asset Management Improvements

Priority

Comments

Review of forecasted demand for individual schemes to assess any
change needed for contributions policy

Med

Contributions policy under review at district scale
by CFO.

Data base or use of AssetFinda to record:
- Storage of consents information
- Well/bore information: not for consent requirements but for storage of
knowledge.

4.2

Demand
management
strategies and
drivers are
understood,
documented and
undertaken

Instigate Demand strategy that contains the components of:
- An overall strategy/vision that gives direction to the Management Plan
- A Management Plan including objectives, risk assessments,
short/long term targets (Key Performance Indicator's) and associated
actions, timing and resources
- Policies: Rules to guide both Council (staff and councillors) and the
public in decisions in achieve the Management Plan outcomes
- Water loss management
- Monitoring and reporting of usage/flows data requirements

Review utilisation presently held to ensure data relevant (for short and
long term) and reason for obtaining is valid, confidence level of data
known, and in practical and reportable format.
Develop a process for the collection and analysis of data

Review the extent of existing models (hydraulic, utilisation etc.) of the
schemes to ensure they can produce the required outcomes to assist
with renewals, new capital, development planning
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Med

High

This is underway in parallel with Laserfiche.

Completed. Water loss management for ondemand well underway with meter installations in
Leithfield Beach and flow monitoring on restricted
supply network. Report to Infrastructure
Committee contains monthly updates on flow
data and usage.

High

Engineering inspections for stormwater assets in
Amberley has been carried out by Service
Delivery Team. The inspection will be carried out
for stormwater assets in other areas by Service
Delivery Team.
Information and data collected needs to be
incorporated into Council’s Asset Management
System (AssetFinda). To be provided by Service
Delivery Team in approved format.

Low

Strategic level flood models have been
completed for Hanmer Springs & Amberley. Extra
flood modelling reports have been completed for
Amberley Swamp, Eastern Drain, Leithfield
Outfall Drain and Flax Stream.
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AM Area

Item
#

AM Component

Specific Asset Management Improvements

Priority

Comments

Consider the sharing of HDC’s Development Engineering Standards with
other similar Council’s in the Canterbury region and to ensure standards
are applicable to Council

Med

Development Engineering Standards have been
adopted by Council.

High

Records of maintenance and monitoring need to
be kept securely for reporting and compliance
purpose.
AssetFinda need to be used to show scheduled
maintenance and inform/report as required.

Low

Three stormwater operations and maintenance
plans have been prepared and adopted by
Council, which covers Amberley Area, Hanmer
Springs, Hawarden, Waikari, Cheviot and
Motunau Beach.
Maintenance and Monitoring Programme has
been developed and adopted for Amberley
Stormwater Management Area, as approved by
ECan

Planning to improve asset condition assessments and predicted
remaining life data for all assets (that incorporates modelling of
probable asset condition, failure records and actual condition
inspections).
Develop on-going planning process for regular condition assessments
that are summarised in electronic form and align these to renewals
forecasts (for both below ground and above ground assets).
Establish Condition deterioration Models for critical assets i.e. AC pipe.

High

Asset condition assessment has not been
completed yet.
Other new asset data needs to be captured and
stored in a systematic way, including pipe
material, installation date, records of inspection
and maintenance, etc.

Have maintenance schedules within AssetFinda that specifies the
required scope and frequency of planned maintenance activity for the
service.

High

Capability in AssetFinda for this.
Not completed.

Develop renewal programmes based on analysis of condition and
capacity, and consideration of other risk factors i.e. soil conditions,
corrosively of product etc. This follows on from work carried out in
Section 5.2a above.

Low

To be done as part of AMP.

Council has basic maintenance programme but requires updating and
formalizing.

5.1

Operations and
Maintenance
Service delivery

5: Lifecycle

Develop a long-term inspection and proactive scheduled maintenance
plans for all assets in Key areas and linked to criticality.

5.2

5.3
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Asset condition
performance
assessment & data
confidence levels

Lifecycle Optimised
decision making
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AM Area

Item
#

5.4

7: Financial
Management

6: Risk Management

6.1

6.3

7.1

August 2017

AM Component

Asset Management
Lifecycle Practice

Identification of
critical assets

Identification of risks
and risk strategies

AM financial
planning for
maintenance,
renewals and capital
projects for at least

Specific Asset Management Improvements

Priority

Comments

Consider the extent of operational manuals required for the service and
provide a programme for writing these based on criticality.

Low

Included in operations and maintenance plans.

It is considered that a review of the Asset Management Policy is required
to ensure that it is still at an appropriate level and contain sufficient
information to provide the asset management direction in the future.

Medium

To be started in 2018. Consider having an Asset
Management
Committee
comprising
Infrastructure Service – Assets, Infrastructure
Service – Delivery & Finance members.

Consider the extent of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) required
for the service. Provide a programme for writing these SOP based on the
risk.

Low

Included in operations and maintenance plans.

Develop a formal process for assessing Asset Criticality for all assets
within the service, then complete criticality to a component level for
above and below ground assets.

Low

Included in operations and maintenance plans.

Develop a disaster plan for rapid and structured response to
emergency failures and significant hazards.
Develop health & safety plans and incident control plans for critical
facilities (these can be part of the Operations Manuals).
Use existing constraints mapping (effects of flooding, liquefaction etc.)
and consider effects and mitigation.

High

Disaster plan not done.
H&S plans are in progress.
Effects of natural hazards looked at during 2012
valuation – further work required.

Discuss with Council’s committees on the extent of insurance –
affordability issue.
Determine the appropriate practice for the level of risk management
that will be adopted for the Council and then develop a Corporate
Business Risk Policy.

Med

CFO has suggested that this will be discussed
following AMP inputs showing identified
insurance gaps.

Implement risk management mitigation and controls identified within the
risk analysis.

Med

At Management Level

Assumptions, process:
- Identify the assumptions that may have an impact on the 2018 LTP
- Obtain agreement by Council at early stage

Med

At Management Level
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AM Area

Item
#

AM Component

Specific Asset Management Improvements

Priority

Comments

Review the programme for completing required asset attribute and
condition data capture into AssetFinda on a prioritised basis (using
criticality) and document on-going updates and reviews to support
asset management processes.

Med

No budgets in place for condition assessments.
Programme to be implemented.

Reporting on complaints received - smells, appearance, taste, pressure,
disruptions and complaint response time.

Med

Improved with further use of NCS

Review the component level of assets held within the asset register and
consider the need to record the assets to that level for valuation purposes
and consider incorporating with other assets within the unit rates for
replacement to simplify the current process.

Med-High

Need further work on Facilities/plant data, This is
to be started in earnest in 2018.

Implement effective document control to ensure currency of vital
information held in operation and maintenance strategy, design manuals,
construction standards and business continuity plans.

Med-High

Partly underway. Ongoing revisions required.
Use of Laserfiche in conjunction with AssetFinda
being investigated.

Improve confidence in facilities/plant data but checking in situ facilities.
Determine a consistent & formalised arrangement for facilities by
improving hierarchy and visual layout.

High

Review "As built"
appropriateness.

Med

Presently being carried out

Implement a QA system for asset management and a procedure is
required for updating maintenance data from the field to the office.
Improve accuracy of data through review and modification of collection,
storage, and auditing with prioritising on criticality including the
development of Data management standard.

Med-High

To be done in 2018-19.

Further develop asset management system modules to analyse planned
vs reactive maintenance.

Med

No progress to date

8: Practices and Processes

the ensuring 10
years

8.2

August 2017

Asset Management
systems functionality

process

and

contractors

work

sheet
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9: Improvements
and advances

AM Area

Item
#

AM Component

Specific Asset Management Improvements

Priority

Comments

9.2

Appropriate
improvement
programme

Develop a projects database and processes to record all planned and
potential Capex projects and enable prioritisation of projects.

Low

Initial database in spreadsheet format of capex
projects has been completed.

August 2017
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10.5

Measures for Monitoring Plan Effectiveness

Quantifiable measures are an important part of monitoring progress, how workable the plan is and
whether it complies with its stated purpose. Some measures are subjective and are limited to qualified
assessments by staff and Council, but are included as they reflect the effectiveness of the plan and its
progress in managing assets for the communities they are provided for.
Measures used in gauging plan effectiveness are

10.6

•

Auditors’ certification and formal feedback on plan completeness and content

•

Outcomes from external technical reviews by consultants or other agencies

•

Comments from peers,
(workshops/informal)

•

Optimising renewals / replacements to a core level with respect to cost savings,
maximising lifecycles of asset components and reduced downtime in networks

•

Measurable reduction in delays in recording relevant data / information on assets
and new acquisitions (sub-divisions and contracts) onto software (or hardcopy files)

•

Recognition of improved customer satisfaction with services, requests for
information, number of complaints and feedback from representative committee or
user groups

•

Improved communication between the utilities and the financial section of Council
and response times for technical-financial information flow (asset registers and
funding)

•

Improved communication between the utilities and planning section of Council with
regard to implementing standards of installations and compliance with building or
sub-division consents. Quarterly meetings now carried out

•

Meeting agreed levels of service and tracking improvements or changes to levels of
service for each network

•

Feedback from Council on performance of the utilities section with regard to
information flows, consumer feedback and quality of information required for
decision making

•

Level of compliance maintained with external consents, national standards and
legislative obligations and the quality of reporting on these

•

Utilization of human and technical resources within the utilities section showing in
the quality and/or quantity of outputs (including budgeting) within each year

•

Reduction in time in reporting on assets in the field and generating network
valuations

•

Simplification and ease of accessing up to date, valid and robust data on network
information

where

plans

are

discussed

or

compared

Development of an Asset Management Culture

The on-going development and successful implementation of asset management requires an
organisational culture of asset management. To be successful the asset management culture needs to
be consistently modelled and supported by the Chief Executive and senior managers in conjunction with
the elected Council. This process has been reinforced by the establishment of the Council’s AM policy
in 2009 and the AMP policy process. Further improvements are in process with the designation of a
member of the financial team to work alongside the Asset Engineers. It may be prudent to have an asset
management committee with representatives from all engineering disciplines and the finance team to
provide a more consistent approach and allow development of the AM policy.
10.6.1 Timetable for Audit and Review
The programme for future AM Reviews of this plan is in Table 10-3.
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Table 10-3: Timetable for Audit and Review
Activity

Target Date

Asset Management Improvement Programme 6 monthly meetings with
Assets and Service Delivery team members

6 monthly

Improvement Plan reviewed annually by all staff directly involved with and
focusing on key business issues

30 June each year

Report on Improvement Plan

30 June each year

AMP updates involving members of staff involved in preparing specific
aspects of the AMP

30 June each year

Adoption of AMP by Council

30 June every 3 years,
post review

External benchmarking by internal staff

Annually

Audit NZ external audit

As required by Audit NZ

10.6.2 Target Periods for Plan Input
Asset Management Plan reviews will need to provide for:
•

Consistency with the District, Annual and Strategic Plans

•

Meeting with routine Audits

•

Continual refinement of data collection and recording

Table 10-4 outlines target periods for Council inputs.
Table 10-4: Target Periods for Council Inputs
Item

Description

Target Period

Asset
Management
Process
Improvements

Review / service performance monitoring

Yearly

Asset condition assessment / performance
monitoring

On-going

Attribute data collection / validation / recording

Continuous

New works approvals / as built records

Upon completion of
works

Customer enquiries / records follow up

Continuous

Cash flow projections

Half yearly

Maintenance / renewal decision making

Half yearly

Capital expenditure decision making

Half yearly

Growth / review change in demand for services

Yearly

Review of AMP document

3 yearly or as required

Asset
Management
Information
Systems

Review of asset register, conditions and
valuation systems

Yearly

Review software used and confirm system
upgrade plan

5 Yearly

Data Collection
and Recording

Review asset valuation, life expectancies,
depreciation rates

3 yearly

Confirm data collection procedures for all assets and
include data / collection / recording requirements in
contacts

Yearly

Record new, relocated and disconnected assets

Continuous
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Item

Asset
Management
Plan Peer Review

Description

Target Period

Review and update condition, performance, risk and
criticality inputs

Quarterly

Extend review of technical content, structure,
processes and refinement of the plan and include
external / peer review

3 yearly

10.6.3 Procedures for Performance Reporting
The performance indicators outlined in Table 10-5 will be monitored to measure the effectiveness of
this AMP.
Table 10-5: Performance Indicators for AM Plan
Performance Indicator

Target

Source of Information

Implementation of Improvement
Programmes

100% of identified improvements
undertaken

Annual plan reports

Compliance with legislative
requirements

Audit NZ opinion relating to AM plan
outputs

Audit NZ reports

Quality of service delivered

Compliance with Annual Plan targets

Annual plan reports

Quality of risk management

Management of identified risks within
corporate risk management planning
approach

Internal management
reporting on Risk
Management Plan
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APPENDICES
The appendices detail the supporting information in the previous ten sections of the AMP
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APPENDIX A STORMWATER MAPS AND SCHEME
DESCRIPTIONS
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Map A 1 – Amberley Township
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Amberley Asset Summary
Table 10-6: Amberley Assets Replacement Value
Line Asset
Description

Point Asset

Replacement
Value

Creek

-

Culvert

Replacement
Value

Length

Number
Off

5,802

-

-

$126,390

340

-

-

$1,263,515

3,856

-

-

Lateral

$8,758

83

-

-

Novaflo

$69,491

519

-

-

220

-

-

4,650

-

-

5,036

-

-

$18,753

188

-

-

$1,540

2,160

-

-

Gravity Main

Open Channel

-

Open Drain
Rateable Drain

$35,616
-

Service
Swale
Floodgate

-

-

$1,510

2

Headwall

-

-

$2,908

2

Headwall - Double

-

-

Headwall - Entry

-

-

$8,724

6

Headwall - Exit

-

-

$15,994

11

Inlet

-

-

$3,719

2

Inspection Chamber

-

-

$4,620

2

Manhole

-

-

$39,375

15

Manhole - Short

-

-

$2,310

1

Outlet

-

-

$50,607

34

Pond

-

-

$1

2

Soak Pit

-

-

$33,000

22

Spillway

-

-

Sump

-

-

$94,950

45

Sump - Bubble Up

-

-

$1,500

1

Sump - Covered over

-

-

$1,500

1

Sump - Double Entry

-

-

$100

1

Sump - Entry

-

-

$18,000

12

Weir

-

-

$1

1

Grand Total

August 2017

$1,524,062

22,853

-

-

-

-

$278,819

160
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Table 10-7: Amberley Stormwater Pipes Installation Date, Diameter and Length

50

100

150

200

225

250

300

375

450

600

900

1200

Unknown

Total
Length
(m)

1962

-

-

-

-

11

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

1977

-

-

-

-

214

-

-

163

147

74

-

-

485

1,084

1980

-

-

-

-

47

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

47

1991

-

4

-

-

-

40

-

-

-

-

-

-

45

2000

-

-

-

-

-

31

-

-

-

-

-

-

31

2002

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

11

2003

-

12

56

-

137

20

-

-

-

-

-

-

188

413

2004

-

135

23

-

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

39

-

297

2005

-

-

-

-

-

166

-

-

-

-

-

-

166

2006

-

-

-

-

224

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

228

2007

-

4

45

-

-

-

-

-

-

73

-

-

52

173

2008

-

67

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

73

2009

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

23

-

-

-

-

23

2010

-

25

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

155

-

7

188

2011

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2012

-

42

70

-

12

5

42

336

-

67

-

-

603

1,176

2013

-

160

121

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

281

Unknown

618

-

12

17

14

-

-

-

42

-

-

-

35

737

Total

618

449

326

17

760

25

280

499

212

214

155

39

1,390

4,985

Diameter (mm)

Installation
Year
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Rain Gauge Summary for the Amberley Area
The following details the rain gauge summary for the Amberley area as detailed in the report dated 17th
September 2008 from PDP.
Rain Gauge Summary July 31st 2008 Event

Rain Gauge Summary August 25th 2008 Event
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Map A 2 – Amberley Beach
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Map A 3 – Cheviot
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Map A 4 – Culverden
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Map A 5 – Gore Bay
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Map A 6 – Greta Valley

August 2017
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Table 10-8: Greta Valley Stormwater Pipes Installation Date, Diameter and Length

450 mm

Total
Length
(m)

1970

151

151

Grand
Total

151

151

Installation
Year

August 2017
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Map A 7 – Hanmer Springs
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Table 10-9: Hanmer Springs Stormwater Pipes Installation Date and Diameter
Diameter (mm)

Install
ation
Year

100

1967

70

150

160

175

200

225

250

300

375

450

525

900

Unkno
wn

70

1972

156

1979

18

29

1985

491

240

17
100

10

156
70

64

1986
1987

8

152

6

901

30

30

110

110

1988

24

1990

29

79

43

1991

52

1994

61

197

39

91
344

5

9

1998

38

35

1999
2000

71

24

76

2001

61

100

11

2003

224

86

13

2004

48

2005

258

30

44
140

51

10

190

101

116

388

102

88

29

47

90

8

56

17

151

2008

15
68

301

1,009

13

273
399

14
21
37

2012

92

2013
Grand
Total

315

71

1,691

837

August 2017

14

152

2011

197

76

327

212

51
9

68

24
150

86

1997

2009

Total
Length
(m)

173

17

54

73

27

50

45

96

35

900

286

227

467

219

192

27

411
613

94

15

522

5,860
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Table 10-10: Hanmer Springs Replacement Value
Line Asset
Description

Creek

Point Asset

Replacement
Value

Length (m)

-

Replacement
Value

Number
Off

702

-

-

$23,232

51

-

-

$1,253,238

4,632

-

-

Lateral

$8,704

87

-

-

Novaflo

$34,007

340

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

750

-

-

678

-

-

Culvert
Gravity Main

Open Channel
Open Drain

$266,341

1,950

Rateable Drain
Service

$77,743

Swale

-

Headwall

-

-

$5,816

4

Headwall - Double

-

-

$4,362

3

Headwall - Entry

-

-

$8,724

6

Headwall - Exit

-

-

$21,810

15

Inlet

-

-

$1,094

1

Inspection Chamber

-

-

$6,930

3

Manhole

-

-

$96,810

37

Manhole - Short

-

-

$16,170

7

Outlet

-

-

$4,362

3

Pond

-

-

TBC

2

Soak Pit

-

-

$3,000

2

Spillway

-

-

TBC

1

Sump - Bubble Up

-

-

$7,500

5

Sump - Double Entry

-

-

$6,100

5

Sump - Entry

-

-

$40,500

27

Weir

-

-

TBC

2

Grand Total

August 2017

$1,663,266

9,189

$223,178

123
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Map A 8 – Hawarden

August 2017
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Map A 9 – Leithfield
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Map A 10 – Leithfield Beach
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Table 10-11: Leithfield Beach Asset Replacement Value
Line Asset
Description

Gravity Main
Service

Point Asset

Replacement
Value

Length

$227,187

306

$2,636

26

Replacement
Value

Number Off

Headwall - Double

$2,908

2

Headwall - Exit

$1,454

1

Inlet

$1,094

1

Inspection Chamber

$2,310

1

$7,766

5

Weir
Grand Total

August 2017

$229,823

332
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Map A 11 – Motunau Beach
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Map A 12 – Mt Lyford
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Map A 13 – Waiau
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Map A 14 – Waikari
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Map A 15 – Waipara
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Map A 16 – Drainage Network Map-Amberley and Amberley Beach
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Map A 17 – Drainage Network Map-Leithfield and Leithfield Beach
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Map A 18 – Drainage Network Map-Hanmer Springs
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Map A 19 – Drainage Network Map-Cheviot
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Map A 20 – Drainage Network Map-Hawarden
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Map A 21 – Drainage Network Map-Waikari
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Map A 22 – Stormwater Capital Works-Amberley and Amberley Beach (Amberley Area)
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Map A 23 – Stormwater Capital Works-Leithfield and Leithfield Beach (Amberley Area)
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Map A 24 – Stormwater Capital Works-Hanmer Springs
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Map A 25 – Stormwater Capital Works-Cheviot
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Map A 26 – Stormwater Capital Works-Hawarden
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Map A 27 – Stormwater Capital Works-Waikari
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Map A 28 – Stormwater Capital Works-Motunau Beach
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APPENDIX B AMBERLEY STORMWATER STRATEGY
Introduction
This strategy identifies the long term planning required for Amberley to continue to have an
effective stormwater system and how this system will be funded and paid for.
Objectives
1. Council provides appropriate treatment and disposal of waste water, while protecting
properties and public safety from flooding and erosion effects of stormwater. It also
ensures discharged water is clean and that no contaminated pools form.
2. To ensure that an implementation plan and timetable for works required is
incorporated into Council’s Long Term Strategic Planning.
Strategic Principles
The following strategic principles have been developed to support the integrated planning of
Amberley’s Stormwater Network.
1. That the Amberley Township Stormwater Network is managed as an integrated system
with 5 sub-catchments whose stormwater is treated and detained before discharge into
the public reticulated stormwater system.
2. That management of both stormwater runoff quantity and quality is required to meet the
Council’s statutory and environmental responsibilities.
3. That a mixture of improvements to the management of stormwater from existing
developed areas and new systems for all future development are required.
4. That developers will be relatively free to design their detention systems provided they
adhere to the principles of the Council’s Stormwater Management Plan for Amberley.
5. Generally on-site stormwater reticulation and detention facilities will vest in the Council.
Unless the Council deems it impractical or inefficient to do so in accordance with General
Infrastructure Policy 2.16. Where these facilities vest they will vest as utility reserves
except where the Council deems they may be a contribution to a recreation reserve in
accordance with the Reserves Strategy for Amberley (2008)
Network Description
The current stormwater system for Amberley is characterised by the different “catchments” for
stormwater, which are primarily determined by the contour of the land and associated flow
paths. The majority of the Amberley stormwater system is based on overland flows, draining
to larger drains and semi-natural water ways. The catchments generally are:
1. Dock Creek
2. Eastern Drain
3. South side creek (dry gully)
All three catchments generally run to the south east toward the coast. Stormwater has
historically caused surface flooding in low lying areas adjacent to the coast, such as the
Amberley Beach Settlement. Growth in Amberley will lead to increased hard surface areas
(roofs, roads and sealed areas) with associated run-off. In order to maintain the quality of
stormwater run-off and manage the quantity of run-off, stormwater treatment and detention is
required.

6

Refer to Infrastructure Strategy for Amberley Township 2008
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Works Required
Based on the report prepared by GHD, the future Amberley stormwater system can be divided
into several areas – each of which has a relatively distinct catchment and outlet. The areas
are (see attached map):
1. Area 1 – Western Side – Dock Creek Catchment
2. Area 2 – Eastern Side – Eastern Drain Catchment – Courage Road
3. Area 3 – Eastern Side – Between Courage Road and Amberley Beach Road
4. Area 4 – Eastern Side – South Side Creek Catchment – south of Amberley Beach
Road
5. Area 5 – SH 1
Area 1 – Western Side – Dock Creek Catchment (see attached map) – this area includes
significant areas with existing development almost to their potential, and a large area currently
in farmland which may be re-zoned in future
• A diversion to Kowhai River near Devonvale Lane - 650mm diversion pipe, in part to
alleviate existing peak flows in Dock Creek – estimated capital cost of $433,000
(subject to further design and costing)
o funding mechanism – 20% via development contributions, 80% from Amberley
rates
• One flow attenuation pond of approximately 5,000m3 (if potential residential area is
developed)
o funding mechanism – financial contribution on development of subject land
o timing – at time of development of land
Area 2 – Eastern Side – Eastern Drain Catchment – Courage Road (see attached map) –
this area includes some developed areas, and considerable areas available for smaller scale
residential subdivision – development is expected to be sporadic and long-term
• A number of smaller flow attenuation ponds or holding tanks to be provided by each
developer, totalling 320-430m3 of detention per hectare of development.
o funding mechanism – financial contribution on development of subject land
o timing – at time of development of land
Area 3 – Eastern Side – Between Courage Road and Amberley Beach Road (see attached
map) – this area includes some areas of existing commercial development and a large area
currently in farmland which is zoned Residential
• Various flow attenuation ponds in order to meet treatment and quantity outcomes
o funding mechanism – financial contribution on development of subject land
o timing – at time of development of land
Area 4 – Eastern Side – South Side Creek Catchment – south of Amberley Beach Road
(see attached map) (this area includes large area currently in farmland and identified as a
potential area for future re-zoning). Some provision in this area may also be required for further
development of vacant land in the Business Zone north of Amberley Beach Road.
 Various flow attenuation ponds in order to meet treatment and quantity outcomes
o funding mechanism – financial contribution on development of subject land
o timing – at time of development of land
Area 5 – State Highway Catchment (see attached map) – this area includes the Carters Road
and some adjacent areas where stormwater flows onto the State Highway.
• A filter treatment device located in Chamberlain Park and discharging to Dock Creek
– estimated capital cost of $73,000
o funding mechanism – 20% via development contributions, 80% from Amberley
rates
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o

timing – 2012-17

A summary of all growth related upgrade work for the Amberley stormwater network is shown
in the table below:
Work7

Description

Funding

Timing

Cost8

Area 1 – Dock Creek
Catchment

A diversion to Kowhai
River near Devonvale
Lane

Development
contributions

2012-2017

$86,600

Rates

2012-2017

$346,400

Flow attenuation pond

Financial
contribution

At time of
development

N/A – depends
on design

Area 2 - Eastern Side –
Courage Road

Various flow
attenuation ponds

Financial
contribution

At time of
development

N/A – depends
on design

Area 3 – Eastern Side –
Between Courage Road
and Amberley Beach
Road

Various flow
attenuation ponds

Financial
contribution

At time of
development

N/A – depends
on design

Area 4 – Eastern Side –
South Side Creek
Catchment

Various flow
attenuation ponds

Financial
contribution

At time of
development

N/A – depends
on design

A filter treatment
device located in
Chamberlain Park

Development
contributions

2012-2017

$14,600

Area 5 – State Highway
Catchment

Rates

2012-2017

$58,400

7
Development Contributions will be charged over all lots in the Amberley Urban Area as established in the LTP to fund upgrades
to the reticulation system including the diversion pipe to the Kowai River in Dock Creek and the State Highway One filtration
system

8

Readers are referred to the LTP for the cost per lot and timing of work funded by development contributions.
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APPENDIX C STORMWATER RESOURCE CONSENTS
The following table details the resource consents held along with brief description.
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Table 10-12: Stormwater Resource Consents (as at February 2011)
COUN
CIL
No.

ECan
Record No

Status

Consent
Expiree
Date

Activities

Discharge of StormwaterResidential

to dispose of stormwater to a natural drainage
channel

Discharge of StormwaterResidential

27

CRC031746

Current

No expiry
date

31

CRC054036.2

Current

16/12/2040

33

40

41

CRC062755.1

CRC081872

CRC081875

August 2017

Current

Current

Current

Consent Details

Consent
Location

Consent Conditions
# off

Design

Maint.

14A Amuri
Avenue,
HANMER
SPRINGS

0

No

No

To discharge stormwater from a residential
subdivision

15 Hall Street,
MOTUNAU

17

Yes

Yes

16

Yes

Yes

22/06/2041

Discharge of StormwaterResidential

To discharge contaminants to water

Old Main North
Road &
Ashworths Road,
LEITHFIELD
VILLAGE

25/05/2044

Discharge of StormwaterResidential

To discharge water and contaminants from Leithfield
Stream into the Coastal Marine Area for a term of 35
years from the date of commencement of this
consent

Coastal Marine
Area, LEITHFIELD
BEACH

6

No

No

Install Outfall Pipeline

To disturb the foreshore and seabed, to remove
natural material from the foreshore and seabed, to
deposit concrete on the foreshore and seabed, to
erect and place a structure fixed in, on and over the
foreshore and seabed for a term of 10 years from
the commencement of this consent, and to occupy
the Coastal Marine Area for a term of 35 years from
the date of commencement of this consent

Coastal Marine
Area, LEITHFIELD
BEACH

24

Yes

Yes

25/05/2044
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COUN
CIL
No.

42

ECan
Record No

CRC081876

Status

Current

Consent
Expiree
Date

25/05/2044

Activities

Consent Details

Consent
Location

Consent Conditions
# off

Design

Maint.

Install Outfall Pipeline,
Disturb Bed

To excavate and disturb the bed and to install
structures in and on the bed and banks of Leithfield
Stream for a term of 10 years from the date of
commencement of this consent and to maintain that
structure for a term of 35 years from the date of
commencement of this consent

Coastal Marine
Area, LEITHFIELD
BEACH

28

Yes

No

Coastal Marine
Area, LEITHFIELD
BEACH

11

Yes

Yes

8

Yes

No

43

CRC081879

Current

25/05/2044

Structure in Coastal
Hazard Zone

To erect a structure within Coastal Hazard Zone 1
above Mean High Water Springs for a term of 10
years from the commencement of this consent, and
to maintain that structure for a term of 35 years
from the commencement of this consent

44

CRC081880

Current

25/05/2044

Dam Surface Water,
Divert Surface Water

To dam and divert water from Leithfield Stream into
the Coastal Marine Area

Coastal Marine
Area, LEITHFIELD
BEACH

45

CRC082988

Current

05/02/2048

Discharge of StormwaterIndustrial

To discharge stormwater containing contaminants
from a stormwater management area, being
Amberley Township

Amberley
Township,
AMBERLEY

68

CRC101596

Current

8/02/2045

Works to Divert Water,
Cables/Pipelines

To carry out earthworks and install two pipes and an
open channel for the purpose of diverting excess
flood flows

Lawcocks and
Douglas Roads,
AMBERLEY

21

No

No

69

CRC101597

Current

8/02/2045

Divert Surface Water

To divert excess flood flows from Dock Creek into
the Kowhai River

Lawcocks and
Douglas Roads,
AMBERLEY

8

Yes

No

70

CRC101598

Current

8/02/2045

Discharge of Water- Pure

To discharge excess flood waters from a diversion
structure

Lawcocks and
Douglas Roads,
AMBERLEY

9

Yes

Yes
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COUN
CIL
No.

Consent
Expiree
Date

Activities

CRC102547

Issued inactive

12/12/2046

Earthworks, Clear
Vegetation in a Riparian
Margin, Install/Remove a
Culvert

to undertake earthworks and clear vegetation to
place a flood diversion structure within the riverbed
at or about NZMS 260 N34: 9197 - 8266 to NZMS 260
N34: 9212 - 8255

Hursley Terrace
Road, AMBERLEY

22

73

CRC102548

Issued inactive

12/12/2046

Divert Surface Water

to divert water at or about NZMS 260 N34: 9197 8266 to NZMS 260 N34: 9212 - 8255

Hursley Terrace
Road, AMBERLEY

10

74

CRC102549

Issued inactive

12/12/2046

Discharge of
Contaminated Water

to discharge water and contaminants into surface
water at or about NZMS 260 N34: 9197 - 8266 to
NZMS 260 N34: 9212 - 8255

Hursley Terrace
Road, AMBERLEY

10

12/12/2046

Deposition of Material,
Excavate Material,
Construct/Remove a
Bridge

to disturb the bed of the coastal marine area by
excavating a portion of the dune of the Northern
lagoon, Minimoto Lagoon and Leithfield Beach
Lagoon and to disturb the bed of the coastal marine
area by excavating sand/ gravel deposits in Outfall
drain mouth for the purposes of alleviating flooding

Northern Lagoon,
Minimoto
Lagoon, Leithfield
Beach Lagoon &
Outfall Drain,
AMBERLEY

27

Divert Surface Water

to divert excess flood flows from the lagoon/drain
mouth to the coastal marine area at or about NZMS
260 N34: 9211 - 8237, NZMS 260 N34: 9171 - 8065,
NZMS 260 N34: 9033 -7767 and NZMS 260 N34:
9018 - 7725

Northern Lagoon,
Minimoto
Lagoon, Leithfield
Beach Lagoon &
Outfall Drain,
AMBERLEY

7

Discharge of
Contaminated Water

to discharge the excess flood water and
contaminants from the proposed openings into the
coastal marine area and waters at or about NZMS
260 N34: 9211 - 8237, NZMS 260 N34: 9171 - 8065,
NZMS 260 N34: 9033 - 7767 and NZMS 260 N34:
9018 - 7725

Northern Lagoon,
Minimoto
Lagoon, Leithfield
Beach Lagoon &
Outfall Drain,
AMBERLEY

5

ECan
Record No

Status

72

75

76

77

CRC102694

CRC102695

CRC102696
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Issued active

Issued active

Issued active

12/12/2046

12/12/2046

Consent Details

Consent
Location

Consent Conditions
# off

Design
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COUN
CIL
No.

ECan
Record No

Status

78

CRC102789

79

80

81

82

83

85

Consent
Expiree
Date

Activities

application
on hold

No expiry
date

Construct/Remove a
Structure

to construct and maintain a flood diversion structure
at or about NZMS 260 M34: 8888 - 8474 to M34:
8930 - 8394

Courage Road,
AMBERLEY

0

CRC102790

application
on hold

No expiry
date

Divert Surface Water

to divert water from an ephemeral gully to the
Eastern drain at or about NZMS 260 M34: 8888 8474 to M34: 8930 - 8394

Courage Road,
AMBERLEY

0

CRC102791

application
on hold

No expiry
date

Discharge of
Contaminated Water

to discharge water and contaminants at or about
NZMS 260 M34: 8888 - 8474 to M34: 8930 - 8394

Courage Road,
AMBERLEY

0

12/12/2046

Construct/Remove a
Structure, Disturb Bed,
Clear Vegetation in a
Riparian Margin,
Earthworks

to construct and maintain a flood diversion structure
at or about NZMS 260 N34: 9072 - 8126

Hursley Terrace
Road and
Amberley Beach
Road, AMBERLEY
BEACH

22

to divert water at or about NZMS 260 N34: 9072 8126

Hursley Terrace
Road and
Amberley Beach
Road, AMBERLEY
BEACH

8

10

21

CRC102807

CRC102809

CRC102810

CRC102897

August 2017

Issued inactive

Issued inactive

Issued inactive

Current

12/12/2046

Divert Surface Water

Consent Details

Consent
Location

12/12/2046

Discharge of
Contaminated Water

to discharge water and contaminants into Minimoto
Lagoon at or about NZMS 260 N34: 9141 - 8097

Hursley Terrace
Road and
Amberley Beach
Road, AMBERLEY
BEACH

24/05/2045

Construct/Remove a
Structure, Clear
Vegetation in a Riparian
Margin, Introduce Plant

To carry out works in and within 7.5 m of the bed

Mason River,
INLAND ROAD

Consent Conditions
# off

Design

Maint.

No

No
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COUN
CIL
No.

ECan
Record No

Status

Consent
Expiree
Date

Activities

86

CRC103024

Current

24/05/2045

Divert Surface Water

To divert water in stream

CRC103328

Issued active

12/12/46

Excavate Material,
Deposition of Material

87

88

CRC103330

Issued active

12/12/46

89

CRC103331

Issued active

Consent Details

Consent
Location

Consent Conditions
# off

Design

Maint.

Mason River,
INLAND ROAD

6

No

No

to undertake earthworks in and to disturb the bed of
the Coastal Marine Area at the mouth of the Kowai
River at or about map reference NZMS 260 N34:
9084-7879

Kowai River,
AMBERLEY

15

Divert Surface Water

to divert excess flood water from the Kowai River
Mouth to the Coastal Marine Area at or about map
reference NZMS 260 N34: 9084-7879

Kowai River,
AMBERLEY

7

12/12/46

Discharge of
Contaminated Water

to discharge excess flood water from the Kowai River
Mouth to the Coastal Marine Area at or about map
reference NZMS 260 N34: 9084-7879

Kowai River,
AMBERLEY

5

to undertake works in the bed and banks of Dock
Creek to upgrade an existing culvert

Stanton Road,
AMBERLEY

22

No

No

90

CRC103443

Issued inactive

12/12/46

Disturb Bed,
Install/Remove a Culvert,
Construct/Remove a
Structure, Clear
Vegetation in a Riparian
Margin, Earthworks

91

CRC103444

Issued inactive

12/12/46

Divert Surface Water

to divert surface water

Stanton Road,
AMBERLEY

8

92

CRC103445

Issued inactive

12/12/46

Discharge of
Contaminated Water

to discharge water to surface water

Stanton Road,
AMBERLEY

8

Dam Surface Water

to dam water in Dock Creek, and to divert water
from Dock Creek and Stanton Road Drain, into Kowai
River North Branch, at or about map reference
M34:867-850, for flood relief purposes

Dock Creek &
Stanton Road
Drain, AMBERLEY

3

127

CRC980471

August 2017

Current

29/07/2033
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COUN
CIL
No.

128

129

130

ECan
Record No

CRC980472

CRC980473

CRC980789

August 2017

Status

Current

Current

Current

Consent
Expiree
Date

Activities

29/07/2033

Works for
Maintenance/Protection,
Construct/Remove a
Structure

to use and reconstruct structures in the bed of Dock
Creek and Stanton Road Drain, at or about map
reference M34:867-850, for flood relief purposes

29/07/2033

17/12/2032

Consent Details

Consent
Location

Consent Conditions
# off

Design

Maint.

Dock Creek &
Stanton Road
Drain, AMBERLEY

5

No

Yes

Discharge of Water- Pure

to discharge water from Dock Creek and Stanton
Road Drain, into Kowai River North Branch, at or
about map reference M34:867-850, for flood relief
purposes

Dock Creek &
Stanton Road
Drain, AMBERLEY

5

No

No

Works for
Maintenance/Protection

to erect and place erosion protection structures on
the bed of the Hurunui River; to plant willows in the
bed of the river; to excavate gravel, sand and other
natural material from the bed; to deposit gravel,
sand and other natural material on the bed; and to
disturb the bed by operating vehicles and machinery
at or about map reference N33:181-118, for erosion
control purposes

Hurunui River
Bed, D/S Of SH1,
HURUNUI

14
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APPENDIX D NATURE OF INUNDATION AUGUST 2008
FLOODING
Property
#

Address 1

Address 2

8

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Garages (2) flooded

10

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Garage and sleep-out
flooded

14

Penfold Square

16

Penfold Square

18

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Dwelling

Flood water in front bedroom

Outbuildings

Garage Flooded

Leithfield Beach

Garage and sleep-out
flooded

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

Leithfield Beach

Water seepage through
floorboards into front rooms
of house
House Flooded

19

Penfold Square

21

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

22

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

26

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

29

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

30

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

33

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

34

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

38

Penfold Square

Leithfield Beach

22

Kowai St

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

28

Kowai St

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

30

Kowai St

32

Kowai St

34

Kowai St

36

Kowai St

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

109

Kings Rd

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

109

Kings Rd

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

180

Kings Rd

Leithfield Beach

Garage Flooded

183

Kings Rd

16

Elizabeth Square

Leithfield Beach

18

Elizabeth Square

Leithfield Beach

20

Elizabeth Square

Leithfield Beach

4

South Cres

Amberley Beach

Lower level of house flooded

Garage Flooded

6

South Cres

Amberley Beach

Lower level of house flooded

Garage Flooded

12

South Cres

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

10

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

August 2017

Leithfield Beach

House Flooded

Lower Level of house
Flooded

Leithfield Beach
Leithfield Beach

Leithfield Beach

Garage/Sleepout Flooded

Garage Flooded
Sleepout Flooded

Lower Level of house
Flooded

Garage Flooded

Lower Level of house
Flooded
Garage Flooded
House Flooded
Garage Flooded
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Property
#

Address 1

Address 2

Dwelling

14

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

House Flooded

14

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

House Flooded

16

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

18

Grierson Ave

20

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

28

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

34

Grierson Ave

36B

Grierson Ave

38

Grierson Ave

40

Grierson Ave

42

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

44

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

46

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

48

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

50

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

52

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

54

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Lower Level of house flooded

58

Grierson Ave

Amberley Beach

Lower Level of house flooded

Amberley Beach

Outbuildings

Garage Flooded
Lower Level of house
Flooded
Garage Flooded
House Flooded

Garage Flooded

Amberley Beach

Garage & Laundry
Flooded

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

Amberley Beach

Lower Level of house
Flooded

Amberley Beach

Lower Level of house
Flooded

Garage Flooded

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded(was used
as temporary dwelling at
time of flood)

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

60

Grierson Ave

27

Holton Drive

22

Osborne Rd

31

Douglas Rd

Amberley Beach

33

Douglas Rd

Amberley Beach

35

Douglas Rd

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

37

Douglas Rd

Amberley Beach

Garage Flooded

37A

Douglas Rd

Amberley Beach

House Flooded

Amberley Beach

Slight water in through front
Door of Hotel due to vehicle
movements

Amberley Beach

House Flooded

Garages & Sleep-out
flooded
Garage Flooded

House Flooded

Garage Flooded

Garage Flooded

40

Douglas Rd

69

Leithfield Rd

Leithfield

House Flooded

Garage Flooded

69

Leithfield Rd

Leithfield

House Flooded

Garage Flooded

Bridge
House

Leamington Rd

Cheviot

House Flooded

302

Culverden Rd

Culverden

House Flooded

Sheds Flooded

302

Culverden Rd

Culverden

House Flooded

Sheds Flooded

August 2017

Sheds Flooded
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Property
#

Address 1

Address 2

Dwelling

302A

Leamington Rd

Cheviot

House Flooded

August 2017

Outbuildings
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